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a..-.r:.ar.y
If J la a rl ug, ai‘.d V any H modulo, then there in a unique ..dnimal 
injective module, containing The module E^(V) is called the
injective hull of V. Our aim in this thesis is to study the injective 
hull of irreducible nodules over various croup rings.
Chapter 1 contains 3omo preliminary results which are used in later 
chapters. In chapter 2 we study the group algebra of a locally finite 
group 0 over a field k. A module E is said to be 5~~l-in.iective if any 
direct sum of copies of E is injective. Vfe characterize Jj-injeotive 
kG modules and provide necessary and sufficient conditions for the in­
jective hull of every irreducible kO module to be 5~!-ln.iectlve.
The remaining three chapters concern group rings, 3G of polyoyolic 
groups. If 3 is a commutative Noetherian ring, and V an irreducible H 
module, it is known that E^(V) is artinian. In chapters 3 and 4, we study 
analogues of this result. Chapter 3 covers all the cases where we know 
that E_q (V) is artinian, while in chapter 4» we examine situations in 
which E (V) is not artinian.
In fact we show that E_ (V) can fail to be locally artinian. This 
answers a question of Jategaonkar concerning (two sided) h'oetherian rings.
The main result of chapter 5 concerns irreducible modules over poly­
cyclic group algebras, kG. Vfe shall show that any polycyclic-by-finite 
group G has a characteristic abelian-by-finite subgroup A, known as the 
plinth socle of G, such that, if V is an irreducible kG module, the res­
triction of V to A is generated by finite dimensional kA modules. The 
motivation is partly a theorem of P. Hall to which the above result 
reduces when 0 is nilpotent.
Also the condition arose quite naturally in chapter 4, and some 
applications aro given to problems studied there.
A detailed introduction is given separately for each of the
chapters 2-5
Chapter 1. Preliminary Results.
1. Introduction.
In this section we give an account of the basic definitions and 
theory which vd.ll bo needed later. Roughly speaking the aim is to 
develop enough background so that the material on locally finite 
groups and that on polyoyolic groups may be read independently, "e 
assume that all rings havo identity elements and all modules are uni- 
tal. Unless otherwise stated all modules will be right modules.
2. Groups.
Te shall be concerned mainly with two generalizations of finite 
groups, namely the classes of locally finite groups and of polyoyclio- 
by-finite groups.
Definitions 2.1. Let 0 be a group and p a prime.
i) 0 is said to be periodic if every element of G has finite order,
ii) 0 is 3aid to be locally finite if every finitely generated sub­
group of 0 is finite.
iii) A set of subgroups of G is a local system of G if 0
and for every pair S,T«i there is a subgroup U such that S,T C  U.
iv) An element g« G is a p element if the order of g is a power of
p and a p* element if the order of g is prime to p. 0 is a p group
(respectively p' group) if all its elements are p elements (p' elements).
v) If G is a locally finite group there exists a unique maximal 
normal p subgroup of 0 denoted by 0p(0) and a unique maximal normal 
p1 subgroup Opt(G). "7« refer the reader to (28) CH 1 § B for further 
details.
Since we will consider group algebras over fields of both positive 
characteristic and characteristic zero, it is convenient to regard 
zero as a prime in the statement of oertain theorems. To do this we 
require the following definitions in the case of looally finite groups,
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namely, any looally finite group is a O' group and the only 0 group 
is the identity group.
'.7e shall need the following results on locally finite groups.
Theorem 2.2. A periodic linear group is locally finite.
Proof» See (2d) l.L.l.
Theorem 2.3» (Brauer-Feit) There exists an integer-valued funotion 
f(n,p,|P|) of three variables such that any periodic linear group of 
degree n over a field ofcharacteristic p ^  0, that contains a finite 
maximal p subgroup P , has an abelian normal p' subgroup of finite 
index bounded by f(n,p,|P| ).
Proof: (4)»
Theorem 2.4. (Kall-Kulatil&ka) Every infinite locally finite gmup 
contains an infinite abelian subgroup.
Proof; (23) 2.5.
Definition 2.5. Let3t, ijbe classes of groups.
1) A group G is said to be an %  -by-y group if there is a normal 36 
subgroup N of 0 such that G/IT is a group.
Thus we may speak for example of the classes of ahelian-by-fir.ite, 
nilpotent-by-finite and (abelian-by-nilpotent)-by-finite groups.
ii) A group G is 3aid to be a p o l y g r o u p  if there is a finite sub­
normal series 1 « C04 Gi ... Gn > 0  such that Oi+i/Gi is an X  group 
for i >0,... n-1.
V/e shall make frequent use of the following result.
Lemma 2.6. Any poly (oyolic or finite) group contains a character­
istic subgroup of finite index which is poly (infinite cyclic).
Proof» (¿6) 10.2.5.
lienee we may refer to this class of groups as polyoyolic—by—finite. 
If 0 i3 polycyclic-by-finite and 1 « G0< Gi ... 0n - 0 is a subnormal 
series with 0^ +1/0^ either finite or cyolio, then the number of quot-
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ijuta O^+l/Oiwhioh ars inf i::i■ r cyclic ia mao.<n ts be j  invariant, 
the Tfii-wab nuiabor , b'o) of 0. 
lefinitiona 2.7.
i) If 0 ia a group, the upper central aeries ^ ¿ ^ j i a  defined
by the I'ulc-s Zj_(Gy = .j(0; | "t..d centre of 0 and Z^^^(G)/o^(Gy =* Z(G/Z^(C)).
This series can of course be continued transfinitely, but we shall 
not need to do 30.
ii) A group i3 said to b= nil.ctent if Ze(G) = G for none integer o 
and the least such o ia called the olaac of 0.
iii) If G ia polycyclic-by-iir.ita, there ia a unique maximal finite 
normal subgroup the finite radical, ?(o) and .a unique maximal nilpotent 
normal subgroup, the Fitting subgroup Fit(G) of G. (These are con­
sequences of the fact that G has the maximum condition on subgroups).
iv) If 0 ia a polyoyolic-by-fiaite group, the Zale3akil subgroup, Zal(G) 
ia defined by the rule F(G)C lal(G), Zal(G)/F(G) = Z(?it(G/F(G)).
'.Ye assemble the following .veil known facta about nilpotent and 
polycyclic-by-finite groups.
Lemma 2.8. Let 0 be a nilpctent group,
i) If N 4  0, N / 1, then 1* rt Z(G) / 1.
ii) The finite radical, F(G) contains all of the elements of finite 
order in 0, and G/F(G) is torsion free.
iii) If Z(G) ia torsion free, then the upper central factors Z^+^ (G)/Zd (G) 
are also torsion free.
iv) Every subgroup of 0 is subnormal in G.
▼) If 0 is finitely generated, then 0 is polycyclic,
vi) If G is finitely generated, and Z(0) ia finite, then G is finite.
Proof i Most of these results can be proved by induction on the class 
of G. For i) we refer the reader to (36) 11.4*3» and for ii) and iii) to 
(36) 11.1.2 and 11.1.3» respectively. A proof of iv) can be found in (17), 
theorem 10.3.3» while v) and vi) are contained in (36)»11.4>3 and (39)»
theorem 2.24 3
Lemma 2.9« Lot C bo a polycydic-by-finite group.
i) If N 4 Q, K / 1, then 17 A Zal(G) / 1.
li) If G ia infinite then it baa a characteristic infinite abelian 
torsion frae subgroup.
iii) If Zal(G) is finitet then 0 is finite,
iv) 0/Fit(0) is abelian-by-finite.
▼) C ia residually finite.
Proof« i) is a remark of Hoseblado'3 (42)1 p. 390. For ii) *ee (36) 
10.2.9! iii) is an easy consequence of ii) and the definition.
For i'v) sea (39) 3.25 and for ▼) ! (36) 10.2.11.
Definitions 2.10.
i) Let 0 be a finite group and p a prime! 0. Then 0 is said to 
be p soluble if for every homomorphic image U  of 0! either 0p(G) ^li 
or 0p,(G) / 1. ffe say that 0 is p nilpotent if G/0p)(G) ia a p group.
ii) A polycyclio-by-finite group is p nllpotent, provided every finite 
homomorphic imago of G is p nilpotont.
In view of lemma 2.9 v) p nilpotence is a reasonably restrictive 
property. Hov/ever vie have the following result.
LeDna_2jll.
i) Any polycyclic-by-finite group contains a characteristic p nilpotent 
subgroup of finite index.
ii) Hormal subgroups and homomorphic images of p nilpotent groups 
are p nilpotent.
Proof« For i) see (j6) 11.2.6.
Clearly a homomorphic image of a p nilpotent group is p nilpotent.
Let H be a normal subgroup of the p nilpotent group G. and H/!*' a finite 
image of H with |HhN| «* n. Then H11 ia a charaoteristic subgroup of finite
index in H» and I ^ C  N. Since H11 ^  G» we may assume that H11 ■ 1. Since G
ais residually finite» there exists a normal subgroup K of finixe index in
G such that K n H = 1. Thus H ■ H/H O K S  HK/K c o/K, and so H is 
p nilpotent*
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3« Rings
Definition 3.1. Lot R be a ring.
1) The Jacobaon radical, J(3) of a ia the interseotion of the -ari-.ji 
right ideals of H.
li) H ia said to be 3emlsimple if J(R) » 3.
li) '.Ve say that H ia semilocal, local or scalar local if R/J(R) is 
semi simple artinian, simple artinian or a division ring, respectively.
Definition 3»2. A ring i3 locally artlni-n, provided every finitely 
generated aubring is artinian.
Definition 3*3« A ring R is said to be (von Ileumann) regular if 
eitherof the following equivalent conditions hold:
i)for a(R, there exists x «. R, 3uch «hflt SLITS * &•
ii) every finitely generated right ideal of R is generated by an 
idempotent.
Tie refer the reader to (36) 3.1«3 for proof of the equivalence.
Definition 3«4« A Noetherian ring R is said to be polycentral if 
in every homomomorphic ring image of R, any non-zero ideal contains 
a non-zero central element.
Some examples of rings with some of these properties are given in 
the following result.
Proposition 3*5. Let k be a field of characteristic pJfrO, 0 a group 
and kG the group ring of 0 over k.
i) kG is locally artinian if and only if G is locally finite,
ii) kO is regular if and only if 0 is a locally finite p* group,
iii) kO is a polycontral ring if and only if 0 is polycyelio-by- 
finite and is a finite p'-by—(uilpotent—by—finite p) group.
Proof» i) follows from Connell's result,(36) 10.1.1 that u group 
ring kO is artinian if and only if G is a finite group. Per ii) see 
(36) 3.1.5, and for iii),(36) 11.3.12. Kota that according to the 
oonventions of £ 2, the condition in iii) is that 0 ia finite-by-
5
nilpotent aid finitely generated if p is the prime zero«
Definition j.o. Lot I La an ideal in a ring R.
i) I iu said to bo nilpotent if 1“ » C, far nomo in -a^er a. 
ii) I ia nil if aach of its elements in nilpotent, that is for oaca
a « I* there exists an intonar n such that arl * 0.
Examples cf suoi; ideals aro given by tha Jacobson radical of a 
(locally) artiaian ring.
Lemma 3.7» i) If R is an artinian ring, J(R) Ì3 nilpotont.
ii) If R is a locally artinian ring,J(P.) is a nil ideal.
Prcof: i) ia well known, see (29) §3*5 cor 1., and ii) follows
from i).
Definition 3»S. If T is a subset of a ring R, we write r(T) for 
the right annihilator of T. ( r « R | T r  . oj. The loft anr-ihilator 
of T. i(T) 13 defined similarly.
V/e shall use the appropriato underlined anali letter to denote the
augmentation ideal of a group ring. Thus if R » SO is a group ring
of a group G over some ring S, and H ia a subgroup of G, then h will de
note the ideal of SH generated by the set (_h—1 ( h * H \ and hG will
denote the rig_t ideal of R generated by h.
If H is a finite subgroup of G, we shall write S » 2  k * SH*
WeH
As an illustration of these concepts there is the following result. 
Lemma 3»9» Let H be a finite subgroup of a group 0. Then we have 
i) r(fe) « HkO
ii) r(£) - '¿a . Similar results hold for left annihilators.
Proof; See (36) 3.1.2.
Of course if H ia a normal subgroup of a group 0, then hG will be 
a two 3ided ideal of SO.
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4» -odulea
potation and definitions 4.1.
If 3 is a ring and 77 an H rodule,3ndg( :i) will dénota the ring of 3 
endonorphiam3 of 77. Hcmomorphisos of modules will generally bo 
denoted by Greek letters. If 7 is a submodule of .7 and(ÿ(V) Ç 7, 
for allty* Endg('.T), we say 7 is a fully invariant submodulo of 77.
laflnltions 4»2» Let ? be a subset of a ring B, V an R module and 
Vf a subset of V.
i) '.7e write ann^ -V > [ r ( 3  l ..'r » 0 j and ann^T = ^  v * V | tT > 0 ]t the 
anrihilators of '.7 in 3 and of T in V respectively.
ii) If ann^7 = 0,7 is said to be a faithful 3 module.
iii; If 7 satisfies the minimum condition on annihilators of subsets 
of 3 we shall write 7 satisfiss mln-ann.
Definition 4.3.If 3 = 33 a group ring and 7 i3 an ii module, we 
write 3g(7) for £gq G | g-1* ann^7 ^  , the centraliser of 7 in G. 
Definition 4.4. Let 0 / 7 4  .7 be 3 modules. .7 is an essential exten­
sion of 7 if for every non-oero submodule T of Vi we have T O  7 / 0.
If in addition .7 properly contains 7 we say the extension is proper.
If .7 is an essential extension of 7 we 3hall sometimes say 7 is an 
essential submodule of ".
Preposition 4.5» Let 3 be an 3 module. The following are equivalent« 
1) 3 is a direct sunmand cf any module containing it. 
il) 3 has no proper essential extensions.
iii) The functor Hora.j( ,3) is exact.
iv) If A is a submodule of an B module B und©tA-*E is an R homomor­
phism, then there is an 3 homomorphism § :3 —• E such that 9(a) ■ 0(a) 
for a« A. (ife say that 5  extends O  or that the restriction of 5  to A 
equals O  and write 5 *  - © ) .
v) If i is a ri£it ideal of 3 and © i l  — * E a homomorphism then 
there is a homomorphism ®  :?. —» 3 which extends O.
7
Proof« See (46) proposition 2.1, and theorems 2.15 and 2.17.
Any module satisfying the conditions of proposition 4 .5 is said to 
be In.ieotlva.
Theorem ¿.6. Let V be an R module. There exists a module Ejj(V) ■ E 
containing V and satisfying the following equivalent conditions«
1} 3 is an essential extension of V and 13 injective, 
ii) 2 is injective, and whenever S' is a proper submodule of E con­
taining V, then E* is not injective.
iii) 2 is an essential extension of V, and whenever E' is an R mod­
ule properly containing S, then E' is not 3n essential extension of V. 
Moreover the nodule 3p(7) is unique up to isomorphism.
Proof: (46) theorem 2.21.
"’e shall drop the reference to the ring and '.rite ER (7) = 2(7) when 
r.o confusion is lihely to arise. S(V) is the injective hull of V.
If 3 i3 an injective modulo, then any direct product of copies of 
E is injective, (46) proposition 2.2. However a direct sun of copies 
of 2 need not be injective. ?hi3 motivates the idea of a 2  -injective 
nodule.
Proposition 4«7» Let E he un injective H module. Then the following 
couiiti.na are equivalent: 
i) 3 satisfies nin—arm.
ii) R has the maximum condition (n.ax.) on annihilators of subsets of
iii) Any direct sum of copies of S 1. injective, 
ii) Any countable direct sura of copies of E is injective.
A module satisfying the above conditions i-> sale to be S  -injective,
Po,ocf: dee Faith (11).
If 7 is an R module, ./e write Sec(7) for xhe socle of 7, that is 
tao sum of the irreducible submodules of 7.
definition 4.3. A module V is finitely embedded if doo(7) io a fin­
itely generated essential submodule of 7. It is easy to 3ee that V
8.
ia finitely embedded if and only if there exist finitely many irrod-
ucible modules , ... V such that V is isomorphic to a submodule of
©^(V, ), see (46) proposition 3.18.
«•« 1
"or example( it i3 well known that any module with finite composition 
length is finitely embedded. 7/e note the following generalization.
Theorem 4.9. Let V be an H module. Then V io artinian if and only 
if every homomorphic image of V is finitely embedded.
Proof: (46) theorem 3.21.
Pefinltions 4.10. i) A ring R i3 self-injective if the right regular 
module R^ is injective.
ii) A ring It is a quasl-?robenlU3 ring (q.F. ring) if It is artlnian 
and 3elf-injectivo.
Examples are provided by group ringe of finite groups.
Theorem 4.11. If S is a q.F. ring and G a finite group, then 
the group ring SO is a q.?. ring.
Proof: (9) p.402 exercise 1 (d), or (36) 3.2.S and 10.1.1.
The irreducible modules over a q.F. ring are very easily described.
Proposition 4.12. Let V be an irreducible module over a q.P. ring R. 
Then V is isomorphic to a minimal right ideal of R.
Proof: (9) corollary 58.13.
Lemma 4.13. Let G be a finite p group and k a field of characteristic 
p. Then the injective hull of the trivial fcO nodule is kO.
Proof: kO is injective by 4.11 abovo. Also since 0 and 1 arc the only 
idsmpotents kO in indecomposable and so contains a ’uilque minimal nub—  
module which must be the trivial nodule. It i_ readily seer, that any 
elament of kO which is invariant under ail elements of G must he a 
scalar multiple of
Lemma 4.14. Let 3 be a subring of a ring R.
i) If 7 ia an injective 3 module, then the ooinduced ¡„odule Poulin,V)
is an injective R i.iodulo
-i) If 7 ia an injective R module, the restriction is an injcctivsW
w „'.wuUly#
?£££f ¡)(a.f. (7) p. S66 or (9) 37.7).
■’d make Pom (A,7) into a right 2 modalo by defining- s
(fr)(a) - f(rs) for f « TIoas(a,V) r,o C R.
I t  i s  e a s i l y  3oon tlia t IToug(R, ) i s  a  fu n ctor from r ig h t  3 modules to 
-L a- t  R m odules. I f  ©: A —A3 i3  a nap between S modules we d e fin e  
© 3 : Kons (a ,A )—•:ioing(n,B ) by ( f i^ ( f ) ) ( x )  = © ( f ( n ; )  fo r  f  ft T!oiiu(R,A) , i €  R.
I'ow suppose that V ia an injective S module, VCI! are 3 modules and 
>K »Horn (3fV) an R map. Then wo define an S map Jsi;— »7 by 
jp(m) « y(m) (l). Then 3ince V is injective J  extends to an 3 map 
$ (:k— <»7. Finally via define an R map •(/.til-—  Homg(R,Y) by y,(n)r »J((nr), 
for n«N, rt R. It is easily checked that (({extends y . 
ii) To any diagram of S modules, 0---tl— all
4 ©
7
there corresponds a diagram of R modules 
0 -- Hom_(R,U)----*»IIora„(R,N)
s i©R
Homs(H,Vs)
Also since V is an injective R module and V * Honu^h,V) is an R 
submodule of Homt.(R,Y), V is isomorphic to a direct summand of Hom„(R,V)o o
and combining ©Hwith the projection map gives an R map from Hon^R,!!) to
7. Then since V is injective as an R module we can extendS^to an R map ©®, 
say from Hora^CH,1!) to V, and finally restricting ©^to the 3 submodule 
Hon_(S,N) « N gives an S map extending the original map ©  .
Lemma A.15 Let H be a subgroup of a group 0, and S any ring. If V is 
an SE module then Hom„..(3G,V) contains a copy of the induced moduleOil
7*^30. If |0*H| is finite, then 7 ® SHS0 « Hom^JSOjV).
Proof*(If s^ I i • 1} is a right transversal to H in 0, then 
[3£' | i ( I) ia a loft transversal, and for
▼ ■ £ T1O a i * V ®3HS0 “ ld a "£• d j* j *  30» 
we define f, &  Hoiu^dO.Y) by fy(a) - C vk“k*
10.
The nap v — fcf^  ia an embedding V ©„,^30 — ►nom_(30,V) whose inace 
consists of the oil maps which are aero on all but finitely r.any coseta 
of SI. The result follows easily.
1 emn.a 4.16. Let S £  R be rings such that as a left 3 nodule 3 has a 
free ba3i3 ^r^lU^aud for stS 3s'« S with r^s ■ o' . if 7 i3 an 
essential extension of the right 3 nodule V, , then ia an 333—
ential extension of the right R nodule ®  ^R.
Proof: As an S module, we have V'i®„R = ffi V.® n, for i »1,2 and V2®  
is an essential extension of Vi®r^. Therefore V2®  ^ 3 is an essential 
extension of as an 3 module and a fortiori as an R module.
Ve intend to apply lemma 4.16 in situations ./here H ia a normal sub­
group of a group 0, T a ring and S = TH, R «■ TO, or where K i3 a field 
extension of 1c and S « kG, 3 ■ hO.
dotation 4.17. Although we shall not really U3e the Tint machinery, it 
will be convenient to use the symbol Sxt(V,U) « 0 as an abbreviation 
for the statement that any short exact sequence 0- U —  7— V— 3 splits.
Lemma 4.18. Let 3 be a ring and U,V R modules which have a series of 
submodules 0 « Uq< U j^ ... $ U g * U » 0 “ * **vt “ ^  ,and denote
by lT^ f Tj the factor modules • respectively.
If ExtiVj,^) » 0 for all i,j then 3xt(V,U) = 0.
Proof; '"e use induction on s+t, the result being true for 3+t « 2 
by hypothesis.
Let 0 — U —  ',7— V —  0 be exact with U,V as above. Suppose that 
3+t >2, and t > 1. Let ’.7^ « T f ^ V .
Then 0 — U ---77— -Tj— -0 is exact and by induction there is a sub-
module T of ’.7 suoh that T + U » .7^  , T A U - 0.
ITow 0-U-* 7/T— »V7/(T ©  U )  0 is exact and ’.7/(T © U )  Si 7/V , so by
induction there is a submodule 3 of 77 suoh that S U - 7/ and S A O {  T,
Therefore 3 A 'J * T A U  =0. Hence we may suppose that t = 1 and
s > 1 11
'.low C —  U/U^'.7/UV —  O^onaot and so by induction there io a sub— 
nodule T of '7 such that T + U « '.7 and T A V c Uj. By the Modular lav; 
v» have (T ♦ 0^) A D » + (T A U) * Tt^ and we may assume that
T ft U - U 1.
Finally 0 —  U1 -»-T-*»T/(T a  U)— 0 ia exact and T/(T A IJ)* 7//U s V 
ao by induction there is a submodule 3 of ? such that S A U, > 0  and 
S + Ux = T.
Therefore 3 + U  = S + U + » T + U = ’7, and S /IU£ T A D  £ U]_, and
so S n u  = 0.
•7e 3hall noed the following vorsicns of Clifford's theorem. 
Theorem 4.19. Let IT be a normal subgroup of a group 0, 1; a field 
and V an irroaucible 1:0 module. Suppose tl.a: either 
i) dita^ V < o» 
or ii)
Then V is a completely reducible hi! module.
Moreover if V « U ©  ... ©  U , whore the U are the homogeneous I s  i
components cf V as a hH modulo, and IC « £g8G |U^g » *^eK
H Z K S 0, lO:Kl<«and V = 1^0,...kG.
Proof? The result in this generality seems to be well known, te<
(5 1) 1*7 for a proof under assumption i) and (36) 7«2.16 for a proof 
using ii).
Finally v/e quote Machty's theorem.
Theorem 4.20. Let K and H be subgroups of a group G, k a field and
'■7 a kK module. For each (K,R) double coset Kail, ‘7 » a Is a kKft
a tjmodule where K = K A H ,  and (7/ I ) is a kH module whioh depends a ' a* Kg
only on the double O03et Kail. Moreover
( V0) « Q  (.7 I )H where the sum is taken over all (K,H) doubleH
cosets Ka3 in 0.
Proof» see (9) 44»2.
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Chapter 2. Locally Finita Groups
1. Introduction.
Two recent results relate the existence of Injective nodules for 
group algebras which are 'small' in some sense to the structure of 
the group.
(1) The trivial kG module is injective if and only if 0 is a locally
finite p' group (1 3 ), fc>* * et f >, 0.
(2) If 0 is a countable group, then every irreducible kG module is 
injeotive if and only if 0 is a locally finite p' group which is 
abelian-by-finite (13) and (22).
In this ohapter via investigate several situations in which kQ has 
injective modules with countable k dimension. The main result can be 
3een as a generalization of (2) above.
Theorem 4.7. If 0 is a locally finite group and k ia a field of 
characteristic p 1 0, then the injective hull of every irreducible 
kG module ha3 countable k dimension if and only if 0 is abelian-by- 
finite and has no infinite p subgroup.
However, we begin in section 2 by studying the centralizer CQ(V) 
of an arbitrary injective kQ module V. Thi3 is always a locally fin­
ite p' group (compare (1) above) and furthermore, if 7 is any mod­
ule with 0 (7 ) a locally finite p' group, then 7 is injective as a 
7r 0
kO module if an- only if it is injective as a kC/C0 (7) nodule.
In seotion 3 we study ^ -injective modules, or equivalently by 
proposition 1.4.7, injootive modules satisfying min-ann. In fact via 
find the latter condition easier to work with and in lenina 3 .1  
(adapted from an argument due to D.3. Passman), we show that if R i3 
a k algebra and 7 is an injective R modulo v/ith countable k dimension, 
then V satisfies nin—ana.
Suppose now that V is a .igv.t R module satisfying r.iin-unn. and set
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R0 “ annH'r* ^ en R/R0 “a3 max on right annihilator ideals (lemma 3.2, 
see al30 (12), corollary 11). If in addition, we suppose that V ia 
irreducible and I? is locally artinian, then It/nQ is a primitive ring 
and every right ideal contains a non-zero iderapoteat (lemma 3.3). This 
forces It/Ro to be simple artinian and so R/H0 » !ln(S) where S » EndpV 
and n « dira^ V. In particular V is finite dimensional as a (loft) mod­
ule over its endomorphism ring.
However we can improve this result by lifting idempotents in loc­
ally artinian rings to show that if H is a locally artinian ring and 
the injective hull of an irreducible Q nodule V satisfies mln-ann., 
then again H/Rq «M^E), where E, IiQ and n are a3 in the previous 
paragraph (theorem 3.6)«
In section 4 v/e specialize to the case waere H = kQ, the group 
algebra of a locally finite group has an injective module y satisfy­
ing min-ann. If H0 = ann^7 and H » H/R& > then using the arguments 
of section 3 we see that S ="5/J(¥) ia aemisimple artinian, so 
s - • u ai(ki ) for certain division algebras k^. If char k = p > 0, or 
if k contains all root3 of one, we 3ee that all the division alg­
ebras which occur are fields (this follows from lemma 4*3).
Now there i3 a natural homomorphism from 0/CQ(V) to U0L(n^,k^) 
and from the assumption that V satisfies min-ann. we oan deduce 
easily that G has no infinite p subgroups. It follows from the theorem 
of Brauer and Foit quoted in chapter 1, that the image of 0/Cg(V) in 2- 
each factor GLin^jk^) is abolian-by-finite and henoe the image of 
O/GjjiV) in ^ ]‘Gn(ni,1:^ ) is also abelian-by-finito. Also tu-- kernol of 
this homomorphism ia a fi ito g subgroup and in fact wo show that 
G/Cq (V) is aoclina-by-finita. Assembling these results we obtain a 
characterization of £-i :J.cive modules over group algebras of loc­
ally finite groups (theorem 4*4).
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However, v/e do no t ::eoi the i’ull force cl’ this 
order to prove tkoorem -..7« In fact it foilowe f 
if 0 ia a locally fi..its ¿roup suck that the inj 
irreducible kG modulo Lao countable 1; dimension,
characterisation in 
ror.i thoorora 3.5 that 
ootivo hull of evory 
then G ia a reotri atei
¿roup, that ia every irreducible '.ft modulo ia finite dimensional over 
its endomorphlam ring, a.-d we ohov; that a restricts! locally finite 
group with no infinite p subgroups ia abelian-b;-finite, thus proving 
the harder part of theorem 4.7« 'Vithout tho assumption that G ha3 no 
infinite p subgroups, Hartley (unpublished) ha3 shewn that if G ia a 
locally finite restricted ¿roup in characteri3tic p, taen G/0^(u) is 
abelian-by-fini te.
Finally in section 5 '-va apply acme of th9 above techniques to study 
certain related areas, namely the injeotive hull of the regular mod­
ule, and the existence of finite dimensional injective modules for 
arbitrary group algebras.
The results of this chapter are based on (33).
2. The centralizer of an injective module.
Lemma 2.1. Let G he any group and k a field of characteristic p ^ 0. 
If V ia an injective kO module, then CQ(V) is a locally finite p' group.
Proof: Let C » C q(V). Then by lemma 1.4.14* "the restriction 7^ ia 
injective and is trivial a3 a kC module. Therefore the one-dimension­
al trivial module k is a direct summand of Vc and so is. injoctive.
Thus C is a locally finite p'group by (13), theorem 1.
Lemma 2.2. If V is an injective kO module then V is injective as a 
jcG/Cq (V) module.
Proof: trivial.
Lemma 2.3» Suppose that K i3 a normal locally finite p' subgroup of 
a group G. If V is an injective kO/nmodule, then V is injective as a 
kG module when H ia allowed to act trivially.
Proof» Let I be a right ideal of kO and »
15.
'V a kO map
If r is any element of I A  jjG we can '«rite r » ¿ a  (g - l) where 
a^ C kG ami gj_, .. ,ga are finitely many elements of H.
Mow as we noted in 1.3*5 kH is Ton Neumann regular, and hence there 
is an lie-potent e « kH such that
kH(g1 - l) ♦ ... + xH(ga - 1) = kHe.
Since (g. - 1) fe kHe we have
(«! - 1) - (ei - l)e for i - 1, ..., n.
Therefore r «= - 1) » 2 ai(®i ” 1)® “ ro and so
0(r) » 0(r)e - 0, as (fi(r) c V, e is in the augmentation ideal of 
kH and H acts trivially on V.
Hence v/e can extend 0  to a map from I + JjO to V by setting 0{'igO) = 0 
and this gives a kG/E map
0 :  1 + bO -- «.V.
b&
Since V is injective as a kO/H module 0  extends to kO/H and then 
composition with the natural nap kG — •>*.0/lI gives a map kQ— »V which 
extends 0  .
Remark: The previous two lemmas could be compared to the following 
result, (jo) 3.2.9 iii). Let R be a regular ring, Ro an ideal of R and 
V an R module vdtk VRQ » 0. Then V i3 injective as R module if and 
only if V is injective as an R/Rq module.
3« Modules satisfying mln-ann.
Lemma 3.1. (o.f. (36) 3*2.11). If R is a k algebra and V an inj­
ective 3 module with dim^V countable, then V satisfies min-ann.
Proof: Suppose Vj»«»* ia a strictly descending chain of ann­
ihilates where ■ annyS^, say for certain subsets Sj of R.
If via set I » annRV^, then V^» anriy^ and oo we may work with I 
in place cf S^ . Note that is a right ideal and to have a striotly
ascending chain 1^ < I^< ..
For each integer n choose an element va C VaN VJJ+^  •
Then vs:u+i / 0, so 3 u n+1 C  Ia«.i such that vaajj+i / 0. It follows
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that a . d. I * ann_V . n+1 r  a  R a
Sat a k subspace of 7 and let T = be the k apace of
countably infinite 3aquenca3 (t1>'fc2» ••• ) of alesienta t^  in k. ";e 
aim to construct a 1-1 k linear transformation :T *V/~'. Since 
dim^V is countable and dirndl’ is uncountable« this will give a con­
tradiction.
Set I » \J 1^ a right ideal of R. If (t^jtg, .. ) • t I T «• define
ft*1— V by ft(r) = £ v n V *
« «1
If r* Z, then r t Ij for soae j and hence v^^r = 0 for all n ^ j 
and the above 3um ia finite for all rfe I.
Now f* is a module homomorphism and so extends to an R rap f*:R — tMf 
since V is injective. Suppose that g:B— -*7 also extends f*. Then 
g(l)r - g(r) = f^(r) = f*(l)r for all r I.
Therefore (ft(l) - g(l)) € ann yl^ for all i, and so f*(l) - g(l) 6 7. 
Hence we have a well-defined map 0:T— »7/7 given by 
0(t) = f*(l) +7/7.
Now if a.bek aai s,t € T then f . = af + bf. and so af*+ bf*
extends fas+i3t and ^ (as+bt) » a^(s) + b^(t). Therefore 0  is a k 
linear transformation.
Now suppose t = (t^ftg, • • • ) 4 ^ er <^> . Then f*(l) C 7 so 
ft(r) = f![(l)r - 0 for all r « I.
If t / 0 choose j minimal with t. / 0. Then
0 - V aj+1> = H Tn V o + l  ■ Vj*i*l-
Hence v^a..^ = 0 contradicting the choice of a^+ .^ Therefore (f) is
1-1 and the lemma i3 proved.
Lemma 3.2. If H is a ring, 7 a right R nodule satisfying mir.-aun. 
and R » ar.n_7, then TT * R/H has max. on right annihilates. Ia part- 
icular has max. on direct summandT.(c.f. (12) cor.11),
Frcof: Suppose that I, < Ij<... ia a atrictly ascending chain of 
right ar-sihilutor ideala in R. By replacing I n by r(l(^ )) .ve nay
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assume that I = rtJ^) whore > J^-aud is the left annihilator
ideal of I .n
Set » VJ , then clearly >i t  ana,.I . If j « J \ J . , thou since 7 xi n n *  v n ¿i n-hL
is a faithful B module 3 v* V  such that vjln+  ^f 0. Hence .7^ ^  ann^I 
and it follows that anny.1,.^ C  ann.^ .1^  for all a contradicting the 
assumption that 7 satisfies min-ann.
Since a ha3 a 1 any direct summand cf lia3 the form cS for soma 
idempotoat o< H and eB - r(fi(l-e)). Therefore B^ has mas. on direct 
summands.
Lemma 1.1. Let B ho a locally artiuiau semisimple ring. If I is a 
non-sero right ideal of 33, then I contains a non-zero idempotent.
Proof^ Since B is somisimple, I is not nil so there is an element 
a « B which is not nilpotent. If S is an artinian 3ubring of B con- 
tainig a» then I A S i3 an ideal of S which is not nil. Hence
I A 3 ^  J(S). It follows from (l), theorem 2.4A, that I A S  contains 
a non-zero idempotent.
Lemma 3.4. Let U be an H nodule such that»
i) II has man. on direot summands.
ii) Every non-zero submodule of M contains a non-zero direct summand. 
Then U is a finite direct 3Um of irreducible B modules.
Proof» Let N be a non-zero submodule of U and choose a direct sum­
mand IH of U maximal subject to being contained in n • Suppose that 
K # L  - U.
If the intersection LA II is non-zero it contains a non-zero direct 
3ummand K ^  of IL, where K ^  #  L ^  » M 3ay.
However since K^(L we have
(L A L^) « L A  L^) ■ L by the Modular
law and hence (1C + '£. j_) 0  (L A  Lj_) - II, contradicting the maximal!ty 
of K. Therefore L A M  « 0 and K - N is a direot summand of 1!.
Henoo the lattice of submodules of II is complemented and the result
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follows from (29) $3*3» proposition 2.
'.Ye aro now in a position to show that if R is a locally artinian 
ring and V an irreducible R module satisfying min-ann. then V i3 finite 
dimensional as a vector space over its endomorphism ring. First, how­
ever we prove a lemma on idempotent lifting which will give a stronger 
result.
lemma 3»5« Let I be a two sided ideal in a ring R. Let 1? - R/l and 
write n for the image of r. in the factor ring "n. Suppose that either
Then we may lift ascending (and descending) chains of principal 
right ideals generated by iiempotanta over I. Lore precisely, if
each’s1^ i3 an idempotent, then there anist iderapotents f^  in R suoh 
that ~x - “i ^nd fjR £ f2H
Similarly for the other chains of ideals.
Proof: Uote that e^R ^ e2ii if and only if R(l - e^) ^  3(1 - e2). 
Hence by symmetry it suffices to prove the result for ascending chains 
of right ideals.
(l) Let 1 be a nil Ideal. Suppose first that e is an idempotent in 
R. Then e^  - e ft I, and 30 (e^ - e)^» 0 for some integer k.
Now, by the Binomial theorem,
l) I is a nil ideal 
or ii) H is locally artlnian.
Notioo that the middle term is zero by ckoioe of k.
Set X(o) -
and »(e) - e^Xio), *tr(e) » (l-e)^/»(e).
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Then X ,/», «rand X are all polynomial;, is e,
1 » a(e)
and er(e)t (e) « tr(<»)»(e) « e'il-a^XCe^e) = C.
Hence O*(o) ■ ®"(a)^o»(e) + x(.e)J
Nov/ 0*(e) - e^k + ...
2ks e s e modulo I.
Similarlytf(e) is on idenpotent which i3 congruent to (l-e) modulo I. 
(The above argument v/as shown to me by T.IC. Carne of Trinity College, 
Cambridge).
Now suppose that e^H <. e2Il ... is an ascending chain of right ideals 
in 3, with 5^ idempotents.
Then, clearly R(l-e^) is the left asnihilator of e^H in 3 and so 
If(l-e^ ) >  3(l-e2) *3 a descending chain with 1-e^  ^idempotents. Te lift 
1-e^ to an idempotent f^ in B as above.
Then "5(1-^) > ’S(l-^2) gives (1- "e,) = (l-^Xl-^) - (l-^)?,.
So replacing l-e2 by (l-e2)f-, ,v* may s-ssume that (l-e2) s 3f^.
Next v/e lift l-e2 to an idempotent f 2• n» a0 tnat f2 i3 a polynomial 
in l-e2 and hence f^H^and so Hf, <  3f^.
Therefore (l-f^)R < (l-f2)H and 1-f, i3 an idempotent in B which is 
congruent to e^ modulo I, for i « 1,2.
Repeating this process gives the result when I is a nil ideal.
(ii) Now let I be any ideal in a Iccally artinian ring B, and 0^,02 
idempotents in R such that TjIT £  e^n. Then e^ and e2aro contained in 
some artinian subring S of H and I ft S ia an ideal of S.
Therefore in order to lift and e, v/e may assume that 1 = S, i.e. 
that R is artinian.
First suppose that I A  J(S) =C.
Then X  • ~  I +
L /?>>1
i n  J(n) j ( p.)
and 1 ,r('ny ^ 9  rjjtf ", 7(7)’for sow® • •jal K of a* V “ (H)
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i3 aemiaimple artinian.
T h ere fo re  I  + 1C = H, and I  O  ' «  J(R) 0  1 = 0 .  Henoe I  ©  IC .  H. Low 
i*or 1 = 1 »2 , a . = a .  +i ; . a s r s  x , (  I  and f .  C 1C cind oo 3 , = f .  «1 X x x X 1 i
Also Xi + fi
O
” ei “ ei “ (*iA
—  *2 + fi ) ■ -2 T 2-i ♦ £l,
so f — f ” i i * (~i - n )  * 1 = I.
Hence - fi - ° ’ ■since I A 1C >0, and f, i=i an ideuipotent which is
congruent to o^ modulo I.
'7e olair.: that f^R C i.a. that f^ = f^f^. This is oartainly tru_-
modulo I since 7^ — 7^7^ = "a, - ~ 0"o^  = 0.
Therefore f, - f _f. * I O IC ■ 0.X <¿1
The inclusion ia strict since f. E = f„H gives f. = f,f. and1 e. 2 jL 2
~ 2 • ~2 » f j?2 ■= "0^ 2, and so 7/3 - 7 2H.
In general, if I A j(R) / 0 we oau lift e^, to idernpotenta f^, f2
in H/I O J(li) such that f 1(ll/l O  J(E)) C  f2(a/l A CT(B)), hut if a is 
artinian, I O  J(H) is r.ilpotont and part i) allows us to lift f^ and 
f2 to idempotent3 in E.
Theorem 3.5. Let 3 be a locally artinian ring and \7 S V right H mod- 
ules such that '.7 i3 irreducible and V satisfies min-ann.
Let B0 = ann^ ',7 and E = Endp’f. Then '7 has finite dimension n, say as 
a (left) module over E and Tl = R/Hg - Ma(E) , the ring of a x n matrices 
over E.
In particular this occurs if V ia the injective hull of W and is 
^-injective (by proposition 1.4*7).
Proof: Let Ej » annRV. Then by lemma 3.2 B/Bj^  has max. on right ideals 
gonerated by an idempotent.
Kow ia an ideal in the locally artinian ring R/Hj^  and lemma 3.5
enables U3 to oonoludo that if  also has max. on right ideals generated 
by an idenpotont.
Howover, B ia a looally artinian, primitive ring and hence by lenuna 
3.3 any non-zero right ideal oontaina a non-zero idenpotent. Lemma 3.4
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applied to the right regular nodule then shows tLat H 13 artinian and 
hence simple artiniau.
Finally '-7 is a faithful irreducible nodule for H  and uo "R ■ ’.:n(3), 
where E » Endjj’.Y and n = <iinj.’7 by the Jacobson density theorem (9)»
26.8 , (2 9 ),3 •1, proposition 3.
'7e remarl: that if H = kG i3 the group algebra of a locally finite 
group, and if V i3 any ^ -injective kO modulo then kO/ann^giV) is art­
inian (theorem 4*4). We have been unable to decide v/hether any locally 
artinian ring v/ith a faithful^-injective module is actually artinian.
4 . Group algebras of locally finite groups.
Lemma 4.1. Let 0 be a locally finite group, and k a field of character 
istic p > 0. If kG has a non-zero injective nodule V satisfying min-ann. 
then G has no infinite p subgroups.
Proof: If the result is false than 0 has a strictly ascending chain 
G ^  0^5-... of finite p subgroups.
If Va = annv ^  , then clearly V V •
Consider the restriction of V to the finite subgroup Ga+  ^ . Vqe+  ^is 
a module for the finite dimensional algebra kGn+1 and so contains a non­
zero finitely generated submodule.
Hence V^^^must contain an irreducible submodule which is the trivial 
module since Gn+  ^is a p group.
Now V(*a+  ^i3 injective by lemma 1.4*14 and so contains a copy of the 
injective hull of k which is isomorphic to !cGn +p.
"■'e identify kQa+1 with thi3 submodule of von+i*
Then by lemma 1.3*9» ^n*in * 0 but ^(s-1) / 0 for »“7 <J*Gn+1s 2a
This shows that V, ^  Vt^.. is a striotly descending chain of ann- 
ihilator3 and thi3 i3 a contradiction. Hence 0 has no infinite p sub­
groups.
Lam"« 4.2 . Lot H be a finite group, k a field of characteristic p>0. 
Then ItH/J(iiH) is isomorphio to a direot sum of matrix rings over comm­
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utative fields
Proof: Let T denote the prime 3Ubfiold of k. ,7e have -----  P
rpIl/j(apH) » ©  where the k^  are coruautative fieldg by
'.Yedderburn' s theorem on finite division rings.
Now k 8^ J(lpH) is a nilpotent ideal in kH and so
kO^JClpIi) S  J(hH).
On the other hand, Hh,H/j(rpH) ia a separable IpH algebra by (3) »$7»
i. 5i and hence J(kH) <  k Qu J(I H).
^ P  P
Therefore
is a direct sum of matrix algebras over commutative fields.
Lemma 4.3« Let G be a locally finite group, and V an irreducible kO mod­
ule which is finite dimensional as a module over E ■ EndpV. Suppose that 
either i) k is a splitting field for all finite subgroups of G, 
or ii) characteristic k = p > 0.
Then E is a field.
Proof: Case i) is proved by Parkas and Snider (13).
Case ii) Let R = kO, and Rg « annpV.
If dimEV = n, then H * R/Rg ■ Mn(E) by tbe Jacobson density theorem, 
see (9), 26.3. Therefore there is an idempotent e in H such that eR„elfS.
By lemma 3.5, we may lift e to an idempotent e in R.
Let x,y « eRe, x ■ ere, y - ese say, and choose a finite subgroup H of 
G containing the supports of e,r,and s.
Now let e* denote the image of e in kH/J(kH), and set
Then A *  e*(kH/J(kH))e*, and kH/J(kH) is a direct sum of matrix alg­
ebras over commutative fields by lemma 4*2. It follows that A is also a 
direot 3Um of matrix algebras over fields.
Now consider the combined nap ©: ekHe *^ekOe ^  E, given by the
ekHe nJ(kH)
ekHe
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inclusion of H in G followed by the projection of R onto 7T. nines E 
has no aero divisors and ekFe Aj(k!l) is nilpotent v/e have
©(ekHe A  ,T(kH)) = 0.
Hence v/e have a nap —»12 and by construction the elements x and
y lie in tho image of However, since A is a direct sum of matrix 
algebras over fields and E has no aero divisors, it follows that the 
image of A under S  is a field. In particilar x and y commute, but x and 
y were arbitrary elements of E. Hence E is a field as claimed.
\7e now obtain the characterization of C —injective 1:0 modules 
promised in the introduction to this chapter.
Theorem 4.4 . Let G be a locally finite group, k a field of character­
istic p £  0. If p = 0  v;e assume that k contains all roots of one.
If V is any 1:0 module the following are equivalents
(1) 7 is injective and satisfies r.in-ann.
(2) V is J^-injeotive.
(3) There ia a normal p' subgroup H of 3, which is contained in (V) 
and such that 0/3 is a finite extension of an abelian p' group, and fin­
itely many isomorphism types '.7^, '¡^ , ... »’7^ , of irreducible kO/H mod­
ules such that V is isomorphic to a direct 3un of the injective hulla
of the 7^, .. 7 . (Notice that by the results of section 2 it is 
immaterial whether we form these injective hulls in the category of kO 
modules or the category of kG/H modules).
Moreover, if (1) - (3) hold then kO induces an artinian ring of 
transformations on V, that is kty^ fenn^ gV is artinian.
Proof: (l) anu (2 ) are equivalent by 1.4.7*
(l)s^ (3).Let H - Cg(V). Then H is a normal p' subgroup of G by 
lemma 2.1. Also V is a ^-injective modulo for kC/H and we may assume 
that H ■ 1 and then require to prove that 0 i3 u finite extension of 
an abelian p' group.
If R » kO, » ana,7,3  - R/H^ then by lemma 3*2 "ff has tho maximum
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condition on right ideal3 generated by an idernpotent. idoreover 3 =Ti/J(di) 
is a locally artinian semisimple ring, and by lemma 3•5» the chain condition 
on idempotently generated right ideala lifta to 3.
Therefore by lemmas 3.3 and 3*4» S is semi3imple aitinian.
If U is an irreducible S module we can regard U as an irreducible kG 
module and since U is finite dimensional over EndJJ and EndJJ = End. JJ. weO O sl\j
conclude from lemma 4*3 that EndJJ is a field.o
Hence, by the Artin— .'/edderburn theorem S3£ ® M nAW;3 a direct 3um of matrix 
rings over fields. Let U(fl), U(S) denote the groups of units of 1? and S 
respectively. Then as Cq (V) « 1 , 0  embeds in U(R) and vve have a group homo­
morphism 0 so.U(H) -^-U(S) .__ »TTOLi^,^).
Here If is obtained from the natural homomorphism of H onto S.
If char k = 0, H i3 semisimple by (35) theorem 18.7, and since 3 ia locally 
artinian, any factor ring of R is semi3imple. In particular R * S.
If char k = p > 0, and a 4 ker If , then a » i-j for some j 6 J(3), and 
since "5 ia locally artinian, j(n) is locally nilpotent and 3r such that ¿r = 0.
Choose s Tf 1 such that p %  r, then (l-j)P = l-jp ■ 1. Therefore the kernel 
of this group homomorphism is a p group P which must be finite.
Now, 0 has no infinite p subgroups by lemma 4.1, and it follows from the 
theorem of Brauer and Feit (theorem 1.2.3)» that the image of G in each factor 
GL( ,k^) is abelian—by-fini te, and therefore the image of G in TI O L ^ , ^ )  is 
abelian—by-finite. Therefore G/P is abelian-by-finite.
Let A be a normal subgroup of finite index in G 3Uoh that A/P is an abelian 
p* group and set C « CA(P). Then |0*C|<0» and C is nilpotent (of class two) 
and so 0 « 0p(C) x 0pl(C).
Again 3ince G has no infinite p subgroups we have |c«Opl(c)|< ao and so
|0i0p, (0)|«*>.
Set E « 0pl (0). Then p f l K - l a n d s o K - l C / P O K a i  PK/K 4 0/P and K is 
abelian-by-finite and so is a finite extension of an abelian p' group.
'.7e show next that Ti is artinian. oinoe K is a locally finite p' group
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kK is von Neumnnn regular and hence so is
t = kK/hx rt n tf .j: + H0/n0 $ u/nQ = n.
Now 1? sontaino no infinite set of orthogonal idempotents by lemma 3«2f 
and so by lemma 3*4» T i3 semiaimple artinian, but 1  ia a finitely 
generated modulo over T (it can be generated by the image of a trans­
versal “o X in G) and therefore I  i3 artinian.
A result of Cailleau (8) 3tates that any J^-injoctive module is a 
direct sum of indecomposable J^-injective modules. 'Phis is easily seen 
in "¡he present caae where V is a J^-injective modulo for the artiuian 
ring U, far the socle II of V is a direct 3um of irreducible oubmodui63f 
and since V is injective S(M) $  V. If the inclusion v/ere strict then as 
E(M) is injective it would have a complement N in V, but then since 1! 
is artinian N would have an irreducible submodule intersecting M triv­
ially. This contradiction shows that V is a direct sun of injective 
hulls of irreducible "H nodules. Again since "R is artinian only finite­
ly many isomorphism types ’7 , ’7 , ... can occur. Clearly each '7 is1 £ 3 1
an irreducible module for kG.
(3) (2). Since H i3 a normal p' subgroup of 0, any injective
kG/H module is injective when regarded as a kG module with II acting 
trivially by lemma 2.3« Hence we may assume that H = 1.
Therefore G is a finite extension cf an abelian p' group K, let 7 
be any irreducible -0 module. Then the restriction 7y- is a direct sum of 
of finitely many irreducible kK modules by Clifford's theorem. Mow any 
irreducible kK module has countable dimension over h. (aeo (21) p.121) 
and so dim,/? is countable. In addition any irreducible kK module is 
injective by the proof of (13) theorem 3» and hence '?•- is injective 
since it is the direct sum of finitely many injuctivu rcdulos.
Again since the inden |Gm| i-> finite t**e induced nodule Q.j. —C is 
an injective modulo containing 7 oy lent» 1.4.15 and has countable
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dimension over k. Hence din S ( i s  Countable avid by Ib m u  3.1, "( V) 
satisfies min-uun and .20 is J^-injactivo.
Clearly any direct sum of copica of 2(7) is ^-injective, and if 
'.Vi t ” 2^ * • • "'a are finitely inany irreducible kG modulo a and V i3 any 
direct sum of their injective hulls then V is ^-injective. This com­
pletes the proof of theorem 4.4.
Notice that if we have uaccuntably many isomorphic copies J !^jf an
irreducible 1:0 modulo, where 0 is au abelian p ’ ¿roup, then ©  E(".7r)
l
is a y*|-injactlve module with uncountable dimension over k, 30 the 
converse of lemma 3*1 fails to hold.
"la also record the following result.
Corollary 4«5« If 0 is a locally finite group and k a fiald of char­
acteristic p ^ O ,  then kO has a -injective module if and only if 
|GSOp,(G)|<~ .
'.7e now study the group algebra kO of a locally finite group, which 
has the property that the injective hull of every irreducible kO mod­
ule has countable dimension over k. '.7e show that any such group is 
abelian-by-finite. This provides a generalization of (22), theorem A.
The technique will be to reduce to linear groups.
Lemma 4.6. i) Suppose H is a subgroup of G and that there i3 an irred­
ucible kH module H such that H/C (’Y) is not abelian-by-finite. Then 
there 13 an irreducible kO module V such that G/Cq (V) is not abelian-by- 
finite.
ii) Suppose 0 has a locally finite p' subgroup H of finite index and
tit W We «. t\«U p >0,
that G is not abelian-by-finita.AThan there i3 an irroduoible kG nod­
ule V such that 0/CQ(V) is not abolian-by-finite.
Proof:*t)3y (35) lemma 10.2 i), there is an irreduoiblo kO module 7 
such that '7 is a kH submodule of *Vjj.
Hence C (V) A H - Ctr(V) 4 C_(7). How H/C ( -7) is not abelian-by-finiteG " Ii H
and so neither is V/C,(V)rtH ST HC (V)/CQ(V).
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Let k be a field of characteristic p ^ 0. For brevity we 3ay that a 
locally finite group 0 is restricted over k. if every irreducible kC 
module is finite dimensional over it3 endomorphism ring.
Theorem 4-.7. Let 0 be a locally finite group, k a field af character­
istic p ^ 0. The injective hull of ovary irreducible kO module has 
countable dimension over k if and only If S is a finite extension of 
an abelian p' group.
Proof» Te have shown in the proof of theorem 4*4 that if^0 i3 a finite 
extension of an abelian p* group then, the injective hull of every irred­
ucible kG module has countable dimension over k.
Now suppose that 0 is a locally finite group such that the injective 
hull of every irreducible kG module has countable dimension over k. Then 
G is restricted over k by tueoren 3.6. If char k =* 0, the result 
follov/s from (22), theorem 3. If char k « p > 0, then by lommas 3*1 ana 
4.1, 0 ha3 no infinite p 3ubgroup3 ano the result follows from the foll­
owing theorem.
Thoorem 4.3. Suppose char lc » p > 0 and that G is a locally finite 
restricted group over k with no infinite p subgroups. Then G i3 abelian- 
by-finite.
Proof: Step 1. If 0 has a p' subgroup of finite index t„sn G is 
abellan-by-flnite.
Otherwise by lemma 4.6 ii) kG has an irreducible module V such that 
G/Cq(V) i3 not abelian-by-finite. However if E * End^ ,'/ and n - dim^f, 
then 0/Cr(V) embeds in GL(n,S) and 2 is a field by lemma 4.3 ii)« Thi3 
is impossible by the Brauer-Feit theorem.
Stop 2. V7e nay suppose that Cp(0) ■ 1.
Notice tnat 0/Op(G) is a restricted group with no infinite p subgroups. 
Suppose that we have shown G/0p(G) Jo be aboliau-by-finite and let 
A/0p(G) be an ubelian normal sub0rcup with finite incex an..
Therefore G/Ca (7) ia act ubeliaa-ay-fini te .
ii) This follows from part i) and (22), lemma 2.3.
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Let k be a field of characteristic p ^ 0. For brevity we 3ay that a 
locally finite group 0 is rastrioted over k. if every irreducible kG 
module is finite dimensional over it3 endomorphism ring.
Theorem 4.7. Let 0 be a locally finite group, k a field of character­
istic p ^ 0. The injectivo hull of every irreducible kG module has 
countable dimension over k if and only if G i3 a finite extension of 
an abelian p' group.
Proof: 7e have shown in the proof of theorem 4*4 that if'G i3 a finite 
extension of an abelian p' group then the injective hull cf every irred­
ucible kG module has countable dimension over k.
Now suppose that 0 is a locally finite group such that the injective 
hull of every irreducible kG module ha3 countable dimension over k. Then 
0 is restricted over k by tueorea 3.6. If ohar lc » 0, the result 
follows from (22) , theorem 3. If char k ■ p > 0, then by iammas 3.1 and 
4.1, 0 ha3 no infinite p subgroups ana the result follows from the foll­
owing theorem.
Thoorem 4.9. Suppose char k = p > 0 and that G is a locally finite 
restricted group over k with no infinite p subgroups. Then G i3 abelian- 
by-finite.
Proof: Step 1. If 0 has a p ’ subgroup of finite index t„en G ia 
abellan-by—finite.
Otherwise by lemma 4.6 ii) kG has an irreducible module V such that 
G/C0(V) i3 not abelian-by-finite. However if E * Endk(JV and n =* dim ¿7, 
then G/Cr(V) embeds in 0L(n,E) and 2 is a field by lemma 4.3 id)« This 
is impossible by the Brauer-Feit theorem.
Step 2. ’.7e nay suppose that Cp(C) ■ 1.
Notice taat G/Op(G) is a restricted group with no infinite p subgroups. 
Suppose that we have shown G/0p(G; *3 be abelian—by—i ini te and let 
A/0p(0) be an ubelian normal subgroup with finite inrex an*.
Therefore 0/0^(V) is not ubelian-by-finite.
ii) This follows from part i) and (22), lemma 2.3.
2S
3/0 (0) =0 (A/C '0)).P ^ P
Then 0^(G) is a finite normal maximal p subgroup of 3 and so 
C * C3(0p(0)) ¡•as finite index, in 3. '.7e claim that C ha3 a p' subgroup 
Q, of finite index. Then Q will have finite index in G and 0 will be 
abellan-by-finite by step 1.
Set P =* C f\ 0p(3), then P is a central Sylow p subgroup of any finite 
subgroup S such that P $  S ( C and therefore S =* P x 0pt(S) for any such 
S by the Schur-Zassanhau3 theorem. It follows that the p' elements of 
S fora a subgroup ar.d hence the p' elements of 0 form a subgroup.
Therefore C = ? x 0p,(C) and 0^,(0} has finite index in C and 3o in G.
Step 3« If 0 is residually finite and satisfies the conditions of the 
theorem, then G is abelian-by-flnito.
Let P be a maximal p subgroup of G. For each x & P, x / 1, we choose 
a normal subgroup 17.. of finite index in G such that x ^  N„.
Set N = A  N^, then N is a normal subgroup with finite index in G 
and P r\ N » 1 by construction. Therefore since any tv» maximal p sub­
groups of G are conjugate by (28), 1.D.12, N is 3 p' subgroup of O and 
G is abelian-by-finite by step 1.
Stop 4» Completion of the proof.
Lot G be any grout satisfying the conditions of the theorem and 
suppose in addition that 0^ .(0) « 1.
If g-1 « J(l :G), then (g-i)Pn - 0 for some n. Therefore gPB = 1 and so
0 rt (1 + J(h0)) $ 0p(G) « 1. Hence there exist irreducible 1:0 mod­
ules ( V, } it ll such that n  Cn(V.) - 1.t 1 » SeJ. -1 1
Mow each G/C^V. , is a linear group over a fiold and so is abellan- 
by-finitc as in 3tep 1.
Let J, Le a normal -ubgroup with finite index in G 3uch that Ji/'30(7i ) 
is abelian.
If J = n J; , then J' f n c t(V;) = I, 30 J is abelian. Clearly G/J is 
reaidually finite and 30 abelian-by—finite by step 3. Hence G is meta-
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P a maximal p subgroup of L and C  the local system consisting of all 
finito subgroups S of L containing P.
If 3 • £ ,  P is a 3ylow p subgroup of 2 and by Hall's theorem, 3 has 
a p' complement v.lth index |P|.
Hence 13:0^, (3)| $  JP| ! for all 3 «. , and ar. inverse limit argument
such as (23) 1 .;C.2, shows that |L>G (h)| < |i| !.
P'
Therefore G has - p' subgroup of finite index and is abelian-by-finite 
by step 1 .
liemarn. The above proof is substantially due to B. Hartley. ":i thout 
the assumption that G has no infinite p subgroups ho had shown that if 
0 is a locally finite restricted ¿roup over a field of characteristic 
p }f 0, then G/0^(G) is abelian-by-finite.
'.7e also have the following variant of theorem 4.7.
Theorem 4 .9 .  Let G be a countable locally finite group and lc a field 
of characteristic p >, 0. The injective hull of every irreducible kO 
module has finite composition length if and only if 0 is a finite ext­
ension of an abelian p' ¿roup.
Proof; Since 0 is a countable ¿roup, any irreducible kG module has 
countable dimension, since it i3 a factor module of XG. Kenoe any kG 
module with a finite (or even countable) composition series has count­
able dimension over k. The result follows from theorem 4*7 with minor 
modifications.
5« Some related resulta.
Vie begin by studying the injootive hull of the regular nodule. The 
techniques of section 3 will bo applied to obtain a short proof of 
Lawrence's result that a oountable dimensional self-injective ring is 
quasi-Frobeniua, (30), and to 3how that if 0 is locally finite and
dim^E^oikO) is countable then C is finite.
For non-locally finite groups the situation may be rather complex- we
belian—by—finite» ..at L be a metabelian subgroup of finite index ir. G,
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have the following 6xa.-r.ple
Proposition 5.1. Let C„.= <xl-> denote the infinite cyclic group. 
Then dim ^(kC^' is countable if and only if k is a countable field. 
E^^kG,,) ia always ¿-injective.
Proof: Notice that kC^ ia an Ore domain whose quotient ring Q may be 
identified with the ring of rational functions in the variables x and 
x *' • Hence Q #  S. „(kC_) by (29) ,¿4.6, proposition 2, and &4.3, nrop- 
osition 3«
Now if k ia countable, then kC„ and j, are countable rings and 30
dim E (kCfl,) ia countable. kC„
On the other hand, if k is uncountable it is easily checked that the 
elements l/(x+a) as a ranges over k, are linearly independent.
Any injective module over a i’oat-.erian ring is ¿-injective by (46), 
theorem 4.1. In particular E (kC,^ i-5 ¿-i-C^otive.
Thoore.n r.2. If ?. is a k algebra with a countable dimensional, faith­
ful injective right module V, then ft has t_:i maximum condition on right
annihilator ideals.
Proof: By lemma 3.1, V satisfies min-ann. and so by lemma 3*2, R sat­
isfies max.on right annihilator ideals.
By a result of Faith (11), theorem 5*2, a right self-injeotive ring 
satisfying max. on right annihilator ideals is quasi-Erobenius. Hence 
v.-e have the following corollary.
Coroll^£_^_3. (lav/rencw (30)). a countable dimensional right self— 
injective ring is quasi—Frobenius.
For group algebras v.e have a slightly stronger result.
Theorem 5.-. Suppose -.0 has a faithful, i_jeotive module with countable 
dimension over lo. The— 2 uas no infinite ioo-j.ly Unite subgroups.
Froof; By lemmas 3.1 ^nd ¿.2 ioO has max. on ri^it ideals generated by 
an idempotont.
If 9 has an infinite locally finite subgroup, then by'l.2.4 0 has
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no infinite locally finite p subgroups, whero p = char k, it follov/3
that !! « 1 ,(a ) is an infinite locally finite p' subgroup cf 0. r'
Therefore H has a strictly ascending chain f, H0| ... of finite p' 
subgroups of 0. If » Hj/JH, | , than (l-e^kO f (l-e )kG g .. h  a 
strictly ascending chain of right ideals generated by idemuotents. This 
contradiction establishes the rasult.
Corollary 5-5» (Renault (37))» If kG is self-injective, then 0 is finite.
Proof: It is easily seen that 0 i3 locally finite, as in (36), lemmas 
3•2.✓ and 3•2•7•
If 1:0 is self-injective then so io hH whenever H is a subgroup of 0, 
since 1-:G, _ 13 injective ar.d free a3 a kH module, and 00 If!, .. is a directis! ¿hi
summand of an injective module and hence is injective.
Therefore by corollary 5*3 or thoorem 5*4 every countable subgroup of 
G is finite. If G is not finite, let 5 be a countably infinite subset 
of G, then < S >  is a countable subgroup of 0 and 30 i3 finite. Thi3 i3 
a contradiction. Hence G is finite.
It seen3 likely that if any group algebra kO has an irreducible in­
jective module V, then G i3 locally finite. To conclude this chapter we 
show that this is the case if dir.jt.V<w.
Lemma 5.6. Let H be an infinite cyclic subgroup of a group G, and k 
any field. Then no non-zero element of kH is a Zero divisor in kG.
Proof: Let H « <x> . Clearly we can assume k is algebraically clo3ea, 
and it follows that if some non-zero element of kH is a zero divisor, 
then (x-X) i3 a zero divisor for 3ome Xft k . Let (x-X)oC » 0, and 
y - Kx, » X«C and » <y? , then (y-l)jS » 0, and so (y“-l)|ft = 0
for ail u 4. 2. Therefore = 0 by (36) 3.1.2. Honce <. * 0.
an infinite locally finite abelian subgroup A. Since by lemma 4*1« 3 has
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j  —iiy  ¿¿‘I’cj*.i p f »z a  x i u i u  oi* jl.arac tari.3"ti ^  o ,(• -
a lid -wG ¿au ail i/.J
X X ai «C |
*0^/ a X IU.C - — 0 li O i. W ¿X,
n tr% (’Tv
iva nodule V of finite dimension n, t^an G i* locally
••-o aii auOixuii p* wUu^ ji'OU^  */f fiLllita dudaii ■.o’.'.’'.itf.
P ir o c l : fe oiio\/ - "w-.a w 0  l u  p c i f i o u i c • T1* _l i u  a ii  iilar»io2*i j £  -.*..1*1..»"to
order in 0 , then ol.-urly Vf(x) ■  0 for some non-zero polynomial f (..)  i_ a..
Let t be a non-se-s element of V, and consider the nap f(x)k0-- *-7
given by f(x)oC---•».-<>c for oC « 1:G. "bis is well defined since .y ierr.a
5.5, f(n.) is =. r.c-n zero divisor in kO. Since V is injoctive, there enists 
v; c V such that .,i(n' = v. Thi3 i3 imposiible.
!7ow, by lemma 2.1» 0 (V) is a locally finite p' ¿roup and v/e mayG
assume that C (V) * 1. Therefore G is a periodic subgroup of Ql(n,!-:),G
and 30 i3 locally finite by 1.2.2. Cloarly V satisfies min-ann. and so 
0 has no infinite z subgroups. In fact the argument of lenma 4-.1 shov/s 
that if P i3 any p subgroup of 0, then |p| ^ p . Therefore by the Brausr- 
Peit theorem, 1.2.2, j ha3 an abelian p' subgroup of finite inden bound­
ed by a function of z acid n.
Chapter 3. Polycyclic 0rcup3 I - Artinian Modules
1 « Introduction.
In thia chapter v/e begin the study of injcotive modules over poly- 
cyclic ¿t o up rings.
For an ideal I in an arbitrary ring R, we dor.ote by , or simply 2, 
tae I-adic completion lin of R.
Come well hnown results of Matlis (31) state that if a ia a oorn.uta- 
tive Noetheriaa ring, ’.r a., irreducible module and I = ann^V, then
(1) E(V) ia artiuian.
(2) 7 is, up to isomorphism the only composition factor of E(7).
(3) Sj St Sad E(V).
The main results of this chapter generalise (1) - (3) above to ¿roup 
rings of polycyclic ¿roups over suitable coefficient ring3.
Main Theorem. Let S be the ring of inte¿er3 or a field of character­
istic p > 0. Let R « SC he the ¿roup ring of a polycyclic group G,und V 
a finitely generated R module such that |QiCq (7)| < «• and Vp « 0 if S =2. 
Let M » ann~(V)• Then we have
(1) E(V) is artinian.
(2) E(7) has only finitely many isomorphism types of composition 
factors.
(3) If 0 ia p nilpotent, then ll. = Mn(Ead E(V)) a full matrix ring 
over End E(V), where a denotes the multiplicity of V in the socle 
of R/i£.
The main theorem applies in particular if the coefficient ring is 3 
or an absolute field, and V i3 an irreducible SO module. For by (36)
12.2.9f if S * Z, then there i3 a prime p such that Vp « 0, and by 
(36) 12.3.3, |o*C0(V)|< •• .
Simple examples chow that t..e exact analogues of results (2) and (3) 
of Matlia do not hold. If C = S^ the symmetric group of degree 3» and
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k the algebraic closure of the field of 3 elements, then eii.ce 0 ha3 2 
3' conjugacy classes, there a-"o 2 irro-iucible kO modules k,7 . 3 (k) Uae 
composition length 3 with factors k, 7, k 3nd dim Eudi*tfc) * a. On the 
other hand since 0 » G'Gta> , w* have £  » £2. Hence kG - kO/n^ 1 - k.
If k is the algebraic closure of the field of 2 elements then since 
G « has 2 2' classes, there are two irreducible kO modules k,
How is injective and occurs with multiplicity 2 in kG. Also since 
k is algebraically closed SucL.^ '.Y ■ k. Hence if II ■ amn.^ .Y we have by 
the main theorem kG., » H0(k).Ui
Our proof of the main theorem requires the existence of ideals of H 
with certain Artin-Hee3 properties. If I is an ideal in a ring H, we 
say that I lias AR1 if the ring R*(l) » R ©  IX ©  I2! 2 ©  ... is Hoetherian, 
and that I ha3 AR2 if for all finitely generated K modules 1! and 
submodules U, there exists an integer n 3uch that !.!In fi 'J S VI. It is 
well known that I has AR2 whenever it has AalX } 560 (36) 11.2.1.
The first result of !!atli3 quoted above may be deduced from the last 
and the fact that !L is Noetherian (2) 10.26, by exhibiting a lattice 
anti-isomorphism between the submodules of E(V) and the ideals of 3T.
7e follow this approach quite closely, and accordingly the main part 
of this chapter i3 divided into 3 sections.
Suppose that V is an irreducible SG nodule 3Uch that |GsC.(7)| < 6# , 
and Vp ■ 0, if S - Z. Then by (5) 2.3-5 and 2.3*6, there exists an 
ideal of the form I » pSG + <jG with A1U contained in a m ^ V .  Further­
more s may be chosen to bo a normal subgroup of finite index in G.
Hanoe V may be regarded as an irreducible module over the q.F. ring 
SG/I » S/pS(G/Q) and by 1.4.12 V is isomorphic to a minimal right ideal 
of 3G/I. More generally in section 2 we view any right ideal 7 af 30/l 
as an SO modulo with I acting trivially and show that there exists an 
idempctant o « SGj such that eSGe - End E('V) (theorem 2.2).
Some special cases of* this result aro discussed* In particular if*
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o'.V - 30/1 then a = 1, and if 7/ is a uiniaal right ideal of SG/I then 
is a primitive idompotent. Moreover if G is p niipotent we can use a 
result on idempoteut lifting (proposition 2.4) to 3how that if 7 i3 a 
two sided ideal of SO/l, tlien e i3 central, and finally by letting ’.7 
range over the indecomposable two sided ideals of SC/I we obtain a 
decomposition of as a direct 3iun of matrix rings over complete 
scalar local rings (theorems 2.6 and 2»7).
Section 3 is devoted to showing that certain completions SQ,, of 30 areM
Noetherian. In particular this hold3 whenever S = 2 or an absolute field 
G is p niipotent, and K a maximal ideal of SG containing the prime p. 
(compare (24) corollary 9, and (32)). 7e also show that End E(V) is 
Noetherian whenever 3 = 2 or a field of characteristic p >0, G is poly- 
cyclio-by-finite and V an irreducible SG module satisfying |0*Cq (V)|< *> .
In section 4 we deduce that E(V) is artinian from the fact that 
has Morita duality with injective cogenerator Eg,,(sa/l) = 2gjj(SG/l).
7e leave the definitions until § 4 and for the moment we merely remark 
that this is a formalisation of the lattice anti-isomorphism used by 
liatlis. We also show in section 4 that E(V) has only finitely many iso­
morphism types of composition factors.
In section 5 we indicate briefly how our results can be modified to 
show that if k is any field of characteristic p > 0, and V is an irred­
ucible kO module with dimfcE(V) <00 then E(V) is an artinian module with 
only finitely many isomorphism types of composition factors.
Some of the results in this chapter have been proved independently 
by Jategaonkar, and announced in (27).
2. Endomorphism rings and completions.
Theorem 2.2 is proved by constructing a suitable sequence of commut­
ative diagrams and taking inverse limits. These diagrams are constructed 
inductively using the following lemma. However we introduce some 
notation first. If !i is a right 3 nodule, we consider U as a left mod­
ule over its endomorphism ring. If e is an idempotent in 3, then
End eB ££ eRe via the map |3»-*{i(e) for (i « End eH. Further, if g>»M
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is a mo no morphism of right 3 modules and g)(l7) is a full;- invariant 
submodulo of I.', then we denote by End II — » End the induced
map of endomorphism rings given by ftW«) ■ for /SaEnd N .
Lemma 2.1« Let R be a 3olf-injectivo ring containing ideals J and IC 
which are mutual annihilators on both aides, and such that J fi J(R) 
and K » all for some a which is central In R. Let e be an idenpotent 
in E, and let :R— ^R/J * R -d^ notis the natural map.
Let 17 be an injective R nodule and suppose that II ■ ann,,J is essential 
In IT and that Cg eR is an isomorphism of right R modules.
Then there exists an isomorphism <//: 17— *-eR such that the induced
diagram eRe
natural I 
t.) ♦
End N
I restriction
__  I map (res.)
eRe m End H sommute3.
<5*Proof: ITotice that since 11 is a fully invariant submodule of the
map (nat.
injective module IT, the restriction nap is defined and is surjective.
The hypothesis on J and K imply that the map VjR— ♦K, V ? )  * ar i3 
an isomorphism of right R modules. Clearly \:eR— aeR is an isomor­
phism, and since a is central, every endomorphism of eR preserves aeR, 
so we have a diagram of ring homomorphisms
res.
End
1
eH ---
1
iEnd aeR---
1
— eRe
nat. (*).
It is easily 3een that the diagram commutes.
Since X  and (j> are isomorphisms the map Xyil1 m aoR i3 an isomorphism 
and since R is self-injeotive we can extend to a map »>eR.
f  la injective because H A  kor = ker\lj - C. It follows that 
eH « ^(17) ©N», for 3ome R submodule 17’•
Mow aeH so as a is central N'a » 0. Hence N' £ J 4  J(H)
and since N' is generated by an idempotont we must have 1!' » 0 and so 
^  is an isomorphism.
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'He bare a commutative diagram U--^ ■ w  aH
iu
\
of B modules and hence a commutative diagram of endomorpbiam rings.
V/e intend to apply lemma 2.1 in situations where G is a finite group, 
H a normal p subgroup of G and either
Theorem 2.2. Let G be a p0l7cyslia-by-.finite group, Q a normal sub­
group of finite index in G and 3 the ring of integers or a field of 
oharacteristio p > C. Suppose that the idoal I - pSG + jG baa AB2 and 
let '.7 be any non-zero right ideal of SG/l. Ve view ,7 as a right SG mod— 
ule with I acting trivially. Then there exists an idempotent e 4 SCT 
such that End E * es5e, -where E * E(?/).
Proof: Suppose v 4 S, then 1! - (vSO + ’.7) i3 a finitely generated sub- 
module of E containing .7. Since I has A32 there is an integer n such 
that 511“ A  7/ £ 7/1 »0. .si' is an essential extension of v/e hare
M a - 0. Therefore vl“ » 0 and E - \J ann^ltx *
Let T^ m i), J,. m V G + p S3. V.’e claim that the systems
and K l  are cofinal and show first by induction that J*. 4 I
for all k ^  0. Eor h • 0 this is dear and the inductive step follows
However by (*) we can fill in the dotted nap with the natural homo­
morphism to make the right hand triangle commute.
f  •Hence the square End N — ■—  eHe
res.
9 m
ep.e commutes as required.
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from the identity 
¿+1- 1 (xP-1 - I 4-*^  -l » (xP - l)P + lJ (xP - l)r, since
all the Binomial coefficlent3 are divisible by p.
7e fix an integerk . It remains to 3how that there exists an integer r 
3ush that Ir C  J^. Let §$ = Sj/JjçO SQ = S/p^^SÎQ/T^) and denote by ^  the 
image of ^ in this ring. Then by (34) chapter 5» ^ la nilpotent and 
hence so too is the ideal p53 + Hence there exists an integer r such 
that (pSî + ^ )r ^  (p“"+^ S4 + Therefore,
r - (pso + jo)r - (psw + ^ )rG g (pk+1s<A + 5,.Q)G = Jj_.
A  AIt follows that 30_ = 3GT, the completion of SG at the filtration
1 i
w  = { J.^and also that S = U5.i where S,_ =* ann^J,..
row by (46), proposition 2.27, E,. is the injective hull of ’.7 as an
k+1SG/j,_ module, and SG/JY. » (3/p S)G/?j. is a self-injective ring.
A3 SO/J i3 self-injective, it contains an  idenpotent e such that
E m a ZG/J and we have an induced isom orphism  2nd S —-----3 3 0 /J  e ino o ' o  0 0  ' 0 0
the usual way.
Suppose we have an idempotent e,, t 30/J,_ and an isomorphism 
0, :2, --*• e SQ/J, which induces an isomorphism ©*s End 3,.^— e,_SG/J,re. . 
Then as J,_/Jv+  ^$ J(30/J,,+^ ) there exists by lemma 2.3*5 un idempotent
e,.+1fe 30>/J. +1 such that e,_ is the imago of ev.+1 under t-e natural map
3G/°Th + f ^ S2/Jk*
L e t  3
°
. <*A,k+2<ï. The hypotheses of lorana 2.1 hold with h a ,
a /* _ r»/v /m■Jj'*'x+1 -0' *k+l T,-A-k+1
,. m /m ÇV <■» /-n
P k / ' k + i ^  -k+i^
Hence there exists an isomorphism Ô . +1 ’ “k+1
the induced diagram End 2.
res.
Slid S
T henefurj by tak in g  in v e rse  l im i t s
End E » liv. 2nd 3. 2 dir: o,.3C/J,_e
ak+lSG/Jk+l riakiaS
kj, 30/j.. w. oo.-.muta.
- w* T++si .¿gqUtf&CJ
3 9.
« in au iiompoteut i:
Clearly aSOe & L,
X * slo ■ ( a|,©2^2°2» • • • ) £ eSGe.
Hence L » aSOe » End^E^T), and the theorem ia proved.
7e now di3CU3a some special cases of this roault.
Corollary 2.3. If ir. tho notation of theorem 2.2 we nave
a) ’7 a 3G/I, taan the idenpotent e ■ 1.
b) 7 a minimal right idaai of 30/1, then the idempoteat a ia primitive. 
Proof; a) This follows since at ev«ry ataga in the lifting procaa3
v/e must have a, »1. For. a a l - J . a  =1» and then if e, = l,3inoaiZ 0 0 I*. 9
^’•/^k+1 is a ni* the ring SO/J..+  ^ , the only idenpotent nap­
ping onto a, i3 e. , =1.
b) If V/ ia a minimal right ideal of SO/I, then ’.7 ia irreducible a3 
an SO module. Hence by (46) p .49» corollary 2, E('.7) ia indecomposable. 
Therefore by (46), proposition 3.12, End 2('7) ia a acalar local ring 
and ao haa only trivial idempotent3. Since Ene\ ElW) =■ by theorem
2.2, e is a primitive idempotent in eS$e and so also in 30.
It seems that before we can prove any re3Ult3 for 7 a proper two 
sided ideal of SC/I we must impose the additional hypothesis that 0 ia 
p nilpotent in view of the following result.
Proposition 2.d. a) If U ia a nil ideal in a commutative ring S, and 
0 any group then every central idempotent in (3/t.)o is the image of a 
central idempotent in SO.
b) If the prime p i3 nilpotent in the commutative ring S and II i3 a 
normal subgroup of a group 0, then every central idempotent in S(o/ll) ia 
the image of a central idompotent in 30 provided 
either i) II ia a finite p' subgroup of 0,
or ii) 0 is a finite p nilpotent group and S/pS ia a field of 
characteristic p.
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s) Suppose that k ia a field of characteristic p > 0, and G a finite
p soluble group. If all the central idempotenta in the group ring of 
every proper factor group of G over k are the i.nage3 of central idem- 
potents in kO, then G is p nilpotent.
Proof: First note that if J is a nil ideal in a ring R and e is a 
central idompotent in R/J, and e is the image of an element z which is 
central in R, then e ia the image of a central idempotent of R. For by 
lemma 2.3*5» we can choose a polynomial f in z v/hich i3 an idempotent in 
3 and whose image under the natural map ia e.
a) This follows from the above remark since the centres of S/MG and 
SG are spanned by the class sums.
b i) This follows 3ince 33 « gO ©  SGli/ll't is a direct sum of two 
sided ideals. However we can write down the form of the idempotents 
quite explicitly. Note that since p i3 nilpotent and is coprime to |!Tj , 
|N| is invertible in S and we write a ■ |Nj l Let G « 0/!J.
dent of the choice of the elements g 3ince each element in the same 
coset of H occurs with the same coefficient in the above sum. It is 
also clear that 7  - e.
f2 - f - 0.
How let h e G. Since 7  • • ia central we have in - nr = 0.-Therefore
fh - hf ft nG and it follows a3 above that fh - hf - 0 and so f is a 
central idempotent in SG mapping onto o.
ii) By i) it suffico3 to handle the case where M is a p subgroup of 
the finite p nilpotont group 0. Let e be a central idempotent in SO/N.
By Osina's theorem (36) 4*3*11» the image e of o in S/pS(G/K) has support 
consisting of p' conjugacy classes*
Hence e - f where f ia in the additive subgroup of the centre of SO/ii
element of G mapping onto g. Set
Hence f ^ - f = 0 and so f2 - ft nG, but f » fNa and therefore
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spanned by the p' classes. Since 0 is p nilpotont this is in fact a sub 
ring, and since v/e can find a polynomial in f, which is ¿in idempotcnt 
mapping onto f, we can assume that f itself is an idempotent.
Then f-e is nilpotent, fe i3 an idempotent and g » f - fe « f(f-e) 
is nilpotent.
Now fe » f - g, so (f—g) » f-g. Therefore g = g^ and g * 0, so 
f « fe = e.
In other words the support of e consists of p' conjugacy classes.
If a is a p' element of 0, let C(a) denote its class sum, and a the 
image of a in 7  * G/N. Then we have C(a) » C(a), since IT « aS 
implies (a,g) fe N f\ 0^, (G) « 1. Hence we may lift e to a central 
element of SO and by the remark at the beginning of the proof we may 
lift e to a central idenpotent of SO.
c) Suppose now that 0 is a finite p soluble group, k a field of char­
acteristic p > 0, and that central idempotents may be lifted ever 
N - C^, j(0), then by projecting onto 0/0^ i(G), it is easily seen that 
central idoupotents in kG/N are the images of central idenpotents in 
kG/0,,(G). House we nay suppose that 0^,(0) = 1, and have to show that 
G is a ? group, lot N « 0p(0).
It is well known that Cq (N) C. N, see for example (17), theorem 
18.4.4. Hence if g is a p' element of G and g / 1, there exists an 
element a fe K 3ush that a13 / a, 30 g / ga.
Suppose that e is a central Idempotent in kG. Then by Osima’s theorem
image in kO/H. To 3oe this we define an equi valance relation ~  on
the elements of transitively, we have jCjJ- iNiCjjCgj)! a power of
cited above we have e
element
7« claim that if g 4 1 , then C(g) = 0, .»here the overbar denotes the
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p. Also |C^| / 1 by the second paragraph of the proof, and the elements 
of all lie in the 3ame cosot of IT.  Hence - 0, and c(g) » 0, if 
g is a p' element of G and g  ^1. Therefore e ■ O or 1.
However if 0 is not a p group, N - 0p(G) <■ G. Let * Q/ll and Q - Cy(S). 
Then it ia easily seen that is a non-trivial central ldempotent
in IcQ. This contradiction 3hows that 0 i3 a p group.
Before proving the next result ive make the following general remark.
If e is a central idempotent in H »(S/p^s)G a group ring of a finite 
group, then the composition factors of I « eR and 3ac(l) are identical.
For 3ince B is quasi-Frobeniu3, any irreducible 3 module i3 isomorphic 
to a minimal right ideal of H. However Soc(H) = Soc(I) ©  3oc((l-e)3) 
and if V is a composition factor of I (as a right 3 module), then 
Ve ■ V, and hence V is isonorphic to a submodule of 3oc(I).
Theorem 2.5. ".'ith the hypothesis of theorem 2.2, suppose in addition 
that G i3 p nilpotent, and that .7 is a two sided ideal of 30/1.
Let II « anxu,_.7, then there exists a central idonpotent e fe SGT 3UohoLr i.
that End S a  e SOj £  SGjf.
Proof: The existence of the central idempotent e and the first iso­
morphism follow from lomma 2.1, theorem 2.2 and proposition 2.4, since 
at each stage the idempotent e^ can be chosen to be central.
Recall that in the notation of theorem 2.2, « £,_G + p^+^ S0,
» annvJfc, and E,_ is the injective hull of .7 as an SG/J^ . module with 
SG/Jj^  * p iJj/Ti.. .7e have E^ . * 6^ .30/Jj, and 3oc(^) ^  7.
Therefore by the remarks preceding the theorem Mr &  ann^E^for 
some Integer r.
On the other hand “ ^g/ph+ls^/m-.E^ - (1 -e^)(S/p-^^S)G/Tj- and (l-e^) 
is contained in the image if of LI in(3/pk+^S)G/T^ .
Since (1—e. ) ia an idempotent,we have (l-e, )e fl if*
In particular (l-e^ .) * h”", and a3 Jj, $ I^W Lf)wa have » (L'./J,^ )^
* and It follows that annogEj. $ M^.
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Hence the filtrationa [ and £l?:] induce the sane ‘topology on
SO.
By a similar argument to that used in proving theorem 2.2 v/e can now 
show that 5\, fif End3QE by taking inverse limits.
"'a next cbtain a decomposition of by allowing .7 to range over each 
'block1 in 23/1 and U to range over the corresponding annihilators.
Theorem 2.6. ’71th the hypothesis of theorem 2.2, suppose in aidition 
that 0 is c nilpotent and that
30/1 = S/pS (g/Q) » z^3/pS(G/Q) is the decomposition of SG/I
into indeocmposable two sided ideals. Here the z^  are centrally prim­
itive idenpotents. Let '.7^ - Soc(ziS/p3(G/5i)), » ann^'^ and 2^  - Es0( )
Then there exist centrally primitive idempotents o. , a_ , ... e in1 2  r
O  3*-* -------Sm
A
aiSGiIS1
A
© e2S0
A
©  • • • ©
Ae SOj 
ttA
3%,
HS
© SO.,uIq
IB2
0  • • • © 2axr
ii*
End E^ © End Ej 0  • e • © End S_. r
Proof; The vertical isomorphisms have been obtained in the precei’iaj 
theorem. It merely remains to verify the direct sum decomposition. This 
can be seen in a number of ••/ays.
1) At the kth stage of the lifting process of theorem 2.2 v;e obtain 
centrally primitive idempotents e. 1 , o,.“k,l’ ”k,2» ** 
S/p^St 0/tJ S  ©  e,_ S//-+13 (D/T ).>•> a
The result follows on taking inverse limits.
2} It is easily seen that SCj «  2nd E3a (SC/l)
e, such that a,r
End @ 2,
;*i *
©  Eni E, since the E. arise from distinct blocks in the finite ; * • - 1
group rings S/p*:+13 (o/?k ; .
'7e next show that each endomorphism ring End E^  is a full matrix ring 
over a scalar local ring.
Theor.-n 1.7. Let z » z, be one of the centrally primitive iienpotontj
of theorem 2.6, and .7 = 3oc(z3/pS(o/*)) • ©  V., tho direct sum of ni»‘ J
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isomorphic copio* of on irreducible right SC ..lodule 7, and l«t 
3 = End 3(7).
Proof» The foot that the 7. are isoreorphic, which ia wall known whan 
k ia algebraically oloaad, (47) lemma 6, follows easily from the fact 
that ÎÎ ■ ann^gV has AR2 by (6) or (43) for any irreducible SO/I module 
V. For every submodule of E ^ ^  (7) is annihilated by some power of 
and 30 every composition factor <» isomorphic to V.
Hence if V and V ’ are non-isomorphic CG/l nodules then Kom0„ (SM,^ OU
and so V and V  lie in different blocks.
^ l:E(vi)— — S(7)
If oCe End 3(7), then
°^ij “ "rji «C TTj fc HomSG(3(Vi),E(V;j)) s 3, and it is easily
By lemma 3«10 and proposition 3«12 of (46), End E(V) is a scalar
easily seen that End E(V) is complete in the topology induced by
Remarks i) If G is a finite p' group and k is a field of character-
Artin— Veddorburn theorem. It is also interesting to compare these 
results with work of Goldie (15) on complete local rings d having a
In thi3 situation we have (3) and 4 =& Un(L), where D is a
division ring and L is a complete scalar local ring, (15) theorem 4«5» 
ii) Part 3) of the main theorem ia now immediate from theorems 2.5—2.7*
Therefore Eoq(7) £  ©  SGG (Vj). 
Let TT\»3(7)--*-E(7.¡)* * ,4 AM A + Adenote the projection and inclusion^map3.
seen that the map oC
local ring with maximal ideal J = f <9 <t End E(V) | ô(7)|» 0 . It is
unique maximal ideal it such that r<i/Z is simple artinian and f\ !! - 0.
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isomorphic copies of an irreducible right SC module 7, and lut 
D « 2nd 3(7).
Tiiau 2nd 3(7) » 3^(3), and I) is a complete scalar local ring.
Proof: Tha fact that the 7. are isomorphic, which la .veil known when 
k ia algebraically closed, (47) lemma 6, follows easily from the fact 
that ii » ana3QV has AR2 by (6) or (43) for any irreducible SC/I module 
V. Por ever;' submodule of E3G//I (’0  ls annihilated by some power of 
and so every composition factor >* isomorphic to V.
Hence if V and V ’ are non-isomorphic^CO/I nodules then HomSQ (*04, 6{v')/ * Ot 
and so V and V ’ lie in different blocks.
Therefore S^.V) £  ©  S30 (Vj).
Let TV\:3( 7) — **E(Vj)
denote the orojection and inclusion naps.
1 ^ 0 ^ ) — -E( 7)
If cC € End 3(’.7), then
eC TT\j € Horng^EiV/,) ,S(Vj)) S D, and it is easily 
seen that the map eC »■ ( eCf ) is an isomorphism»
End 3(7)--- »-Ida (3) .
By lemma 3*10 and proposition 3.12 of (46), End E(V) is a scalar 
local ring with maximal ideal J « £ ©  fc End E(V) | ©(V)|= 0 . It is
easily seen that End E(V) is complete in the topology induced by
Remarka l) If G is a finite p' group and k is a field of character­
istic p, the precede) two results with I » 0 toVVeve trow. Hie 
Artin-Vedderburn theorem. It ia also interesting to compare these 
results with work of Goldie (15) on complete local rings having a 
unique maximal ideal U such that ii/il is 3imple artinian and fl M51 » 0.
In this situation we have i^/id S 11^ (3) and d a  !da(L), where D is a 
division ring and L is a complete scalar local ring, (15) theorem 4*5«
ii) Part 3) of the main theorem is now im-v.odiato from theorems 2.5—2.7«
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3. Certain oo-pletiona are Koethorian.
If I ia as ideal in a TIoethorian ring R, and I ha3 AR2, we do not 
know whether the completion f? ia Uoetheriaa, or whether the ideal ?
Aof R generated by the image of I alao haa AR2. Aa in the commutative 
case we have I §  J(n), (2) 10.15» If R i3 Hoetherian and semiiocal, 
with i" = J($,, then by (25)» theorem 4.1, i  haa AS2 if and only if 
every right ideal of *R is closed in tho i-adic topology, that ia 
A (If + ia) =11 for all V. < 3.
A ? • »
A n
"!o note that tho closure of 0 i3 O  I and henco if Jacobson'a 
conjecture hclds, 0 ia always a closed ideal. Also we do not require that 
A  I" = 0  for cur results, that la the I-adic topology on S need not 
be Hauadorff ar.d R need not embed in ?. However this condition, which  ^
ia required by acme authors, see Goldie (1 5), can be imposed without 
much difficulty if R = SO, the grou^ . ring of a polycyclic group G over 
a prime ring 2, for G has a normal subgroup H of finite index such that 
3H ia a prims ring, and then if I i3 an ideal of SII with Ah2, we have 
A Ia = C, by (35) 11.2.13.
3efore abating the first main result of this section v/a collect some 
results from the literature whose proofs apply in ¡sore general situations 
than those originally considered.
Propositi.:: 3.1. i) Let I be an ideal in a ring 3, and suppose that
I haa A31. Then tho Completion is Noetherian.
ii) Let I be an ideal in a ring R, and auppoae that every right ideal
of 3 i3 closed in the I-adic topology and that the graded ring ©  Ia/l“+1
A fcO
is Noetherian, Ones I has AR2.
Proof8 i) is proved exactly aa in tne commutative case (2) 10.26, or
(24) thee ram
ii) may be proved in tho aano manner as (15) theorem 5.4»
r,heore::: 3.2. Purpose that t is an ideal in a T'oothorian ring ’, and 
that I ha- __  s..d that '.¡/I is urtlniar.. Tneu tho ideal? o f ?  „enorat.-d
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Lemma 3.5. Let I be ar ideal in a ring R such that O  In = 0. If 
R = lint R/In, and I denotes the image of I in R, then O  1° = 0. 
Proof: Since n I11 = 0# we may regard R as the ring of Cauchy 
sequences with respect to the filtration £ln } » and I as the ideal 
of Cauchy sequences of elements of In .
3uppose a = (a-^ag, . .. ) G n  I “ . We claim that for any 
integer n> there exists an integer f(n) such that am G In, for 
m ^  f(n). If this were not the case then a^ G In for infinitely 
many values of i. However this contradicts the fact that a can 
be written as a Cauchy sequence of elements of In .
■Phis shows that a = (a^.ag» •»• ) is. in fact a Null sequence 
in the I—adio topology and sinoe n  In = 0, we have a = 0.
•• nProof of theorem 3.2s Suppose fir3t that AI « C. By lemma 3.3» 0 is"" A* •
closed in the £-adic topology. Now i &  J(§) by (2) 10.15» so 
la &  J(H)“ for all n. On the other hand S/ia is artinian for all n 
and hence there exists an integer k such that J(b )^ &  >I&.
Therefore the i-adic and J(B)—adic topologies on $ are the same, and 
0 is closed in the J(1l)-adic topology. Hence B is a semilocal ring in 
the sense of Hinohara, and by (23) theorem 1, rignt ideals of $ are
.A. Aclosed in the J(R}-adic topology and so in the I-adic topology also. By
A Aproposition 3.1 applied to the ideal I of the ring B, it will suffice 
to 3how that the graded ring ©  ^n/jn+1 Hoetherian, but as in the
commutative case, (2) 10.15» we have ?n/la+l 3  In/In+1 and so 
o i n/fn+l s  q Ia/la+  ^ and this i3 a factor ring of R#(l) which is
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aaaumod to be Noethorian. The result follov/a lu thi3 case.
In general let I** . fll“, T . Tt/lm  , and ~  =. I/I*° .
Then > 11a t/T” 3 lim H/lm » % ,  and at i“. ITov/ the ring T 
and the ideal I satisfy the hypothesis of the theorem and ;ve have in add­
ition that A  Ia »0. lienee IT as I has AB2.
The existence of ideals satisfying the hypothesis of theorem 3.2 is 
guaranteed by the following result of K.A.3rovm.
Theorem 3.-1» ((5) theorems 2.3*5 and 2.3*5» 3ee also (2d) theorem 6).
Let S be the ring of integers or a field of oharaoteristio p > 0, and 
let 0 be a polyc.vclic-by-finito group. If H is a normal subgroup of 
finite inden in 0, there oxiat3 a normal subgroup Q of finite index in 
G such that 4 &  ¡1 and I - p30 + has AH1.
Gorollary 3«5* Let SG and I be as in theorem 3«4. Then SO^ is 
aNoether!an, and I has AH2.
Proof: Immediate from proposition 3*1 i) and theorem 3*2.
Theorem 3.f. Let G be a polyoyolio-by-finite group, 3 the ring of 
integers or a field of characteristic p > 0, and V an irreducible 
30 module such that |G:Cq (V)J<oo . Then End E(V) is a Noetherian ring.
Proof: Let H » C0 (V). By (36) 12.2.9, if 3 - 2, there is a prime p 
such that Vp « 0. By theorem 3.4 there exists a normal subgroup Q of 
finite index in G such that Q £ H and I » pSG + qSG has A51. V.'e may 
regard V as a right ideal of SO/l anu by theorem 2.2, there exists an 
idempotent e c Slouch that End E(V) —  eSGe. By corollary 3*5» 2G 
is Noetherian. Let Ijfi I2 ^  ... be an ascending chain of right ideals
of e3&e. The- there exists an intoger ¡c 3uch that L-StJ « I,.+^3& ■ ...
However 1^ ■ I^eSGe » I^sbe and. so 1^ ■ Ij_+^ ■ •••
Theorem 3.7, Let G be a p uilpotont group and 3 the ring of integers 
or a field of characteristic p > O. Let !I be a maximal ideal of SG 
such that h0 £ II, for some normal subgroup H of finite ir.dox in G. If 
S „ a assume in addition that p e  1!. Then 3G., is Nootherian.
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Proof8 3y theorem 3 . 4 there exists a normal subgroup of finite
index in 0 such that * S H and I - pSO + (j35 has ADI. Thun by corollary 
3.5» $5t la Noatharian. However by theorem 2.6, ZZ.. ia a direct summand
 ^ A  Aaof 3jt. Hence 35,, ia ITcathorian.
Renarl:: The above raauit should be compared with (24) corollary 9. 
AI30 if Q ia an extension of a finite p' group by a
finitely generated nilpotent-by-(finite p) group, the result follows 
from (32), at least if S is a field of characteristic p, since then by 
1.3*5» hG.ia a polycentral ring.
4« r.orita duality.
The aim of this section is to oho./ that certain completions of poly- 
oyclic-by-finite group rings have Korita duality, farts 1) and 5) of 
the main theorem will then follow easily.
If H is a ring, an 3 mo mile 3 is said to be an injective oogeiierator 
of H if 3 is injective and for every H modulo A and every noa-aero 
element a of A, there is a module homomorphism 0 : A — »-B such that 
0(a) f 0. He shall nadte use of the following criterion.
L emina 4.1. Let E bo a- injective module over a right Hoetherian ring 
R. Then E is an injective cogenerator if and only if Soc(E) contains an 
isomorphic copy of avery irreducible right H module.
Proof: Suppose that the stated condition hold3. Let A be a right R 
module and a € A, a /  0. Let B be a maximal proper submodule of the 
Noetherian modulo aR. Then aH/B is irreducible and hence by assumption 
there ia a right module monomorphism (f) :aR/B ■ *— Soc(E). ITow 0  lifts
to a module homomorphism 0,':aR- » Soc(E) and since E is injective (£)t 
extends to a right module homomorphism ^ : A —»E such that 0^(a) / 0.
Conversely suppose that S is an injective cogenerator, and let V be 
an irreducible R module, and v fc V, v / 0. Lot 0lV-*»E be a module 
homomorphism such that <f> (v) / 0. Clearly 0(V) is an isomorphic copy 
of V contained in Soc(3).
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Now another definition. If 12 is a ring, then by (50) theorem 3.3 R 
is T.orlta dual to itself if and only if H lias a binodule E suoii that 
E is an injective cogenerator on both sides and R Si End^CS^) and 
R Si EndR(nE)f and in fact we shall use this as our definition.
A3 a first 3tep we shov/ that if I » jO + pSG ia an ideal of 3G choaen
A
as in theorem 3.4, then SGj ia ttorita dual to it3olf and has
Eg^iSG/l) ■ S as an injective cogenerator.
Let I** . O l a, T- SO/l"* and T - i/l“ . ’7e first note that since I
has AR2, E « U  ann I and E may be regarded in a natural way as a T E
module, 3ince EI°° » 0. Suppose that a » (alta2, ... ) is a Cauchy 
sequence of elements of T in the T-adic topology. By passing to a sub­
sequence if necessary, we may assume that a^. - a^ ft. 1^  for all j ^  1.
If v ft E, then vl » 0  for some 1: and we set va = va . Sino9
A ^Ty Si SGj, this makes E into a right SGj module.
Since T £ Ty we have End^,(E^,) =  Endifj(Ef) & End?(ET) » End^iE^). 
On the other hand suppose <f> ft End^^E^), v 6 E, vl^ • 0 and aftSGj^Tj 
as above. Then 0(va) - ^(vajc) - “ 0(v)a.
Hence Ead^j(E^) 5m E n d ^ E ^ )  =  SGj, by corollary 2.3.
A.Now E may be regarded as a left nodule over its endomorphism ring, SOj 
and by taking inverse limits as in theorem 2.2 we see that
Endg^(g^E)^ S(Sj. V7e outline the details. Let 77 » SG/I. If ^  € I i3 
an endomorphism of E^q then clearly ('7) « 0. Henco IV7 * 0.
Since by theorem 3*2,1 has AR2 we have ^ E  = U  ann^i •
Let T^ n t^G + pK+1SG, and , the two oided
ideal of £5 generated by tho image of J^. Then as in theorem 2.2 the 
systems { ? )  and f are oofinal and we have g^E - \J S^ ., where
■ ann^J^ ia the injective hull of "I a3 an 30/J^ Si SG/J^ module. As 
in tho proof of theorem 2.2 we got a commutative diagram of ring 
homomo rphisms •
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\ jr natrea.
and it follows that 2nd^(g^E) S» SO, by taking inverse limits.
To 3iiov/ that SO'j i3 Uorita dual to itself it remains to 3how that 
E^('7) » Egjj('.7) is an injective cogenerator.
Lemma ¿.2. Let I « qG + pSG be an ideal of SO cho3en as in theorem 3«4 
and let '.7 » SG/l. Then E^(7r) - E_„('.7) - E is an injective cogonerator 
as an SO^ bimodule.
Prooft Suppose first that L i3 a right ideal of SC^  . 3y proposition
3.11 L is finitely generated. Suppose 0 : L ---*E i3 a right SO module
homomorphism. Then 0(h) S annvI for some k, and therefore 0(1)1“ * 0,
A^ r *
and so 0(L)I - 0. Since l satisfies AR2, there exi3t3 an integer n
such that £oin A  L ft L^1.
Hence 0(ln O  L) » 0 and 0  induces a map
Now i m ISO €• J(SG) by (2) 10.15 and so any irreducible ri^it or
modulo. Therefore.by lemma 4*1 E is an injective cogenerator as an SO 
bimodule.
0, i L/L O in =  L + fn/in— »E. Now L + ?a/la *3 a right 
ideal in SG/la, but the image of SO is dense in SO so SO + Ja = SG, and 
SO (\ In - In for all n.
Therefore S0/fn ■ SO + Ia/ta = SO/SO A In - S0/la. Now annsIn is in-
In fact the above proof shows that S is also injective 
as a left ijO module aince as we saw just before the lemma, |JjE « VJ E,., 
where E^ . - ann .
left SC nodule is also irreducible as an SQ/l =* SO/I module. Since 
'.7 ■ SO/l, 3oo(s) contains an isomorphic copy of every irreducible S^
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Theorem . 3• Lot S bo the ring of integers or a field of" characteristic
P > Of and suppose I « <jO + p:lO ia an idoal of" 30 chosen as in theorem
3.4. Thar. is Vorita dual to itself.
Proof: This ia now immediate frcr. ./hat we have proved above.
Ir. ::iora detail, let •' = SO/l, 3 = (7) - Then by lemma
4.1 E ia an injective coganerator as an SO binodule and we have
End a , ( S .ft, ) S. 3G_ and Enda ( g»S).fi> 30_ . A right or left SO, r.odule.i3 oU ùj 1 oG o'/ X I **
3aid to be E-reflexive if Hom.^iHon-tilT.E) ,E) ia naturally isonornhiooG oG
to U. Theorem 3*3 of (50) 3tatea that the categories *  » ^  of 
S-reflexive left and right iS5 modules arc close, under 3utnodule3, 
factor nodules and finite direct 3un3 and contain ail finitely generated 
modules.
Tor the oane of completeness, .ve calculate the dual catogory to the
\ Acategory of finitely generated (left) hO nodules.
Suppose that U is & finitely generated left SO module. Thon for some
A','integer s 33' *.U— 0 ia exact, applying the functor
HomgJj( ,E) «<>,Tl“ ives 0 —  I:om|^(U,E) — ►::oa^,(33v'S  ^,E) S  E^8'.
How 3ir.ee 7 i3 artinian E « Egg,(7) has finitely generated essential
(a)socle and so i3 finitely embedded. Hence the finite direct sur. E' ' i3 
finitely embedded and so too i3 the submodule Homgj,(U,E). Similarly 
one can 3how that if U is finitely embedded then Hom^,(U,E) is finitely 
generated.
The above result is an analogue of the result of !.'atli3 (31) for 
commutative, Noetherian, complete local rings. It i3 also possible to 
prove our theorem 4.3 by showing directly that the categories of finite­
ly generated (loft) SO* modulos and finitely embedded (right) €5“ modules 
are dual without using (50), and thi3 is the approach adopted by Hatli3.
A variant of theorem 4*3 can bo obtained for maximal ideals in group
rings of p nilpotont groups using lomraa 4*2 and theorem 2.6 to see that
, , /vis injective as an 30.. bimodule.
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lemma 4»4» Lot C be a p nilpotent ¿roup, 3 tho ring of integers or 
a fiali of characteristic p > 0. Lot 1! be a maximal ideal of 3G and 
suppose that t.'. contains an ideal of the form I = qO +p30 »s in theorem 
2.2, and that I has Alii. Then S;f>,(30Al) is an injective cogeneratorOtf
Aas an 33,j binodule.
Pro ;f : '.7e adopt the notation of theorem 2.6 and suppose that 
30, tl = .7 = '.7^, U - Mx etc.
Then S<£ (30/1) * ©E<^(^), and SGj 5i ©  OOy by theorem 2.6 and
-*V ^ /VSG^ is a direct 3ummand of GG^  and any right (left) ideal L 
of 3df can be regarded as a right (left) ideal of SG^  and so any map 
from 1 to 3£ l(*.7) estendo to S&, and hence to 3G,,# The fact that 2^(7)oG ± iu oj
is a oo£enerator is proved as beforo using lemma 4*1.
".’e note that the hypotheses on 1! in lemma 4*4 are satisfied whenever 
S « Z or an absolute field cf characteristic p > 0 and " is s maximal 
ideal of S3 containing- tho prime p. Thi3 folicv/s from theorem 3.4 
and 'll) theorem A.
The:rem 4.5. Let !i and SO be ao in lemma 4.4* Then
a) 33m is "orita dual to itself.
b) ” has A22 as an ideal of Ì5C(j.
Proof: a) This is Jlmilar to theorem 4*3» and ws omit the proof.
b) 3y a result of Hartley (unpublished), since oC^ j is Koen-erian, it 
suffices to shov/ that if ’.7 is a finitely ¿enerated essential extension 
of an 3e., modulo V such that Vii » 0, then "41n = 0 for some integer n.
■U ^
Since v5 - 0, V is an SG/ll module, and since SC/V S i SG/Ì! i3 an artin- 
ian ring and V Ì3 a finitely ¿onorate! nodule we nay assume that V ia 
irreducible. Hence .V ia isomorphic to a submodule of Eg.(7), and 
S„(7; - 3a  (V) by lemma 4.4« Hence, since V has AP>2 by (6), or (43),
-^j oGjf
it fellows that -.Xn * 0 for some integer n and that 7JUn * 0.
"e next 3im to prove parts 1) and 2) of the main theorem. 3ince we 
have occasionally passed to subgroups of finite index it is helpful to
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have the following result.
Lanina 4.6 (see also (48) p.225, corollary). Let S be a commutative
ring, H a normal subgroup of finite index in a group 0, and .7 an 33
module. Then B_('.7) is artinian if and only if 3„„(7) is artiuian.
Proof: Suppose that 3 - Sgjj(7) is artinian. Then by lenma 1.4*15*
S <&),.,30 is a., infective S3 modulo containing '7, As an S” .nodule,0*1
*
E ®  „33 ■ © !  ®  a  , where g. , ... g i s a  transversal to H in 0,
SH !»« 1 1 a
and this is artinian a3 an SH module. Hence 3 ®_,„3G is artinian as an 
S3 module, and so is the submodule S„„(.7).OJ
Conversely if Qjg(7f) i3 artinian as an S3 module, then by (45) lemma 
8, it is artinian a3 an SH modulo.
However E„„( 7) is injective as an SH module by lonma 1.4*14* and*AI
hence contains an isomorphic copy of 3^(7/). It follows that 3g-(.7) 
is artinian.
Proof of the main theorem, part 1: ~e have S * 2 or a field of 
characteristic p >  0, 3 a polycyclic-by-finite group and V a finitely 
generated SG module such that |OsCQ(V)| <oo and Vp - 0 and v;e hare to 
prove that 333(7 ) is a.Tinian.
The conditions on V imply that SS/a.-n^V is an artiuian ring, — u 
jiu C v  V 1  o I’a'tc-i *.0 ..¿ay ua3Ui.“c **--a* . u a  u r o d . iw i .^ 3 *
By theorem 3*4* *./0 can chcoao ai: ideal of the form I = ^3 + p3?: CO j
tai.iai in ar-UggY, with 5 a normal subgroup of finite ¿adon i:: nr ouch.
that I has AP.i. By theorem 4. 3 3 ^  is Ilorita dual to itself with ^s q(7) 
as an injective cogenarator, ..hero V £  7 » SG/l. In this duality
/ v /V"Sq ( 7) corresponds to 33T and we have a lattice anti-isomorphism 
between the submodules of ^33( 7) -nd (left' ideals of 33^.
However by proposition 3.1 i) hC5j i3 Hoatherian. Hence B„„(7.') and 
B„(V) are artinian modules.
Alternatively, ^ince n^T has Ttorita duality, factor modules of fin­
itely embedded modules are finitely embedded by (yO) theorem 3*3* and
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E„„(V) is artinian by theorem 1.4.9«OU
Proof of the main theorem, part 2: ,7e continue with the notation 
adopted above. If X » A/B is a composition factor of E,g(V) » 3, then 
A ■ aSG + B, for some a «£ A. Since I has AB2, aln • 0 for some n. Hence 
XIn m 0, and since X is irreducible XI » 0. Therefore X i3 an irreducible 
SG/I nodule and since SG/I is artinian there are, up to isomorphism only 
finitely many possibilities for X.
If in addition 0 ia p nilpotent and U « ann^V, then since U has AH2, 
and SG/il is a simple artinian ring, the same proof with II in place of I 
shows that V is, up to isomorphism the only composition factor of Eg_(V). 
5. Finite dimensional modules.
In this section we indicate briefly how the main theorem may be applied 
to show that if ¡e is any field of characteristic p > 0, 0 a polyoyclic- 
by-finite group and V a finite dimensional kG module, then Ek0(V) is an 
artinian nodule with finitely many isomorphism types of composition 
factors.
Theorem 5.1« If k is a field of characteristic p > 0, G a polyoyclic- 
by-finite group and V a finite dimensional kO module, then-E(V) is an 
artinian module with only finitely many isomorphism types of composition 
factors.
Proof» By lemma 1.4.14, we may assume that k is algebraically closed.
Let Soo(V) - Vx ©  V2 ©... © V n where the are irreducible.
Then E(7) « ©  E(V .) and we may assume that V is irreducible.I * % *
Let H - C0(V). Then by Mal'cev's theorem on soluble linear groups, (49) 
lemma 3.5, O/H is abelian-by-finite. Therefore by lemma 4.6 , we may 
assume that 0/H ia torsion free abelian. As k is algebraically closed, 
we have dim^V ■ 1 .
Let V ■ k<v> for some vt V. If g t G , vg = "X (g)v for sore (¿g) e k*,
■v *and we have a corresponding character a *0 —»k of G.
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Lot 0^ » ' | 6 6 a subgroup of the grou.. of units of kG.
Then vs have a group hcnonorphisu G — *-Ck sanding £ to g"X (g) ' . This i : 
clearly aurjootivo, and if g 71(g)*' = 1, then g =”)i(g) 6 lc*, no g = 1.
Hence G == 0^ and clearly the subalgebra of kG spanned by G^ ia just 
the group algebra kG. Of course V can be regarded as a kG^ module in a 
natural way, and as such it is trivial for G^. Thus since E^g (k) is an 
artinian nodule with finitely many isomorphism types of composition 
faotors, the sane holds for Ej_g(7).
In more detail, suppose that ’.7 ia any lcO module containing V. Then 
.7 i3 a kGj^  module via w(g5l (s)”') » "X (< s) v/g and cloarly '.7 is an essential 
extension of V as a kG module if and only if ,/ ia a kG^ essential exten­
sion of k. The result now follows from the main theorem.
It seems appropriate to mention at this point that Steve Donkin (lo) 
has recently 3hown that if k ia a field of characteristic zero, G a poly- 
oyclio-by-finite group, and V a finite dimensional kG nodule, then 
Eko(V) is artinian. The situation does differ somewhat from that consider­
ed above in view of the absence of ideals with Artin-Rees properties. If 
k is a field of characteristic 0, and g the augmentation ideal of the 
polycyolio-by-finite group G over k, then by (36) 11.2.5 g has AR2 if and 
only if G ia flnite-by-nilpotent, and Donkin has shown that E^gik) has 
finitely many isomorphism types of composition faotors if and only if 
0 is nilpotent-by-finite.
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Let G^ = | a' 6 a subgroup of tho grou;. of units of kG.
The:i .79 have a group hcmonorphisu G — *-0^  sending g to c"X (g)"' • This is 
clearly surjootivo, and if g?((g)''» 1 » then 3 =”X(c) 6 lc*, so 3 = 1 .
Hence C a G ^  and clearly the subalgebra of kG spanned by G^ is just 
the group alge’ora kG. Of course V can be regarded as a kG^ module in a 
natural way, and a3 such it is trivial for 0^. Thus since E^q (k) is an 
artlnian nodule with finitely many isomorphism types of composition 
factors, the same holds for Ej.0 (V),
la more detail, suppose that '.7 is any kO module containing V. Then 
'.7 is a kG^ module via w(g (o) ') “ "X (¿) wg and cloarly '.7 is an essential 
extension of Y as a kG module if and only if >/ is a kG  ^essential exten­
sion of k. The result now follows from the main theorem.
It seems appropriate to mention at thi3 point that Steve Donkin (lo) 
has recently 3hown that if k is a field of characteristic zero, G a poly— 
oyclio-by-finite group, and V a finite dimensional kG nodule, then 
E^oiV) la artinian. The situation does differ somewhat from that consider­
ed above in view of the absence of ideals with Artln-Hees properties. If 
k is a field of characteristic 0, and g the augmentation ideal of the 
polycyolio-by-finite group 0 over k, then by (36) 11.2.5 g has AB2 if and 
only if G is finite—by-nilpotent, and Donkin has shown that E^gCk) has 
finitely many isomorphism types of composition factors if and only if 
G is nilpotent-by-finite.
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Chapter 4 . F o ly c y c lic  Groups I I  -  N o n -a rtin ia n  Modules
1 . In tro d u c tio n «
We have seen th a t i f  Q 1m a p o ly c y c l io -b y -f in it e  group, k a f ie ld  
and V a f in i t e  dimensional irre d u c ib le  kG nodule, then the in je o tlv e  
h u l l  E ^g iV ) of V i s  a r t in ia n . However i f  k in  a non-abaolute f ie ld ,  
every irre d u o lb le  kG nodule is  f in i t e  dimensional i f  and only i f  G ie  
a b e lia n -b y -f in it e  ( I S ) .  In  contrast w ith  the re s u lts  of ohapter 3« we 
prove the fo llo w in g .
M ain theorem. I f  k i s  a non-absolute f ie ld ,  and G a p o ly c y o lic -b y -  
f l n i t e  group, then the in je c t iv e  h u ll  o f every irre d u c ib le  kG module 
i s  a r t in ia n  i f  and o n ly  i f  G i s  a b e lia n -b y -f in it e .
Suppose f i r s t  th a t k ie  any f ie ld  and th at the p o ly o y d io -b y -f in it e  
group Q has an a b e lia n  noraal subgroup A of f in i t e  index. Let V be an 
ir r e d u c ib le  kG nodule. Then by lemma 3 >4-6 E^a(V ) i s  a r t in la n  i f  and only  
o n ly  i f  E ^ (V ) i s  a r t in in n . Now i s  ooa ple te ly re du cib le  by C l i f f o r d 's  
th e o re n , and the in je c t iv e  h u ll  of every irre d u c ib le  kA module i s  a r t in ­
ia n  ninoe kA i s  a oonmutatlve Noetherian r in g ,  see (31)• I t  fo llo w s  that 
E ^ i V )  and E ^ i V )  are a rt in ia n  nodules.
F o r the renainder of th is  chapter k w i l l  denote a non-absolute f ie ld .
We prove the a ain  theorem by taking a p o ly e y o lio  group G whioh i s  not 
a b e lia n -b y -f ln i t e  and co n stru ctin g  n o n -a rtin ia n  e sse n tia l extensions of 
an ir re d u o lb le  kG nodule V. However, we need to  employ d iffe re n t oon- 
s tru e tlo n s  aooording to  whether or not G i s  n i lp o t e n t -b y -f in it e .
In  seotion 3 we suppose that G is  n ilp o t e n t -b y -f in it e  but not a b e lia n - 
b y -f l n i t e  and show th a t there ie  an irre d u c ib le  kG nodule V such that 
E x td l^ .V )  /  0 , fo r  an i n f i n i t e  sequence of pairw ise non-isonorphic
ir r e d u c ib le  kG nodules U^,U2 , • •• In  p a r t ic u la r  the soole of 
i s  n o t a rtin ia n .
In  seotion 4 we suppose that the p o ly e y o lio -b y  - f i n i t e  group 0- is -  
not n i lp o t e n t -b y -f in it e  and construct an irre d u o ib le  kG nodule V and a 
f i n i t e l y  generated e s s e n tia l extension W of V suoh that W i s  not a r t i n -
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ian> Th is  r e s u lt  (theorem 4 .1 ) may be of in te re s t from a r in g  th eore tic  
p o in t of v ie w , in  conneotion w ith  attem pts to prove Jacobson's conjecture  
(see ( 26 ) e s p e c ia lly  the question at the top of page 1 1 6 ) .  iHt know of no 
other example of a two sided N’oetherian  r in g  K which has an irre d u c ib le  
module V suoh that E g (V ) la  not lo o a lly  a r t in ia n .
However i t  seems th a t s t i l l  worse behaviour oan occur and in  faot we 
deduoe theorem 4 .1  from the fo llo w in g  r e s u lt .  We postpone the d e fin it io n s  
of the k r u l l  dimension, k-dim (W ) of a module W, and the e cce ntric  p lin th  
le n g th , e (O ) u n t i l  sections 2 and 4 re sp e o tive ly .
Theorem 4 .2 .  Let 0 be an a b e lia n -b y -n ilp o te n t -fc y -f in ite , p o ly c y e lio -b y -  
f in i t e  group. There e x is ts  an irre d u o ib le  kO module V and a f in i t e l y  
generated e s s e n tia l extension W of V such that 
k  dim(W) £  e (G ).
For the moment we remark th a t e (0 ) * 0 i f  and only i f  G is  n ilp o te n t*
b y -f i n i t e ,  and the non-sero module W i s  a r t in ia n  i f  and only i f  
k-dim(IM) «  0 .
The ir re d u c ib le  modules V which we consider are  induced from a one­
dim ensional module ▼ fo r a s e lf  c e n tra lis in g  a belia n  normal subgroup 
A of G. I f  we assume th a t v i s  f a i t h f u l  fo r A i t  w i l l  be automatic 
that V i s  irre d u o ib le  (lemma 4 .3 ) .
As an i n i t i a l  sp e o ia l case, suppose th a t G i s  a b e lia n -b y -( in f in it e  
c y c l i c ) ,  G ■ <A,x> and that the a b elia n  normal subgroup A i s  an e cce n tric  
p lin th  f o r  G. An example of such a group is  the group w ith  the present­
a tio n  G ■ { a , b , x  | (a ,b )  * 1 , ax * b , bx * ab ^  . Since x • 1 i s  a non 
zero d iv is o r  in  kG th e re  e x is ts  an element w €  E ^ C V ) such that 
w (x -  1 ) ■ ▼. I f  W «  wkG, then l i s a  proper e s s e n tia l extension of V.
Let W »  W A  -  wkG, where w (x -  1 ) ■ 0 . We have W > wkA and so as a kA 
module W 85 k A / I, where I  * » “ V a "  *nd 14  follow e from * theorem of  
Bergman (3 6 ) 9 .3 .9  th a t e ith e r  d ia k* <•• , or W «  kA. The f i r s t  case i s  
e ve n tu a lly  e lim ina te d  and then we see that
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ia n « T h is  re s u lt  (tb e o re a  4 .1 )  may be of in te re s t from a r in g  th eo re tic  
p o in t of v ie s ,  in  conneotion w ith attem pts to prove Jaoobson's conjecture  
(see (2 6 ) e s p e c ia lly  the question a t the top of page 1 1 6 ). We know of no 
oth er example of a two sided Koetherian r in g  R which has an irre d u c ib le  
module V suoh th a t E ^ iV ) la  not lo o a lly  a r t in ia n .
However i t  seems th a t s t i l l  worse behaviour oan occur and in  faot we 
deduoe theorem 4 .1  from the fo llo w in g  r e s u lt .  We postpone the d e fin itio n s  
o f the k r u l l  dim ension, k-dim (W ) of a module W, and the ecoentrio p lin th  
le n g th , e (Q ) u n t i l  sections 2 and 4 re s p e c tiv e ly .
Theorem 4 .2 .  Let 0 be an a b e lia n -b y -n ilp o t e n t -b y -f in it e ,  pol-yeyolio -by- 
f in i t e  group. There e x is ts  an irre d u o ib le  kO module V and a f in i t e l y  
generated e s s e n tia l extension 1 of V such th at 
k  dim(W) £  e (Q ) .
For the moment we remark that e (Q ) * 0 i f  and only i f  0 is  n ilp o te n t -
b y - f i n i t e ,  and the non-sero  module W i s  a r t in ia n  i f  and only i f  
k-dim (W ) »  0 .
The ir re d u c ib le  modules V which we consider are induoed from a one­
dim ensional module v fo r  a s e lf  c e n tra lis in g  abelia n  normal subgroup 
A of G. I f  we assume th a t v is  f a i t h f u l  fo r A i t  w i l l  be automatio 
th at V i s  Irre d u o ib le  (lemma 4 .3 ) .
As an i n i t i a l  sp e o ia l case, suppose th at G i s  a b e lia n -b y -( in f in it e  
e y e l ie ) ,  G > <A ,x>  and th a t the a b e lia n  normal subgroup A i s  an ecoentrlc  
p lin th  f o r  G. An example o f such a group i s  the group w ith  the present­
a tio n  G ■ { a , b , x  | (a ,b )  * 1 , ax * b, bx * ab }  . Since x -  1 i s  a non 
aero d iv is o r  in  kG there  e x is ts  an element w €  S ^ i V )  such that 
w (x -  1 )  • v .  I f  W • wkG, then W i s  a proper e sse n tia l extension of V.
L e t W «  W A * wkO, where w (x -  1 ) »  0 . We have W -  wkA and so as a kA 
module W we k A / I, where I  * a m ^ w  and i t  fo llow s from a theorem of 
Bergman (3 6 ) 9.3*9 th at e ith e r  dimkW <ee ,  o r  »  «  kA. The f i r s t  oase is  
e ve n tu a lly  e lim in a te d  and then we see that
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V  > *'§ > W| 2 . . .  is  a s t r i c t l y  descending chain of
kO submodule# of W.
In general i f  0 i s  not n ilp o te n t -b y > f in ite , ee oan fin d  a se ction  of  
0 of the fo ra  (A ,x >  as above and induce the e s s e n tia l extension we hare 
obtained i n  the s p e c ia l case to  o bta in  an e sse ntia l extension of an 
irre d u o ib le  kG nodule.
Th is  argument would s u ffic e  to  prove theorem 4 .1 .  To obtain theorea 4 .2  
we apply a re s u lt  of Hoseblade, ( 42) theorea C l in  place of Bergaan's 
theorea.
In the p e n u ltia a te  se ction  o f th is  chapter we oonstruo t, fo r any g ive n  
odd prime p , an exaaple of a aetabelian  p o ly c y c lic  group G w ith  normal 
subgroups A , B such th a t A & H, H/A and G/B are in f in i t e  o y o llc , A * (A )
e (G ) ■ 1 and e(H ) «  p . The p o in t of the exaaple i s  that by theorea  
4 .2  th ere  i s  an irre d u o ib le  kH module V and a f in i t e l y  generated e s s e n tia l 
extension W of V such th at k -d ia (W ) >  p . Here V ia  induoed fro a  a
one-diaenslonal kA aodule which i s  f a it h f u l  fo r A . Now the induced a od-
G ®ule V i s  a f in i t e l y  generated e sse n tia l extension of V w ith
k-dia(W** )  >  P • and i s  irre d u c ib le  by lenaa 4 .3 « However e(G) * 1
and so the k r u l l  dinenoion of a f i n i t e l y  generated e sse ntia l extension of
of an ir re d u c ib le  kG nodule oannot be bounded above by a function  of e (G ) .
f in a l ly  in  se ctio n  6 we in d lo a te  another approach to  theorea 4 .2 .
2 . N oras! subgroups o f f in i t e  index.
I f  3 i s  a r in g  and N a r ig h t  3 module, k -d ia (M ) i s  defined re c u rs iv e ly  
as fo llo w s  1 i f  M ■ 0 then k -d ia (M ) »  - 1  and i f  q i s  an in te g e r auoh 
that k > d ia (N ) -  1 , then k -d in (M ) »  q i f  and only i f  there in  no
i n f i n i t e  deeeending chain M ■ Mo > >  . . .  suoh that
k-dim(M^ £  q -  1 . I f  no such in te g e r q e x is ts  we could put 
k-dim (M ) ■ OO .  However i f  G is  a p o ly e y e lle > b y -f in ite  group and M 
i s  a f i n i t e l y  generated kG module, then i t  fo llo w s fro a  a theorea of 
P .f .S a lt h  (4 7 ) th at k -d ia (M ) <  h (G ),  the Hlrseh number of 0 .
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Lemma 2 .1 « Let H be a noraal subgroup of f ln l t s  index In  a group G.
a ) Suppose th at there i s  an irre d u o ib le  kH module V and an i n f i n i t e  
sequenoe U]_,U2 « ••• o f p airw ise  non-isom orphic ir re d u o ib le  kH modules 
such that E x t(U ^ ,V ) / 0 , then there is  an irre d u o ib le  kG module V*, and an 
i n f i n i t e  sequenoe U£,U£, . . .  o f pairw ise non-isomorphio ir re d u e ib le  kG 
modules such th a t E x t (D £ ,V ') /  0 fo r  eaoh i .
b ) Suppose there i s  an irre d u o ib le  kH module V and a f i n i t e l y  generated 
e s s e n tia l extension W of V such th at k-dim(iW) * n. Then there i s  an 
irre d u e ib le  kG module V1 and a f in i t e l y  generated e s s e n tia l extension
W  of V ' suoh th a t k -d im (H ')  > n.
Proofs a ) I f  , . . .  ig  i s  a tra n sve rsa l to  H in  Gt then as a kH 
* n
module »  ©  U - ® g, , and we may assume th a t U_ Sk 0 g  fo r  any 1 .
0 tel J 1 1 ,
Then and have no kH composition fa o to r in  oommon and henoe no 
kG com position fa o to r in  oommon. S im ila r ly , by ehooaing a subsequenoe 
i f  necessary we may assume th a t have no kG oom position fa cto rs
i n  oommon whenever i  /  j .  Now i t  fo llo w s from lemma 1 .4 .1 6  th at 
E x t d J ® ,^ )  / 0 and so by lemma 1.4.18 that E x t(C ® ,V ')  /  0 fo r  some kG 
com position fa o to r V* o f V° . Now sinoe V° has f in i t e  le n g th , some 
oom position fa o to r V ' must have Ext(U® ,V*) ft 0 i n f i n i t e l y  many times 
and we may suppose th a t Ext(U® ,V*) /  0 fo r  a l l  i .  Now by lemma 1 .4 J.8  
E x t (U £ ,V ')  ft 0 fo r  some kG composition fa c to r U| o f 1 ^ . 
b ) By a re s u lt  of Segal (45 ) lemma 8 , i f  M i s  any kG module, the k r u l l  
dimensions of H as a kH module and as a kG module are equal. By lemma
1 .4 .1 6  W°ls an e s s e n tia l extension of V° which i s  sn e s s e n tia l exten-
t q
oiom o f i t s  soole 0  V. as a kG module. Therefore we nay oonelder W
'•* \  v
as a submodule o f E. _ ( ©  V ) ■ 0  E(V  ) .  Let V. be the  image of the
k G ( s l l  ;  » | 1 l
p ro je c tio n  of W° onto E (V . ) .  Then * ° C  ® W  and 
k-dimCW®)- sup k -d im (W ^). Therefore there e x is ts  a f o r  which 
k-dim (W j') ■ n, and Mr^  i s  a f i n i t e l y  generated e sa e n tia l extension of the 
irre d u o ib le  kG module V^.
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3» N ilp o te n t -b y »f in ite  groups
In  th in  se ction  we prove the sa in  theorem f o r  f i n i t e l y  generated  
n ilp o t e n t -b y -f in it e  groups.
Theorem 3 »1 . Let 0 be a f in i t e l y  generated n ilp o t e n t -b y -f in it e  group 
which i s  not a b e lia n -b y -f in it e .  There e x is ts  an irre d u o ib le  kO module V 
and an in f i n i t e  scquenoe U ^,U ^, . . .  o f p a irw is e  non-isoaorphio irre d u c ib le  
kQ modules suoh th at E x t (U i«V ) 4 0, fo r  each i .
In  p a rt lo u la r  SocCE^gCVj/Y) i s  not a r t in ia n .
By lemma 2 .1  a ) th is  w i l l  fo llow  from
Theorem 3 .2 . Let Q be a f in i t e l y  generated n ilp o te n t group which is  
not a b e lia n -b y -f in it e .  There e x is t i n f i n i t e  sets &  , of pairw ise  
non-isom orphic Irre d u o ib le  kQ nodules such th at E x t(U «V ) 4 0 and 
E x t(V ,U ) /  0 fo r  a l l  0 €  5  , V • C3 .
P re lim in a ry  re du ction  fo r  theorem 3.2. I f  G i s  a homomorphio image 
of Q and kif has sets of irre d u o ib le  modules S  t *<3 s a tis fy in g  the con­
c lu s io n  o f the theorem, then we may regard 8  • *0 as kQ modules and kQ 
s a t is f ie s  the oonolusion of the theorem. Henoe since G has the maximum 
c o n d itio n  on subgroups we may suppose th a t Q i s  not a b e lla n -b y -f in it e ,  
but th a t every proper homomorphio inage o f Q i s  r h e l i a n -b y -f i n i t e . As 
noted by D .L .H a rp e r (1 9 )«  th is  forces Q to  have a prese nta tion  o f the 
form
To see t h is ,  note f i r s t  th at Q must be to rs io n  fre e ,s in c e  the to rs io n  
elements of Q form a normal subgroup T  and i f  Q/T i s  a b e lia n -b y -f in it e  
i t  i s  e a s ily  seen that Q i s  a b e lia n -b y -f in it e .  Henoe by lemma 1 .2 .8  i i i ) ,  
the upper c e n tra l factors  of Q are to rs io n -f re e  and so i f  3 • ^ C(G) 
then 0 ^ 2 « and 0 / >  ^ ( G )  not » B e l i a n -b y -f i n i t e .  Hence ^ ^ ( Q )  * 1 
and 0 has c la ss  two. I f  Z »  Z(G) were not i n f i n i t e  c y o lie  then i t  would 
oontain the d ire o t product x o f two i n f i n i t e  oyo llo  groups and
where m^e Z, and m^lm^l
(Xi.Xj) ■ (y^y^) * (*4«*) - * X'
( X i . y j )  » l i f  i  / J (x i ,y i*  » *mi i)
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G would embed in  G/Zj_ x G/Zg and so would be a b e l in n -b y -f in i t c .
Therefore Z = <z> is  i n f i n i t e  c y c lic  and the commutator bracket defines  
a non -s in g u la r  antisym m etric b il in e a r  fo ra  on the fre e  abelian ¿roup  
G/Z. A theorem of Frobenius a sserts th a t G/Z has a Z basis of the desired  
fo ra .
Our irre d u c ib le  modules are oonstruoted using the fo llo w in g  lemma.
Lemma 3 .3 . Let A be a s e lf -c e n t r a l is in g  abelian norn&l subgroup of  
a group G which i s  n llp o te n t of c lass two. I f  Z ■ Z (G ) and u is  a l in e a r  
kA module such that C (u )  = 1, then U ■ u ®  . .k G  i s  an irre d u c ib le  kG
Zi KA
module.
P ro o f: Let be a tra n s v e rs a l to A in  G. Then U has a k basis
of the form ^u  ft gj^XfcA^ Let U ' be a non-zero submodule of U and 
choose a non-zero element w which has sh ortest le n gth  cn th is  b a s is .
We may assume that w has the form
w = yl*#u ft g0 ♦ . . .  yuxu ft gt  where /a i 6  k , and S0* 1 •
Now suppose that 1 ) 1 .  Since g ^ -  A -  Cq (A), there e x ists  a £ A
such that (g ^ .a )  i 1 .Since G has olass two (g ^ .a )  = z * Z. Now by 
hypothesis ua > K u  and uz * ' j u ,  w ith  X% $ 6  k and "X/ 1 . Therefore
u f t  g0a = %  u ft  gQ , u ( J  gja  = '3 X U ®  S j and ia  • »• ily  seen that 
wa -  X  w is  a non-zero element o f U ' o f sh o rter le n g th . Therefore 1 > 0  
and u & U ',  so U* * U.
Proof of theorem 3 .2 . Let G be the group defined by ( f )  , and le t  
■ <xltz^ i Ej ■ <yltz > . h * h^H2« y m (ygt •• »y^V* ^
B * B2Y and C -  HY.
We f i x  a monomorphism © k* , and le t  ^  = ® ( z ) .  Since k* has 
i n f i n i t e  rank, i t  is  p o ssib le  to extend 0  to in  i n f i n i t e l y  many 
d iffe re n t ways. Let . . .  be homomorphisms from to k* which
coincide  w ith  © o n  < z j  and such th at ^  ( x ^ ) /  ^  j i x ^ )  fo r anF * * ^
and i  /  j  ($ )•
Let vj.,V2 '  •• be the corresponding kH^ modules determined by
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as kA modules“ ^ ( h J v ^  *or ® €, H^. *® ®*n a lso  regard . . .
by a llo w in g  X to  sot t r i v i a l l y .
^et "& ■ ^  v i  ®  jja16® ^  i  ^  | • ®X lemma }.}, the modules in  5  are
irre d u o ib le  and by the o o n d itio n  ( ^ )  they are p a irw is e  non-isom orphio• 
The modules in  *3 a re  constructed s im i la r ly .  L e t ^  l*  *** **•
homomorphisms from H2 to  k* whioh ooinoide w ith  ©  on <.*> and s a t is f y ­
in g  I p ^ y ^ )  /  (y x ) fo r  any a f r 'i  and i  /  J .  We can regard  the
corresponding kH^ modules u ^ ,u 2 , . . .  a ls o  as kB modules by a llo w in g  X 
to  aot t r i v i a l l y  and then set *3 * [ ui ®  k i^ 3 ]  i  >  I *
To s im p lif y  n o ta tio n  l e t  us ohoose re p re s e n ta tive  modules 
V * v d b ^ k O C  S . U ■ u ®  ^gkfl fe *3 . Here v ,u  a re  one-dim ensional kA 
and kB modules a r is in g  from extensions , I/' o f ©  to  re s p e c tive ­
l y .  We aim to  show th a t E x t(U ,V ) /  0 .
By lemma 3*3 V ' ■ v<SP VH^kH ia  an ir re d u c ib le  kH module. Furtherm ore  
ann^V * «  (s  -  J  )kH and we may regard V ' as an ir r e d u c ib le  
A m kH/annlrHVt module. Since H ia  a domain, we have a w e ll-d e fin e d  mod­
u le  homomorphism (y ^  -  ^ ( y ^ ) ) ] *  — ♦  V ' %  £ (V ’ ) g iven by
(yx - Viyx)> — * v*
Th e re fo re , there e x is ts  w & ^ ( V )  such that w (y^  -  ^ » ( y ^ ) )  * v .
C le a r ly  w ^  V ' and so i f  W • wfi we have a n o n -s p lit  exact sequence
0 —  V ' —  W > W A ' -  V —  0 of H modules.
We can now regard  t h is  as a sequenoe of kH modules w ith  s a o tin g  as ^  
and since U* i s  generated by a oopy o f the one-dim ensional kH^ module 
u , i t  i s  a homomorphio image of u © j^ ^ k H . However t h is  induoed module 
i s  ir re d u c ib le  by lemma 3*3  aga in , so 0 » £  u i ^ k H .
Now we have an exaot sequence 0 —  V '— ■■ W —* 0 ' —  0 of kH modules sueh 
th a t W i s  an e s s e n tia l extension of V ' and we can re ga rd  th is  sequenoe 
as a sequenoe of kC modules by a llo w in g  X to aot t r i v i a l l y ,  and then 
induoe th is  sequenoe to  ktl. By lemma l .< t . l6 , .» ® kCkQ i s  an e s s e n tia l ext­
ension o f V ‘ ® kCk3 , and V*®kCkQ * v © ^ k G  * V. S im ila r ly  U '® k(.ka ■ 
u ^ k a  ■ U . T h is  shows that E x t(U ,V ) 4  0 and a s im ila r  argument shows
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th at E x t ( V ,U )  4  0
k. N o n -n ilp o t e n t -b y -f in ite  group«»
la  (4 2 ) Roseblade intro d u ce s an in v a r ia n t  fo r  p o ly 07o lio  groups, 
namely tho oooentrio  p lin t h  length w hich, i n  aoso sons* noasuros how 
f a r  a group i s  from being n i lp o t e n t -b y -f in it e .  T h is  in v a ria n t w i l l  be 
e ru o ia l to  our disoussion and we repeat the app rop ria te  d e f in it io n s ,
A fre e  a b e lia n  subgroup, A o f a p o ly e y o lio -b y -f in it e  group 3 is  said  
to be a p l in t h  i f  there e x is ts  a subgroup Qg of 3 containing  A such that 
i )  | S :3 o | < so and A 4  3g
i i )  A i s  an ir re d u e ib le  %H nodule whenever H i s  a subgroup of
f in i t e  index in  3 .o
I t  i s  known th a t any i n f i n i t e  normal subgroup of a p o ly o y e lio -b y -f in ite  
group 3 contains a p lin th  o f 3 ,  ( 4 1) lemma 2.
We note th a t i f  A i s  a p l in t h  in  8 we do not re q u ire  th at A i s  noraal 
in  3 , o n ly  th a t |S :N g (A )] <  so .
I f  d ia ^ U  C a%) »  1 , A i s  sa id  to  be a oe n trlo  p l in t h ,  and i f  
dim^(A $  2$ ) b 2 , A i s  an eooentrio p l in t h .
Now suppose th at A i s  a fre e  a b elia n  noraal subgroup of a p o ly o y e lio - 
b y -f i n l t e  group 3 , and co n sid e r V ■ A © a4 as a 43 module. We oan f in d  
a subgroup H of f in i t e  index in  8 such th a t the eoaposition le ngth  of 
V as a 4H module i s  a a x ia a l. The le n g th  o f a ooaposition se rie s  f o r  V 
as a QH module w i l l  be o a lle d  the 8-p l i n t h  le n gth  o f A and w ritte n  p lQ( A ) .  
The number o f  ooaposition fa o to rs  whose dimension over 4 exceeds one is  
a lso  an in v a r ia n t ,  the eooentrio  3 -p l in t h  le ngth  of A , Oq ( A ) .
Any p o ly o y e lie -b y -f in i t e  group 3 has a normal p o ly - ( i n f in i t e  e y o llo )  
subgroup H o f  f in i t e  in d e x , and 8 has a se rie s
1  • HQ < < . . .  Hs «  H, w ith  H ^ l  H and fre e  a b elia n  fa e to rs
f o r  1  ■ 1 ,  . . .  »• «nd  we se t
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p K a )  «  p l (H )  -  ¿ > H / » i - 1 (Hi /* i - l )
•(o) - .(h) - £  .H/Hi
I t  la  known th a t p l (G )  and . (G )  n r .  in v a r ia n t ,  o f  G, the p lin th  le ngth  
and .o c .n t r io  p l in t h  le n g th  of G. Moreover G la  n i lp o t e n t -b y -f in it e  I f  
and o n ly  i f  e (G ) ■ 0.
The n ia  of th ia  aeotloa l a  to prove the main theorem fo r  p o ly c y o lio  
¿roups w ith  e (G ) > 0. However in  th is  onae we oan prove aore and we any 
now sta te
Theorea 4 .1 .  Let G be a p o ly o y o lio -b y -f in it e  ¿roup which i s  not n i l -  
p o t e n t -b y -f in i t e .  There e x is ts  an ir re d u c ib le  kG aodule V and a f i n i t e l y  
generated e s s e n tia l extension W of V such th a t W i s  not a r t in ia n .
Theorea <*.2. Let G be a p o ly e y o lic -b y > f in ite ,  a b e lia n -b y -n ilp o te n t -b y -  
f in l t e  ¿roup. There e x is ts  an irre d u o ib le  kG module V and a f i n i t e l y  
generated e s s e n tia l extension W of V such th at
k -d ia (W ) e (G ).
Deduction o f theorea 4 . I t  I f  any hoaoaorphio iaage of 5 has a aodule 
W s a tis fy in g  the eonolusion of theorea V . l ,  then we nay regard H as a 
kG aodule. Hence sinoe G has the aaxiaua co n d itio n  on subgroups we aay 
suppose th a t G i s  not n i lp o t e n t -b y -f in it e  but th at every proper hoaoaor- 
phie iaage o f G i s  n i lp o t e n t -b y -f in it e .
Sinoe an i n f i n i t e  p o ly o y o lio -b y -f in it e  group oontains an i n f i n i t e  
a b e lia n  noraa l subgroup by 136) 1 0 .2 .9  th is  c le a r ly  foroes G to be 
a b e lia n -b y -n i lp o t e n t -b y -f in i t e .  In  faot G must be a e t a b e lia n -b y -f in ite .  
Indeed i f  F i s  the F i t t in g  subgroup of G , then G/F' i s  not n ilp o te n t -  
b y -f i n i t e .  Fo r i f  K/F' i s  the F i t t in g  subgroup of G / F ',  then as K/F' 
and F are n ilp o te n t , K i s  n ilp o te n t by (3 9 ) 2 .2 7 . Thus K * F  and G/F' 
i s  not n i lp o t e n t -b y -f in i t e .  Our assuaption on G fo rce s  F* ■ 1 . Now F 
i s  a b e lia n , and G/F i s  a b e l ia n -b y -f in it e ,  and so G i s  aetabe lia a >by- 
f i n i t e .  Now e (G ) > 0 sinoe 0 is  not n i lp o t e n t -b y -f in it e  ( i n  faot we 
aust have e (G ) ■ 1 ) .  The re s u lt  fo llo w s fro a  theorea <».2 and the d e f in -
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i t io n s
Ths ir re d u c ib le  nodule V i n  theorem 4 .2  i s  constructed using the f o l l ­
owing re s u lt  (ooapsre ( 1 4 ) leans 1 . 1 ) .
Leans 4 .3 « Suppose th s t A i s  s  n o n -t r i v i s l  s e lf -c e n t r s lis in g  s b e lis n  
n o ra s l subgroup o f sn s r b it r s r y  group 0 . Suppose th s t k i s  s f ie ld  such 
th a t there i s  s f a i t h f u l  homomorphism S t A '- .k * ,  and le t  v be the c o rre s ­
ponding l in e a r  kA aodule g ive n  by vs »  0 (a )v  fo r  a C A. Then the induosd  
nodule V ■ v f t ^ k Q  i s  ir r e d u c ib le .
P ro o f: T h is  i s  s i a i l a r  to  leans 3 .3 » and we omit i t .
Before p ro v in g  theorea 4 .2  we need sone p re lim in a ry  re s u lts .
Leans 4 .4 .  Let 2 be a r in g  and 0 —  M —  N— L — 0 (* )
an exaot sequsnoe of R nodules suoh th a t N has f in i t e  ooaposition le n g th  
and no composition fa c to r o f M i s  isomorphic to one of L .
Suppose that either
a ) R i s  a r t in ia n  and p o ly o e n tra l
b ) R ■ kO the group a lgebra  of a f i n i t e l y  generated n ilp o te n t group,
and th a t dia^N  < * » . TW*« 14% 1*1 »fk * ».
P ro o f: b ) fo llo w s  fro n  a ) a p p lie d  to  the a r t in ia n  r in g  k a/a nn^N , 
since  kQ i s  p o lyo e n tra l b y l.3 > 5 *
a ) We nay assume th at U and L are ir re d u c ib le  by leans 1.4.18 • Let J  
be the Jaoobson ra d ic a l of R. I f  NJ ■ 0 , then (* )  i s  an exaot sequence 
o f R/J nodules and s p l i t s  sinoe R/J i s  se a is ia p le  a r t in ia n . Therefore  
we nay assuae th a t NJ ■ M.
C le a rly  MJ »  L J  * 0 and we nay assuae th at N i s  f a it h f u l  fo r R.
Choose a non-sero ce ntra l elenent s in  J .  Then the nap N/M — -  M given  
by (n  ♦ M) — —  ns i s  a w e ll defined non-sero R nodule hoaoaorphisa. 
Hence by S o h u r's  leans M S L . T h is  o o n tra dio tio n  proves the leans.
We remark th a t the above re s u lt  nay be fa lse  under s l ig h t ly  weaker 
hypotheses. F o r, as we saw i n  se ction  3« i f  0 i s  a f in i t e l y  generatea
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n ilp o t e n t -b y -f in it e  jroup which is  not a b e lia n -b y -f in it e  then there is  
an irre d u c ib le  kG nodule V and an i n f i n i t e  sequenoe . . .  c f p a ir ­
wise non-isom orphic kQ nodules such th at £xt(U i ( V) 4 0 fo r  eaoh i .  Of 
oourse V and are  i n f i n i t e  dimensional in  th is  ease« On the other band 
S. Donkin (1 0 ) has shown th at i f  k i s  a f ie ld  of c h a ra c te r is t ic  zero, 
and O i s  a p o ly e y o lio -b y -f in it e  group, then E ^ C k ) has only f i n i t e l y  
aany isoaorphisa  types of ooaposition fa c to rs  i f  and only i f  Q i s  n ilp o t ­
e n t -b y -f in i t e .
Leans 4 .4  has va rio u s consequences f o r  the p lin th  s tru c tu re  of an 
a b e lia n -b y -n ilp o t e n t -b y -f in it e  group 0 . For suppose that A i s  a free  
a b e lia n  normal subgroup of Q and that <? »  G/A i s  n ilp o te n t. L e t  
W * A $  git and le t  H ■ H/A be a subgroup of f in i t e  index in  G such that 
the ooaposition le ngth  o f W  as a <yl module i s  a axia al among subgroups 
o f f in i t e  index. Then by leans 4 .4  the composition fa cto rs  o f  W as a QH 
nodule are the same as the composition fa cto rs  of V a Soc^g-iW), and the 
com position fa o to rs  of V correspond to the p lin th s  of G which are sub*, 
groups o f  A . We note in  p a rti o u la r the fo llo w in g  c o ro lla ry .
C o ro lla ry  4 .5 . With the n o ta tio n  of the previous paragraph, suppose 
th a t a ) no p lin th  fo r  G contained as a subgroup in  A i s  e c ce n tric  
then G i s  n i lp o t e n t -b y -f in it e .
b ) every p lin th  f o r  G contained as a subgroup of A i s  a c ce n trio , 
then e (G ) a e ^ iA ) * p lQ(A ) .
P ro o f: a) The assumption im p lie s  that a l l  the ooaposition fa o to rs  of V 
as a QH nodule are o n e -d iae nsio na l, and so the ooaposition fa o to rs  of 
i a s a f  module are a lso  o n e -d ia e n sio na l. Th is  aeans we can f in d  a sub­
group of f in i t e  index in  H which c e n tra lis e s  every ooaposition  fa cto r  
o f W. Therefore H and so G are  n i lp o t e n t -b y -f in it e .
b ) Since A i s  a b elia n  we have e (G ) ■ e(G/A) ♦ eQ(A ) .  However G/A is  
n ilp o te n t so e(G/A) ■ 0. I t  reaains to show that eQlA ) ■ p lfl( A ) .  By the 
hypothesis every coaposition fa o to r of V as a module has dimension
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g re a te r than one. By lemma k.k, the aaae la  tru e  fo r  the QH composition  
fa c to rs  of W. I t  fo llo w s  that p lQ(A )  • eQ( A ) .
Part a ) of the preoediwij c o ro lla ry  has been obtained Independently  
by D .L .H a rp e r, (2 0 ) p ro p o s itio n  A .3 .
We need another consequence of lease k.k.
P ro p o sitio n  *f.6. Let G be any group, k a f ie ld  and
0—  V — ^W — *0 ( I )  an exact sequence of kG aodules.
Suppose th at A i s  a f i n i t e l y  generated n ilp o te n t normal subgroup of G 
suoh that i s  lo c a l ly  f i n i t e .  I f  C y(A ) = O and C^CA) ■ U, then the 
sequenoe of kG modules (* ) s p l i t s .
A module i s  sa id  to  be lo c a lly  f i n i t e , i f  every eleaent generates a 
f in i t e  d la ensional submodule. The r e s t r ic t io n  of the kG module V to A 
i s  denoted by V ^. Thus to  say th a t i s  lo o a l ly  f in i t e  means th a t fo r  
a l l  ▼ C V, vkA i s  f in i t e  d ia e n sio n a l.
A lso  C y (A ) denotes the fix e d  p o in ts  of V a s  a kA nodule, th at i s  the 
subaodule ( t  «  V | va = v f o r  a l l  a C A J  .
P roof: We show f i r s t  that (• ) s p l i t s  as a sequence of kA modules.
Non U i s  t r i v i a l  as a kA module, that i s  II N  ©  U fo r soae index• «X *
set X, where i s  a t r i v i a l  one -d iae nsiona l kA nodule.
L e t Then 0 —  V — ------0 exact f o r  «»o h  A €  X
and we can assume th a t dia^U ■ 1 .
Suppose A m ^ a ^ ,  . . .  ,a n^ and ohooae u €  W \  V . Then W * V ♦ k<u> 
and us* «  u ♦ v ^  f o r  J a 1 , . . .  ,n  and C  ■ ♦ 1 and c e rta in  elements 
€  V*
By hypothesis Vj^ i s  contained in  a f i n i t e  diaensional kA submodule 
Vj£  of V. Let T  ■ T > jc  ♦ k<u>. Then T  i s  a f in i t e  dim ensional kA 
subaodule of V and we have an exact sequenoe 0 - 1 «  i  — T  — T / r  A  V —  0 
o f kA aodules. Now by co n stru ctio n  every ooaposition  fa o to r of T/T  fs V 
i s  t r i v i a l ,  w hile  no ooaposition fa o to r of T  V is  t r i v i a l ,  sinoe  
Cy (A ) • 0 . Therefore by leaaa U A  T • ( T  V ) «  ^  where Tx i s  some kA 
subaodule o f T  isom orphic to T/T  n  V. I t  i s  now c le a r th a t T^  ■ C ^ (A ).
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Hence W .  V ♦ T -  V ♦ [ ( T  A V ) ♦ CT U ) }  -  V ♦ C y U )  «  V ♦ C .^A ) 
and V A CW(A ) > O t so W ■ V •  C ^CA ). Since A is  a normal subgroup of 
0« CW(A ) i s  a *3 submodule o f W and the re s u lt  i s  proved.
Lemma 4 .7 . Let A be a N oetherian domain. Then every non-zero id e a l  
in  H conta ins a non-zero product of prime id e a ls .
P ro o f: I f  the lemma i s  fa ls e  le t  I  be a maximal counterexample in  S . 
Then I  la  not prim e, and so th e re  are id e a ls  A ,B  s t r i o t l y  conta in ing  
1  such th a t AB C X. By the m axim ality of I  there e x is t prime id e a la  
P^, . . .  ,Pn,Q1 , . . .  of R such that 0 /  P ^ P ^ ...  P^ ^  A ,
0 * 9i V * *  <*■ s B*
Therefore PiP2. . .  pn^1^2*** -  1 and t h is  i s  a non-zero product
of prime id e a ls  since  A i s  a domain.
An im portant sp e cia l oase i n  the proof of theorem 4 .2  w i l l  occur 
when Q i s  a b e l ia n -b y - ( in f in i t e  c y c l ic )  and to  reduce to th is  case in  
general we need to  f in d  a s in g le  element x which a cts  in  a su ita b le  
manner on a free abelia n  normal subgroup. T h is  i s  done in  the next two 
lemmas. The f i r s t  i s  a g e n e ra liz a tio n  of a re s u lt  of D.S.Passman, (3 6 ) ,  
1 2 .3 .1 .
Lemma 4 .8 . Let H be a f i n i t e l y  generated a b e lia n  group, k a f ie ld  
and V > V ^ ®  . . .  Q  a k l  module suoh that f o r  a l l  subgroups of 
f in i t e  index in  H , i s  ir re d u o ib le  as a kH^ module. Then there e x is ts  
an element x in  H suoh that I s  an irre d u o ib le  k<xn> module fo r  a l l  
n >  1  and i  * 1 , . . .  ,s .
P ro o f: We may assume th at C „ (V )  »  1 . Sinoe H i s  a b e lia n  and the are  
i r re d u c ib le  kH modules, there e x is t  maximal id e a ls  <  kH such that 
kfi/M1  =  Vj fo r i  ■ 1 , . . .  , a .
Now H embeds in  kH/M^ ©  . . .  ©  kU/M^ v ia  the diagonal map
0 (h )  • (h  ♦ Mj ,^ . . .  ,h  ♦ Hm ) f o r  i f  0 (h )  • 0 ( 1 ) then h -  1  «  t ^ f o r
a l i i  and ao h € C (V ) ■ 1 .n
Now kU/M^ i s  a f ie ld  Fi  and we can id e n t if y  the a d d itiv e  groups o f T^ 
and V1# The map 0  g ives r is e  to  the o r ig in a l  module motion on F ^ , fo r
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if (v, i ••• »▼ ) €. V. let for elements
€ kHt then 
(v, ♦ K, , . , T »*  Ma ) ( h  * **!• •** *h ♦ Ms >
»▼^h ♦ M#) ■ (t^i . «. iT^Jhi■ (v^h ♦ M^»
Henoe H aots as subgroup of the multiplioatire group, (F^+ ... + F^)" of 
♦ ... ♦ f( , and if ia a subgroup of finita index in H then each 
Fi ia an irreduoible kH^ nodule under this notion.
Now by the NullsteUensatz* 7^ is a finite algebraic extension of 
k, and as in Passman's lemma Pi/k is separable. This is clear in 
characteristic zero» so suppose char k =* p >  0. Let L/k be a max­
imal separable extension of k inside Pi» so that P^/L is purely 
inseparable. Then P°/L° is a p group» and henoe so too is 
(7^ + ..P^ + . . + Pg) /{P^ + »• L + .. + Pg) .
Let H1 » H n ( P 1 + .. + L + .. I‘8)°. As H is finitely generated 
and H/H1 is a p group We conclude that H1 has finite
index in H( and the additive group of F^ ♦ .. ♦ 1 ♦ .. ♦ F( ii a kHj_ 
subnodule of V containing ®  .. V^_1 $ Vi+1® .. # V g and having no ri­
ser o intersection with V^ . Hence by our assunption on subgroups of fin­
ite index (7^  ♦ .. ♦ L ♦ ... ♦ F^)* a (F^  ♦.. ♦ F^  ♦ .. ♦ F^)* and 80 
L ■ F^ and 7^  is separable.
Now let dC be the set of subrings of F^  ♦ .. +F# of the fora
♦ .. ♦ K^where is a subfield of F containing k, and at least one 
is properly snaller than Ft. Since F^/k is a finite separable ext­
ension the set dC is finite.
If * .. ♦ K )° is the group of units of ♦ .. ♦ K then
• H rt (K^  ♦ .. ♦ K^ )° is a subgroup of H and sinoe H is abelian so is 
the isolator of in H namely i^fH^) »[ h e H | h"f for some n b l]>
Clearly iH(H^)/H^ is the torsion subgroup of H/H^ .
Suppose that |H:i (H„ )| < 00 . Then since H/i(H,) ia torsion free we 
1 H 1 1 H I
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have H = i  (H ) and so sinoe U i s  f i n i t e l y  generated |H:H |<oo, but then 
♦ . .  ♦ K#) i s  a proper kH^ submodule of V having non-sero in te rs e c ­
tio n  w ith  eaoh V and t h is  o o n tra d icts  our hypothesis.
Th e re fo re  by (3 6 ) ,  lemma 4 .2 .1  there e x is ts  an element x in  H suoh 
that x  ^ i HlH A  (K^ • * . . . ♦  K# )° )  fo r  any su bring  ♦ . . .  ♦ belong­
in g  to  the set X  • T h is  im p lie s  th at xn ^  (K^ * ... * Kfl)° fo r  a l l  
n ^ 1  and subrings belonging to  X  , and hence k<xn> • f .  ♦ . . .  ♦ F 
fo r  a l l  n ^  1 . Therefore k<xn> aots ir r e d u o ib ly  on F^ fo r  eaoh n >  1, 
and th e  lemma i s  proved.
The group theoretic interpretation of the above lemma is as follows: 
Suppose that A is a normal free abelian subgroup of the polycyolio-by- 
finite group G and that V = A ®  is completely reducible as a ftG/C^CA) 
module. Then G/CQ(A) is abelian-by-finite by (51) lemma 3>5t and as far 
as the U-plinth structure of A is concerned we oan suppose that G/Cg(A) 
is abelian. Then lemma 4 .8  asserts that there is an element x in G/C^(A) 
such that the G-plinths of A are precisely the <x>-plinths of A.
In certain oases we can eliminate the hypothesis of complete 
deducibility.
Lemma *».9. Let A be a fre e  a b e lia n  normal subgroup of a p o ly o y c l ic -b y -  
f i n i t e  group G, and suppose th a t G/Cq(A )  i s  n ilp o te n t. Then there  is  
an element x € G suoh th a t the G -p lin th s  of A are p re c is e ly  the
< x > -p lin th s  of A.
P ro o f: Let W »  A ®  and choose a normal subgroup H of f in i t e  index
maluU u
in  G such that the com position le n gth  o f f  as a maximal among subgroups
groups of finite index. Let V be the soole of V as a QH module. Now by
lemma 4 .8  there e x is ts  an element x in  H suoh that the com position
fa c to rs  of V as a <IH module are the same as the composition fa o to rs  of
V as s  %<x >module f o r  a l l  n ^  1 . Now by lemma 4 .4 , the com position
fa o to rs  of W as a QH module are the uame as the composition fa cto rs  of V ,
sinoe H/C (W) i s  n ilp o te n t . I t  fo llo w s th a t the G -p lin th s  of A are  H
p re o is e ly  the < x > -p lin th *  of A .
5 j ' “ i 4 **<1 «y
7 1
N*V«\ >W* Vo Ç-or V),« 4«t\*'M*n *«,
«It- •fW.V«kWy Y * « ^ .
W .  ~ V . .  IV, - - A . .  w  1<CM W r
rf' VfcW y ktwni
Finally, before we prove theorem 4.2 we need a result which will 
enable us to find a lower bound for the krull dimensions of our essential 
extensions.
Lemma *».10. Let A be a free abelian normal subgroup of a polyoyclio- 
by-finite group 3 and let W be a non-zero k3 module which is free as a 
kA module. Then k-dim(W) \  plQ(A).
Proof: Let V = A (S and choose a normal subgroup H of finite index
in 0 suoh that the composition length of V as a 4JH module is maximal 
among subgroups of finite index, By (45) lemma 8, the krull dimensions 
of ft as a k(i and as a kH module are equal. Thus we may replace 3 with 
H in which case plQ(A) is the maximum length of a chain of normal sub­
groups of 3 contained in A with infinite factors. Now if B / 1 is an 
infinite normal subgroup of G contained in A, then we have a descending 
chain ft > Wfe > Wb^> ... of kS submoaules of ft with non-zero factors
'#fea/vVfcn+}’ since VV is free as a kA module. Thus by induction it suffices 
to show that is free as a kA/2 module, and to do this we may
assume that W = kA. Let (s\l be a transversal to B in A. Any
element of fcnA/fca*^A can be written in the form gx ♦ fcn+^A for 
oertain elements a^ £ fca and the map from £nA/fcn',’^ A to §n/bn+  ^ ®  ^ kA/B
given by ax + fca+1A --- £^(ax ♦ fe"*1) ® gx i® easily seen to be
an isomorphism of kA/B modules, and since £a/bn+^ ®  kA/B is free as 
a kA/B module with non-zero rank equal to dim^ the result follows.
Proof of theorem 4.2. We have an abelian-by-nilpotent-by-finite group 
G and must construct an irreducible kG module V and a finitely generated 
essential extension ft of V such that k-dim(ft) ^ e(G). Now we may assume
that A(G) a 1 by factoring out some centrio plinths if necessary, since 
if any faotor group of G has a finitely generated essential extension W 
of an irreducible module, then ft can also be regarded as an irreducible 
kG nodule. Also by lemma 2.1 we may pass to a subgroup of finite index 
in G to assume that G is torsion free and orbitally sound and that A is 
a maximal abelian normal subgroup of 3 with G/A nilpotent. By lemma 4.9
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there exists an element x in 3 such that the G-plinths of A are the 
same as the (x> plinths of A.
If A c CgtA), then Cg(A)/A O Z(G/A) 4 1« sinoe G/A is nilpotent
and this would oontradict the maxizality of the abelian normal subgroup
A . Henoe A = C (A), and if H * <A,x> , then A = C (A).n
Let V be an irreducible kG moaule constructed by the method of lemma 
That is V = v ® j^kG, where v is a one-dimensional kA module which 
is faithful for A. Then the kH module = v ®  ^ k H  is also irreducible. 
Now consider the map 'J’lix - 1/kK— - C E^(V^) given by
(X - l)cC --► VoT .
This is well defined since (x - 1) is a non zero divisor. Since E^tV^) 
is injective, cp extends to a kH map G? :kH — ^^kH^l^* w * 
then w(x - 1) * 9 “ D  * v. It is easily seen that w cannot H e  in
V^, therefore if = wkH then W^is a proper essential extension of 
Now consider the kH module H  = S, /y . This is generated by an element 
w such that "w(x - 1) = 0 and therefore H  * wkA. Now since kA i6 commut­
ative we have 1? =  kA/J, where J = ana.^w as kA modules. Suppose 
that J /  0, so that I = JkH is a non-zero ideal of kH. By lemma 4.7,
I contains a non-zero product P^Pj. • ?, 0 f prime ideals of kH. Let 
P/*" * {g € H | g - 1 e Pj] 5 H. If pT = 1, for some i then we have
P^ > (P^ o kA)kH a 0, by theorem Cl of (41) and this is impossible.
Therefore P^ /  1 and by lemma 1.2.9» P* has non-trivial intersection 
with the Zalesskii subgroup of K, which is A and so P* contains an in­
finite abelian normal subgroup A^ of H with A^ C A.
Therefore if denotes the augmentation ideal of A^ we have g^H C , 
and so a ... g^H e. I. Suppose that the integer n is chosen such that
a, ... a H £  I, but a. ...a ,H £  I. If n « 1, this is to be interpret-1 n *1 ”n-l
ed as meaning a^H C l ?  kH. Then wg^ ... *n_^H * is a non-zero kH 
submodule of W^, and since W^is an essential extension of and is 
irreducible we have c . Also # »  *2^1 ^  ® by the of **•
Therefore we have a non-split exaot sequence 0 ---— »-Wj— -Wg 0
of kH nodules. Now was induced from a one-dimensional kA module v
which was faithful for A and so the restriction of V., to A is a direct« n
sum of one-dimensional modules, and Cv^(An) a 0. Also Wjgg a 0, so 
O zj (Aq) « Wg. This provides a contradiction to proposition 4.6 and so 
J a 0. Therefore V £ k A  and so by lemma 4.10 k-dim(W) >, pi „(A). However
x was chosen so that the Q-plinths of A are precisely the <x>-plinths of
e(Q) and is a finitely generated essential extension of the irred-: 
ucible kH module . Now sinoe G/A is nilpotent , H is a subnormal sub­
group of G and therefore by repeated application of lemma 1.4.16,
W = ®  kjjhCl is a finitely generated essential extension of V., 8 teHkG a
v ® icAkG a V, which is an irreducible kO module. This completes the 
proof of theorem 4.2.
5« Upper bounds.
Let G be a polycyolic-by-finite group and k a non-absolute field.
To save repetition, let us write m(kG) =
By a result of Smith (47), m(kG) $ h(G). However if G is abelian-by- 
finite then m(kG) a 0 and this bound is too large. If G is abelian-by- 
nilpotent-by-finite, then theorem 4.2 states that e(G) ^ m(ku) and we 
thought for some time that possibly e(G) a m(kG) always. This hope is 
dashed by the examples we construct next. The problem here is really 
the construction of the groups which are split extensions of subrings 
of the ring of algebraic integers in an algebraio number field by units 
in these rings. We note that by Eirichlrt'« theorem, (33) page 148, the 
group of algebraic units can have arbitrarily large torsion free rank, 
and the proof of (36) 12.3*1 shows that we can always find an algebraic
-I
A, so pi (A) = pi (A). Also since G/A is nilpotent and A(O) = H G
by corollary 4.5 b) that pl^(A) * e(G). Therefore k-dim(iV^) *('.  k-dia(w) >
1 we have
an irreducible kG module
W is a finitely generated essential extension of
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unit, all of \vho3e powers act irreducibly on the ring of algebraic int­
egers, so 3uch oxamples should be commonplace. However, we prefer to 
look at apocific examples, from which vie couid eventually derive present­
ations of the desired groups.
Theorem *3.1. Let p be a prime number greater than 2. There exists a 
matabelian, polycyclic group 0 with normal subgroups A and H such that 
1) A C  H, and O/II and H/A are infinite cyclic , ii) A > Cq(A) , 
iii) e(H) » i) and pl(E) = p + 1 , iv) o(G) » 1 and pl(G) = 3.
77e shall need some preparatory results. Let © b e  the real pth root of 
2 and K - ft(©). Since (©-l)(l + ©  + ... © i>-A) « 1, y « G  - 1 is a 
unit in the ring of algebraic integers of K.
Lemma 5«2. ?or all integers r ^  1, K = ft(yr).
Proof: If yr € Q for some r ^ -1 , then yr =* + 1» since yr said 
y“r are algebraic integers which are rational. This is irpossiole 
as y is a real number which is greater than 1.
Now let x > /? + 1 and L = Q(y2). Then x is a unit in the ring of 
algebraic integers of L, and it i3 easy to see that L ■ ft(xr) for all 
r £ 1. Let F - ft(/2, ©).
Lemma 5.3. The degree of 7 over ft is 2p, and ftx,y> is a free abelian 
subgroup of rank two of the group of units in the ring of algebraic 
integers of F.
Proof: The first statement is clear. If xaym * 1 for some integers n 
and m, then x11 £ ft(ym) and therefore xa i ft. Hence n = 0 and so m = 0.
Proof of theorem 5.1: The group <x,y? acts on the lattice of algebraic
integers of 7 and stabilises the sublattice generated by - ©*» and 
b1 where C $ i v p-1. Explicitly ..e have
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for i »0,1,.. ,p-l
for i »0,1,.. ,p—2
lattice by the free aoeliaa ¿.roup The above rolctious may '-e used
to .«rite a presentation for 0.
4¿<X > ¡nodulo . Let H = <JL,x> . Since :c~ is a primitive field element for
B (£) ^  are isomorphic to the additive group of K a3 Q<.y? modules, and
and pl(G) = 3.
Clearly xnym C  Cjj(ao) implies xnyra = 1, and it follows that A = Cq (a ). 
Corollary 5«4. Let G be the group constructed in theorem 5*1.
Then m(k0) p.
Proof; .’a retain our previous notation. By theorem 4*2 there i3 an 
irreducible kH module V and a finitely generated essential extension 7 
of V such that k-dim(.Y) ^  p. Furthermore we can choose V to be induced
from a one-dimensional kA nodule which is faithful for A. Now by lemma
q1.4.16, tne ir.auced module .V is a finitely generates essential extension 
G Gof V , and since A » Cj,(A), V is irreducible by lemma 4.3. Clearly
p
k-dim( 7J) % p and the result follows.
The above result shows that ra(kG) cannot be bounded above by any 
function of e(G) and pl(O). 7e remark that the group ring kG ha3 other
70r i — o, .. ,p*"l, lot (a^, a¡n rot a » a^x  * * xA ^ . . Then
- e N„(a ,) and A. ®  ,k ia isomorphic to the additive group of L as aV-T a. X kj
L y I  O P  c b x i  X' ^  «/s3 »ifiiV 3 p f  *  0 + i. •
«> 7íi¿ and «0
since y3 is a primitive field element for K, for all a ^ 1, the only 
4<ya> submodules of A ®  „5 are C ®  „it and B ®  „4 . Hence if r J 1, s f 1,46 *t &i
then A ®  „4 i3 irreducible as a ftCxr,y°> module. It follows that e(G) = 1,
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interesting properties, for by (42) theorem G2, kH has primitive length
p, .valla kQ has primitive length 1. The situation i3 in striking contrast 
with that for commutative Uoetheriau rings, or fully bounded Hoetherian 
rings, where there is a strong connection between indecomposable injective 
modules and prime ideals, see (31) and (26) theorems 3*5 and 5«3«
It seems that it would be rather difficult to obtain a realistic 
estimate for rn(kO) in terms of the structure of G. 7/e do not even know 
whether m(kO) =* 0 when 0 is nilpotent-by-finite, that is whether a finite­
ly generated essential extension of an irreducible kG module is artinian 
for a nilpotent—b..-finite group G. However we do have the following result.
Proposition 5*5 Let R be a prime ring with k-dim(li) • n. Then either 
3 is simple artinian or k-dim('.V) < n whenever .7 is a finitely generated 
essential extension of an irreducible R module.
Proof» Let V be an irreducible R module, and '.7 = y.w^R a finitely 
generated submodule of 3^(7). Then k-lim('.V) = sup k-dim(w^R) and we nay 
assume that .7 is cyclic, 3o there i3 a right ideal I of R 3uch that 
7/ =  R/I. If I is not essential in 3, there i3 a non-zero right ideal 
T of 3 such that I T = 0. Then T S I + T/l C  E(V) and so since V is
irreducible and T is an essential extension of V, T contains a copy of 
V. Therefore X = 3oc(R) / 0. Since H is a right Goldie ring by (16),3>4>
X has finite composition length and therefore R =  SndnX is simple
it
artinian.
However if I is essential in R, then by (16), theorem 6.1 we have 
k-dim(li/l) <  k-dim(R).
Corollary 5»6. Let R be a prime ring of krull dimension 1. If V is 
an irreducible R module, then E(V) ia locally artinian.
Proof; Immediate.
Corollar,’ 5.7. Let G be a polycyclie-by-fiuite group and h(G) the 
JIir3Ch number of G. Then m(xG) 4  h(3) - 1, for all fields k.
Proof; The group G has a normal subgroup II of finite index which is 
poly-(inflnito cyclic) and kH is a prime ring by (36) 4*2.10, and by
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(45) kH) = h(B). It i3 easy to see that n(kO) = n(kU) and therefor.
by proposition 5-5» m(l:0) $ h(3) - 1.
6. An alternative approach to theoro-. 4.2.
In th& proof of theorem 4*2 given 
injective hull of oho irreducible 
- vkH of 7, ouch that n(x - i : =J. J.
§ 4» v/o use the existence -,f*ol U.^C
.le 7, CO find an olill w Gilo.
m»- , of the .lOA. UilUii 2.IVOlVO'
showing ...at k—dor.i( .«^ ) ^  o(h) = el. C,.
‘.7e c^n also prove theorem 4.2 by constructing the module '.7^ by writing 
down the action of H on a vector 3pace basis. It will then be clear that 
k-dim('V^) ^ e(H) and our work lias in showing that 7^  i3 an essential 
extension of 7^. '7e assume the notation of the first three paragraphs of 
the proof of theorem 4*2 given on page3 72-74*
Alternative proof of theorem 4.2: let ^  be the embedding 0  :A <— * k* 
corresponding to the one—dimensional i-:A module v. Consider a vector space 
'7j_ over k v/ith basis [» | ae »} <j [vx1 | i <= ~2. j . 7e make '7^
into a kH module as follows
V X ^ . X “ „ i +J = vx 9 v A a — 0 (ax_'Jvx1 , and
v/ .b a = w . ab 9 W . Xa = V  + va* ’ for a,b <= A, i,j & 3.
Clearly the subspace 3pannea by the set [v;c^ | i e 2 ^ is a kH module
isomorphic to V. « v ®  , ,kH. The fact that '.7. i3 actually a kH module 
follows easily from the equations
_
w .xb = (w „ + va^Jb *■ w + va s «= w — (.2 » w .b x.a v ax a b ab^ a
How '.7j/V, is free of rank one as a kA module and 30 by lemma 4.10 
k-dlraC;^) ^ ?1jj(a ) = e(H). It remains to show that 7^ is an essential
extension of 7^.
Suppose that T is a non-zero submodule of .7^ such that T r* 7^ =0.
Then .72 = .7./(T ®  71) is a proper factor module of =  kA and so
J - aur. . 7»/ 0 and I = JkH / 0. 3y lemma 4*7» I contains a nou-zero nA 2'
product of prime ideals of kH, and by an argument used before I contains 
a non-zero product °* augmentation ideals of infinite abelian
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(45) k-di.:.(kH) =» h(u). It is easy to see that n(kO) = n(kli) and therefor 
by proposition 5.5, .1 (1:0) $ h(3) - 1 .
6. An alternative approach to theorem. 4.2.
Ia the proof of theorem 4*2 given 
injective hull of oho irreducible 
:.£i of V, such that ./(;: - 1) =
9 4» v/o use the existence cf the
8 V1 to
c«4 ,4»1 1 AiCl da. essential extessii
I’a-J b J. ’ -\J — O.ivJ ,/Oi’aw MAibiii 1u-wlTod
oao wing ^ t h—l-S.. ( 'p ) ^  o (11) - e(Cy#
'.7e c-n also prove theorem 4.2 by constructing the module .7^ by writing 
down the action of H on a vector apace baaia. It will then be clear that 
k—iim(.7^) ^  e(ll) and our work lia3 in showing that 7^  i3 an essential
extension of V, . '7e assume the notation of the first three paragraphs of 
the proof of theorem 4*2 given on pag93 72-74»
Alternative proof of theorem 4«2: let ^  be the embedding ¡A »— ■» k
corresponding to the one—dimensional hA module v. Consider a vector space 
7^  over k with basis | ae a } 'J ( tjc5, | i fe 2  J . '.7e make '7^
into a kH module as follows
vx^.x“ = vxi+j » vil1 «a = ^ ( a O v x S and
v; .b a = "ab 9 W  .X =a V  + vaX’ for a,b & A, i,j 6 Z.
Clearly the subspace spanned by the set £ vx1 | i £  2 ^  is a kH modul e
isomorphic to * v ®  ,^kH» The fact that '.7^ is actually a kll module 
follows easily from the equations
x”'w .xb = (w „ + va^Jb * w x. + va o = w — 1.2 = w.b x.a ' ax a b ab* a
Now 7£1A 1 is free of ranlc one as a hA nodule and so by lemma 4» 10 
k-dim(’.71) ^  pljj(a ) = e(H). It remains to show that is an essential 
extension of V^.
Suppose that T is a non-zero submodule of 7^  such that T =0.
Then .Vg = .7^ /(T ©  V^) is a proper factor module of 7]/Vl =  IcA and so 
J * ann^ fg/ 0 and I = JkH / 0. 3y lemma 4.7 , I contains a non-zero 
product of prime ideals of kll, and by an argument used before I contains 
a non-zero product •• an of augmentation ideals of infinite abelian
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(45) k-di,..(kH) = h(H). It is easy to see that n(kO) = n(kH) and therefor
by proposition 5*5» n(kO) $ h(3) - 1 .
6. An alternative approach to theorem 4«2.
In the proof of theorem 4 .2 given in § 4, v/ô 1.136 *th© existence
injective hull of the irreducible -.a¿¿le 7^ ■to fiad an essential
V.\ = wkH of V, .mcu .¿«at w — x y- — > . ..o Lill- ai* tlio .work then n"wired
i—  i  k - d i r i ( . i j )  ^  e ( II)  -  a ( -  y •
'.Ve c^n also prove theorem 4.2 by constructing tie module .7^ by writing 
down the action of H on a vector space basis. It will then be clear that 
k-dim('.V^ ) ^ e(H) and our work lie3 in showing that 7^  i3 an essential
extension of V. . '7e assume the notation of the first three paragraphs of 
the proof of theorem 4»2 given on pages 72-74»
Alternative proof of theorem 4.2: let 0  be the embedding ^  sA <— ■ik* 
corresponding to the one—dimensional kA module v. Consider a vector space 
'7^ over k with basis { w& | a€ U | i <= ~2 } • ’.7e make '7^
into a kH module as follows
v x ^ x “ i.+j= v x 9 vil1 .a = 0 ( a - ' :) v x \ a n d
v/ .b a
¿3
*■*
II 9 W  . X  =a V  + v a * ’ f o r  a , b  £  A, i , j  <= Z.
C l e a r l y the s u b s p a c e s p a n n e d  b y t h e  3et [ t x ^ | i £  2 ^ i s  a k H  m o d u l e
-isomorphic to V, « v ®  , .kH. The fact that '7. i3 actually a kH module 
follows easily from the equations
w .xb » (w v + vax )b = w x, + vaxb ■= w --i*X = w .b x. a ax a b ab A
Now 7 7 ^  is free of rank one as a kA module and so by lemma 4.10 
k-dim('.7^ ) ^  pljj(a ) = e(H). It remains to show that V7^  is an essential 
extension of V..
Suppose that T ia a non-zero sutnoaulo of 7^  such that T h V j  =0.
Then 7/g = .7^ /(T ®  7^) ia a proper factor module of -7^ /V^  *= liA and so 
J = ann.., <2/ 0 and I » JkH / 0. 3y lemma 4.7» I contains a non-zero 
product of prime ideals of kH, and by an argument used before I contains 
a non-zero product •• &a augmentation ideals of infinite abelian
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normal subgroups A^ of Ve suppose that the number n of the has 
been chosen minimal with respect to this property.
Consider the exact sequence 0— V.— T — *-./j/(T©V^) ■ Tj —  0.
Now '.Vj has a series of submodules
T © V X C  T © V X + 7. ^  .. a ^ H  C  ... <h T © V X + 7/^H S 7^, eaca 
factor of which 13 annihilated by some g.H. I"t follows from lemma 1.4.13 
and proposition 4.6 that thi3 sequence splits. That is there is a sub- 
module S of 7/^ such that S + « 7^ and S T. However T O  = 0
and 3 0  the assumption that i3 not an essential extension of 7^ implies 
that it is a split extension. T7e show directly that this is untenable. 
Since S a. ',7^ /V^  there is an element 3 e S such that 3(x-l) ■ 0.
Let s « V . M  w + C s v x S  then we havecL 21 —
0 -  s ( x - l )  = E / i ( ' V  ■ v,a '  + + D /Vi _ l  “  ^ i> Txi
* E (  -  Afe)v'a E / V » *  + E O ' i . i  -  \ ) v x -
Since the vx1 are linearly independent we see that = 0 for all i.
AI30 = /u^~ = = ... If /Ua / 0 for some a 6 A, we must
hava ax~ = a for some u 7> 1, otherwise the expression for s would have
infinitely many non-zero ooefficients. However by our choice of x,
,.n
a“ = a hold3 only if a = 1. Therefore if a / 1,/a^ = C.
Hence s « and c ”/<lv,l(x"1' “ / V 7* This is a contradiction and
shows that 7^ is an essential extension of V1 a3 a kH module. Therefore
Cj
the induced module 7 • "u is an essential extension of the module by- 
lemma 1.4.18, i3 irreducible by lemma 4 . 3 ,  and k-dim(.7) ^  e(H) - e(0).
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Chapter 5« The Plinth Code.
1. Introduction.
The Material of this chapter gce3 somewhat beyond our main there of 
injective hulls of irreducible nodules. However it is motivated in pare 
by the roaults of cl.apter 4» Proposition 4.4 .6 gave a sufficient con­
dition for an enact sequence C - 7 - v - . —  0 of nodules ever a group 
ring 1:0 to orlit. The rather technical hypothesis required the eniotesce 
cf a nilpoteut nor...ul subgroup A of G such that 7. is locally finite, in 
this chapter we she., that if G is a polycylic-by-finite group, there is 
a characteristic abelian-by—fisite subgroup A of G such that if 7 is any
kG ...addle, 7. is locally fi..ite•
.t can aloe bo seen in relation a rooult 02' T • .axx \ -, f
;) 1 2 .2.1 : ,which states that if r* ia a f i ili 16 i y o : : a r r . i l -
pctsnt grcup with centre Z, and V is an irreducible kC module, then the 
image of k2 in Gnu, 7 is algebraic over k. It follows easily that 7T ic 
locally finite.
If. -0 is a *p olycyciic-by-fiuite group, we consider the subgroup generated 
by all of the plinths, -and set plsoc(G) = ^A | A is a plinth in 0^, the 
plinth socle of G. Clearly this is a characteristic subgroup.
Theorem 2.8. If G is a polycyclic-by-finite group, k a field and V an 
irreducible kG nodule, then is locally finite, where A »  plsoc(G).
Thi3 result i3 proved by induction on the Kir3ch number of G, using 
a result, theorem 2.;, essentially due to D.L.Harper, that under certain 
circumstances an irreaucible kG module i3 induced from a module for a 
subgroup of smaller birsch number.
In section 3 we consider 3one applications of theorem 2.8. Following 
the terminology of "'arkas and Snider (14) * we shall call a kG module 7 
fintely induced if 7 = 7 C^kG where 1C is a subgroup of 0 and V is a 
finite dimensional Ids module. If k is an absolute field then of course 
every irreducible kO module is finite dimensional, and so we assume that 
k is non-absolute. Ceg3l (44) ha3 shown that if G is a finitely generated
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nilpotent-by-finite group, then every irreducible kG nodule i3 finitely 
induced if aud only if 0 i3 abelian-by-finite. 'a prove the following 
result.
Theorem 3.1 Let G be a polycyolic-by-finite group and k a non-ab3olute 
field. Svery irreducible kG module is finitely induced if and only if 
every nilpotent subgroup of G is abelian-by-finite.
'7e next consider essential extensions of irreducible kG modules for 
3 a polycyclic group. Using proposition 4*4.6 we show
Theorem 3.2. IfG is a polycyclic group, k a field and 7,U irreducible 
kG modules such, that V is infinite dimensional and U is finite dimension­
al, then 3xt(U,V) * 0.
2y the results of chapter 3, and those of Donkin (1 0 ), we know that if 
7 is a finite dimensional irreducible kG module, for G poiycyclic-by-finite 
then S>g(7) is artinian, and it 3eems likely that if 7 is an infinite 
dimensional irreducible kG module, then 3^(7) i3 not artinian. V’e can 
show this in particular cases.
Corollary 3.5« Let G be a polycyclic-by-finite group and suppose that 
kG is a primitive ring with V a faithful irreducible module. Then S^^V) 
is not locally artinian.
finally in section 4 we discuss the relationship of the plinth socle 
to the Zalesskii subgroup and give some examples.
2. Locally finite modules.
Te quote 3ome results from Harper's thesi3.
Theorem 2.1.((20) theorem 3.13). Suppose that G is a polycyclic-by- 
finite group, k any field and A an infinite abelian normal subgroup of 
G. Then no irreducible kG module can be torsion free as a kA module.
This is deduced from the corresponding result for absolute fields, (36) 
12.3.6, (41) theorem 3.
If a subgroup 3 of a polycyclic group 0 is a plinth, .e do not require 
2 to be normal in G, only |C:I.'q(B)|< °* . It is therefore helpful to have
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the following result.
Lemma 2.2 ((20) lemma 3*15) If 3 is a plinth in the polycyclic-by- 
finite group then there exists an abelian normal subgroup A of G such 
that A A  B >1.
In fact if Zal(3) denotes the Zalea3kii subgroup of 0, it is not hard 
to 3ee that Zal(G) B > 1, and we nay take A to be the centre of Zal(G).
If A i3 a subgroup of a group G, we denote by g3 the augmentation ideal 
of the subgroup A3 « ( s 3 | a i a )  .
Lemma 2.3. ((20) lemma 3»7)» Let A be an eccentric plinth in the poly- 
cyclic-by-finite group 0, and 3uppoae that A $ G. If k is a field and P 
a prime ideal cf kA such that |G:IT(-.(p)| < o» taen there ia a positive int­
eger 3 such that a < P.
Since A ^ G acts by conjug-tiun on hA a-d we act 
!?£,(?) « {u * 3 | = p }. '7e notice that Bergman's theorem (j6) J.3.9
shows that di:.n_::A/? < °* .rw '
Harper was concerned to show that certain group algebras of polycyclic- 
by-finite groups could not have primitive irreducible modules (a module 
is said to be primitive if it cannot be induced from a module for the 
group algebra of a proper subgroup). The technique ia to U3e a result of 
Boseblade in conjunction with the results s'atea above.
If 3 ia any ring and 7 an 3 nodule , the- for any subset Z of 3 we 
denote by *Z the anuihilator of 'Z in V naaely
m ^v 6  7 | vx = 0 for all x €  XJ . Thia of course ia a do^arlure
from our previous notation.
V.’e denote by *TV_.(7) the set of all ideals cf 3 wnich are maximal with 
respect to *r > 0. If 3 satisfies the maxiral condition on ideals, then 
T U v )  is non-empty and it is easily seen -¿¿at any member of Tf-(7) i3 
a prime ideal.
,7e shall consider the case where A is ar. abeliun normal subgroup of 
the polycyclic group G and 7 an irreducible AG module. By theorem 2.1, V
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cannot be torsion free as a U  module, so if F &  T r ^ ) ,  then P > 0.
Lemma 2.4. ((41)lemma 3)* Let k be a field, and 3 the group ring of a 
group 0 over k. Let 3 be the group ring of a normal subgroup II of C over 
k, and V a kG module. If ? 6 TtL(V) and T is a right trans­
versal to Nq (P) in G then (*P)H » ©  *Pt.
# #If V i3 irreducible, then as P > 0 v/e must have ( P)R =• V and hence
V - "p^jkO, where N - !!_(?).
The proof of the next result is adapted from (20) theorem 4.2.
Theorem 2.5» Let G be a polycyclic -by-fiaite group, k a field , 7 an 
irreducible kG module, and suppose that 3 is an eccentric plinth in G 
such that B f\ Cq (V) =1.
Then tnere exists a subgroup K of G such that h(K) < h(G), |Bs3 IC| 
and V » V.#,,. KG, '.mere V. is an irreducible kK module.
Proof8 3y lemma 2.2 there exists an abelian normal subgroup A of 0 such 
that A H  B > 1. Therefore rank(3) » rank(A fi B), and if K is any subgroup 
of G such that |ArtBsAn3f*K|t«* , then 13iA n 3 O K| < 0® and 30 
|Bt3 ft x. [ K .
Therefore by replacing B by A f\ 3, we may assume that 3 £ A.
Let H = core^N^B)), that is the largest normal subgroup of G contained 
in IIq (B) . Then |G:H|<e», and A S H .
how by Clifford's theorem « U ^ ©  ... Q'Jr where the are the homo­
geneous components of V a3 a kH module.
If 3 rt ^H^i^ ^ * for eaoa = ** ••• r* 3 Cjj(V) 1, which
goes against our hypothesis. Hence B *  1 for some i.
Let = ^g € 3 | U^g » , the stabiliser of U^. Then again by
Clifford' 3 theorem V « U. 9  , „ kG, and we may replace G with H. and V with1 ¿01 j X
Ui to a33ume that V has only one homogeneous component as a kit module.
Therefore 7,II :i <Q ... .7 whore the .7, are irreducible kH modules, s 1
which are all isomorphic to a fixed kH module '7,.>ay.
3y theorem 2.1, "7 is not torsion free as a k3 module. Choose P€'TT^(7),
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thou P 4 0 and P =* 0.
Therefore *(PkA) > 0 and v/e can choose y « IT. .(V) such that PkA £ 4. 
Then P $ Qfl kB.
Since the 77^ are isomorphic, and 4 has non-zero annihilator in V, .ve 
deduce that 4 has non-zero annihilator in .7. Hence Q ft k3 has non-zero 
annihilator in 77.
3y the maxinality of P we have P « 4 A  kB. Now let K = Ng(4), L = Njj(P).
* # . *Then by lemma 2.4 we have V » Q and 77 » P Q^kH. Let • Q, an
irreducible kIC module.
'.7e have B ( A and Q is an ideal of kA, ao B S Ng(4) » K.
It only remains to show h(K) < h(0).
If thi3 is not the ca3e then |G:K|<«». Now n O K S L and so |HsL|«**.
Now by lemma 2.3, £ S P for some s * 1.
Therefore *Pfe3 = 0 and since 3a is characteristic in 3, it i3 normal in 
H and so (*P •  h)Tjg = 0 for each h C H. Therefore 7^g » 0, but thi3 
contradicts the fact that 3 A  C„('.7) = 1.
Lemma 2.6. Let B^,B0 be subgroups of a group 0 and V a kG module, 
i) If 3 ^  G and V3i is locally finite for i * 1,2 then is locally 
finite where 3 «= 3^B2>
ii) If 3^  ^$ 32, |32:31|<«»and V3l i3 locally finite, then Vj 2 i3 
locally finite.
Proof: i) It suffices to show that if v C V, then dim^vkB < •• . By 
assumption dimvvkB1 < «• , so let v^, ... ,va be a k-basis of vkB^. Then
9% w
vk3 $. y~|v4k32 which i3 finite dimensional.
• *»
ii) Let v f V, we must show dim vkB2 < *° . If g^, ... ,gE i3 a left
transversal to 3^  in 32, then any element of kBj can be written as 
n w
y~]0. p . , whore 0 1 C U3,. Therefore vij?2 g. Ylv^hB. and •‘his is finite
i.« * 1 A i«»
•1 i L\ J 2 * o i -< *13. X •
ii'j tie.'1. 2 • *7 • Ask. A* 3 bti Lm ai ti± 1L21 tllO O X ^/" 0^ ’" C i ^ C ™ ^ ^ 1 . ¿O j^X*oTA_p J
iul 7 a.i irroiuciblo kO r.'.oJul»;?. on 7^ id locally finite.
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Proof : 7o use induction on h(G). If h(C) $ 2 , 0  i.i alalia.i-by-fi..
ou vi.irn«.Y ^  ®  '¿uù ~tuc! ruj^x » ±¿5 vi*xvxc.x*
«3 i il'ot ..«w u -j A  y [- x • ~1 -. C" -* ..X..OO — xò a ¿/liti il*« y '<C* .. —
h«~ « 3n(V)|<» . Vjw V2 n C p(7' i- * ¿----t -ux if trivial module
x .e* . ^ ^ _ jr*.,, .  ^ «*\ •£# 4  x-'—X'wWO Ixdù iOUi.ix i. • C
. a * _ ' r X» tT.. 1 1  ^  ^ \
-0\- /i' • -■< »  C ^
sortair.ly 1.3-11;* finite, — : *
-V->'-\-J J f «.io resiix a .ux.o•• o ¡..^ .i.*0u
a normal subgroup H of finita inde.: in 0 ..'bica centralis .¡a B, As a
• — ; -  -  x .,
mod: © where V, i a  an i r r e d u c ib le  Idi .acidula.
Let <s> = 3 0  3. Then ’ey lemma 2.1 or (2,6) 12.2.S there is a polynomial 
f^(s) in k<s> ouch that 7^f^(s) = 0. Hence each 7^ is a locally finite 
-<<z> .uodule and the result folio .vs from lemma 2.6 since | 3s <z>|
Finally, let ua suppose that 3 n C ,.(7) - 1 ,  and rank(3) >, 2 . Then by 
theorem 2.5 there is a subgroup IC of 0 auoh that h(k) < h ( C ) ,  13*3 A xC| < oo
and 7 = V. ®_,..kG where 7. is an irreducible kK module. 
X -**f- X
Since h(K) <■ h(0) we can apply the inductive hypothesis to the p 
of K.
Consider the £0 module B <2> „fc. It is a consequence of llal'cev's ■
on irreducible soluble linear ¿roups, (¿6) 12.1.3 that 33 3 is a ¿'.
Njj(3)/Cg(2) i3 abelian-by-finite. Hence there i3 a normal subgroup
finite index in G containing 3 and auoh that B $ 0Q and 0o/Cq0(3) :
abelian./flow if K = K r\ G then /  0 o
/  KoCaa(B)/C0o(3) 3  0o/Ci}a(3) and by Clifford's ti
it follows that 3 *1* is completely reducible as a module.
Hence there ia a subgroup 3^x ... of finite index ir. 3 such ' 
each Bj^ is a plinth in K. 3y induction 7^ | 3 is locally finite fci 
i = 1, ... ,n. Therefore by lemma 2.6i) 7jJg is locally finite.
i!ow, we can in fact assume that B ^  G. For, if H =corea(liQ(3)), ti 
|G:Il|<ee and V is completely reducible a3 a kll module, and it suffic 
show tnat each kH submodulo of 7 is locally finite u3 a k(HAB) nc 
Since i3 locally finite we can conclude that 7^ ®  g | ^  is I
liuths
ueoren 
inth 
Z of
:nat 
• each
len
:e3 to 
:iule. 
•ocally
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finite for all g € G and therefore V » 7^ ®^:0 ia locally finite aa a 
1-3 nodule.
Theorer 2,?. If G ia a polycyclic—by-finite group, k a field and V an 
irreducible kG module, then ia locally finite »where A = pl30c(G).
Proof: '.7e have A - |3 ia a plinth in G^. ’Tow since A i3 finitely
generated there are finitely many plinths B^, ... ,Br such that 
A = ( 3^, ... •
Let G = core_( .A H„(3. )),ao that G ia a normal subgroup of finite o O' .»* O' i "  ’ o o r
index in G which normalises each 3. , and let C. = 3. A  G £ G , andi ’ i i o N o ’
C = ••• , Cp} . Then |B;:G^ | ^ ®o and by (41) lemma 1 |A:C|<«®.
Hence by lemma 2.6 ii) it suffices to show that V i3 locally finite as 
a kC module.
!Tow by Clifford's theorem V ia completely reducible aa a kGQ nodule and 
by proposition 2.7 ia locally finita. Since C^ .$ 0^,
C = C^Cj.**^r lemma 2.6 1) shows that V„ ia locally finite. Thia 
completes the proof.
7e have aa a consequence an 'intersection theorem' for maximal right 
ideals, which could be compared with (36) 7»4*S? and Bergman's theorem
(36) 9.3.9.
Corollary 2.9« If 0 ia a polycyclic-by-finite group, k a field, II a 
maximal ri^it ideal of kO and A » plaoc(G), then dim^kA^I rt kA < ®* .
Proof: Aa kG/lI ia an irreducible kG module, it ia locally finite as a 
kA module. Hence for all *C 4 kG, dim,_(U + «CkAyil <*• . Putting «C » 1 
gives the result.
3. Applications.
.7e fir3t 3tudy finitely induced modules. Let X  be the claa3 of poly- 
oyoiio—by-finite groups all of v/hose nilpotent aubgroupa are abalian-by- 
finite. .7e need to know that the clasa ia closed under taking homo- 
morphio images. Suppose that 0 « X »  H 4 0 and K/H ia a nilpotent subgroup 
.f G/H. Then 1C i3 a subgroup of G and so K 4 X  • It suffices to 3how that
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if G ( X  i then every nilpotent factor group of C is abelian-by-finite.
This followa from a result of Zaicev (52) which atataa that if G i3 poly- 
cyclic-by-finite, H ^  0 with G/H nilpotent, then there i3 a nilpotent 
subgroup X of G suoh that |G:Hx|<oe . Now, if G i  X  , then X i3 abelian- 
by-finite, and so G/H is abelian-by-finito. Ye remark that Zaioev's 
theorem followa easily from a reault of Fobin3or..(40) theorem 5«
Theorem 3»1« Let G be a polyoyolio-by-finite group and k a non-abaoluto 
field. Every irreducible kG module i3 finitely induced if and only if 
G 6 %  .
Proof: Suppose that G ftX. and V is an irreducible kG module. '.Ye use 
induction on h(G) to show that V i3 finitely induced. Since the class 
is closed under taking homomorphic images, we nay assume Cg(V) = 1.
Now Fit(O), the Pitting subgroup of G ia abelian-':y-finite and hence 
G ia netabelian-by-finite. If every plinth in G is centric, then by 
corollary 4.4.5» or (20), proposition 4*3» G is nilpstent-b,'-finite and 
30 abelian-by-finito, and V is finite dimensional.
If 3 ia an eccentric plinth in 0, then since 3 f\ C„(V) ■* 1, there ia 
a subgroup K of C auch that h(K) < u (G) and V = V. £.„1:0 by theorem 2.5*
Now V, is an irreducible NIC module, and hence by induction, V, and 
therefore V are finitely induced.
Conversely suppose that the polycyclic-by-finite group G does not 
belong to 3t . 'Ye claim G has a subgroup H isomorphic to a free nilpotent 
group of class two on tv/o generators, ^ x,y,z | (x,y) = z, (x,z) = (y,z) =» lX 
Now 0 ha3 a nilpotent subgroup which is not a'ce 1 ian-’oy-fi-iite, olid 
has a subgroup ll0 of finite index which i3 torsio.. free, but ~ot 
abelian-by-fiuite. Let Z- » Z^ Vl^ ) t 2^ - Zil^/Z^)» and choose x *  ^2^ 2^ , 
ti.en (x,y) ^ i 1O11 some y € -~q ana (x,y) = s €» . s ■ ^ x,y,z^ is .he
desired subgroup.
.Ye use harper's oonstruotion, (1?) of a primitive irreducible LH module. 
Let ^ be an element of k which is not a root of sue, and
N » (z -\)kH + (u+y+l)i:Hf a right ideal of kH. In (19) Harper 3how3
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irreducible i.oaule„hat t! = t-ir/lI i s  a  p i’i  »
Let V be an irreducible kO T~odule such that U <S V.j. Suppose if possible 
t_at V . *  ^ kO, where k C G, and .7 is a fiiiite dimensional UK nodule.
Then by Mackay's theorem V„ » ©  (”/a| )H, where Ka = ka O H, V/ = ./ ®  a,
a module for kK , and the sum is taken over all double co3ets 
KaH. Now since U i3 irreducible and U £ V„, we see that U «r (’.7 I )2 forn 3,1 tiaseme a 6 G. Let L = k and '/• « u so that U c .7'&,_TkH.
Let Z = <s>. If L O Z « 1, lot {g^Ji € ijbe a transversal to LZ in H.
Thon as a transversal to L in H, we may take ^zJg^  | j fi 2r, i * I } and so 
as a kZ module, V/*® .T kH is free of rani: |I |.dirm.'7'. since U .has non­
zero annihilator in kZ, it cannot be embedded in a free kZ module.
Therefore |LZ:L|<.oo and we may assume that Z <k L.
How U is generated by an element u such that u(z—~j) = u(x+y+l) » 0.
Suppose that x^ ■ x yn € L where x^ / 1, then as .7' i3 finite dimension­
al f (x^ ) » 0, for some n^n-zero polynomial f(x^) fi kQx^ ] . How x, la con­
tained in the abelian normal subgroup A = <x^»z>of H, and so commutes with 
each of it3 conjugates in K, so as u fi. 17'®j-kH, ug(x^) = C, for some 
non-zero polynomial g(x^). Therefore the ideal I ■ g(x^)kA + (z-'jJkA has 
non-zero annihilator in U, and v/e may choose pe T T ) containing I.
Then, by lamma 2.4 U « P®,_j.kH, where N - Nh (p ). Since U is a primitive
module N » H, but then PkH i3 a two sided ideal ox’ kl! properiy contain­
ing (z-^)kH, which is impossible a3 (z-J)kH is primitive and so by (42), 
theorem G1 a maximal ideal in kH. Therefore L = Z.
If w^, ... ,w^  is a vector space basis of '7’, then
.^WjX’V 1 | i = 1, ... ,t, j,k«a ] is a basis of 17' ®  ^^kH.
How if we express u as a linear combination of these basis elements and 
use the fact that u(x+y+l) »0, we easily obtain a contradiction to their 
linear independence. This shows that tho irreducible kG module V is not 
fiiu-tely induced.
Particular cases of the above result have been obtained by Harper, (20) 
corollary 4*9, and Zegal (44) »theorem A. In (14), Parkas and Snider show 
that any primitive ideal in tue group algebra of a polycyclic group is the
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annihilate:: cf an irreducible finitely induced nodule.
•7e now examine essential extensions of irreuuoible modules
Theorem 3 .2 .  If 0 is a polycyclic-by-finite ¿roup, it a  field and V ,TJ  
irreducible kG modules 3Uch that 7 is infinite dimensional and U is 
finite dimensional, then Ext(U,7, = 0.
Proof: Let 0 —  V—* .7 — U —  0 (■») ho an strict „equeuco of kZ
modules with V,’J as above, "e have to show that this sequence splits. 
Clearly we may assume that C„('.7; = 1. Also, if H j G,with |G/K|«»anda
(*) splits &3 a sequence of kH modules, then .7 = V ©U' where U* £» TJ, 
and U' tcG u s  a * u n ite  dindim.Ua. « j  k.ubrouui6 of and tnerefore 
U ’kO A 7 => 0 and (*) splits a3 a sequence of kC noaule3.
Let C » and D = CG(V). If a, a ( C n J  and w € .7, then
is abelian, Hence, if F denotes the fitting subgroup of 0, tnen 
0 d  3 S 0 A ?. Mow Q/C and 0/7 are abelian-by-finite and so G/C n 7 is 
abelian-by-finite. If |C A 7:0 A D| < •*, then G/G A D would be abelian- 
by-finite. However this contradicts the fact that V is an infinite 
dimensional irreducible module.
Therefore Z A 7/C A L is an infinite normal subgroup of G/C A 3 and 
so contains a plinth A/C A D. Dropping to a subgroup of finite index in 
G v;e may assume that A is a normal subgroup of 0.
How A is a nilpotent normal subgroup of G, and it is easily seen that 
Cy(ijJ » 0» and Cy(¿J = U. Moreover since V is an irreducible kO/C A E 
module and A/Z A D  is a plinth in D/C A 13»proposition 2.7 shows that 
V is ioco.ll" finito. Therefore proposition 4.4*5, the sequence (*)
irreduciii.
As our final application, we consider the injective hull 3^(7) of an 
 1*1*0c l u c i . .  iOoiuxt^ / y f-wr 0 ck .’ol^Cj'diiiij. *o ^roup#
,ei* as v/e ,avo ruiuarliod -,^(7) iu aaa i
+i. convarr
r» r t (¿6) 13ui*..a • -7 • ■*» 9 ..t can
^(A/ e-iil’fc .v io Cm J i.X'm.1I ■ w-* 1 - • I * i  CO *1 e-Twfc -J *
theorems 3.1 and 0.2 v;o have the folic;.•i::0 result.
Lemma 3»3. • l"t ii Gj A f clilU 1C. -.C ci«WO V'3 y --,appose that ,r is an irr: lucible
kG module an • A is a.: eccentric plinth in 0 such that A A 0^(7) = 1.
The:-. V .is torsion free.v-i
Proof! Let II = core(11^ (a )). Then H is a normal subgroup with finite
r
index in G which normalises A. Clifford's thaoren 3hows that V- = A  7.E {*• i
a direct sum of irreducible hH modules, and it suffices to shew each 
T  is torsion free. Hence v/e may suppose that A ^  G.
If 7^^is sot torsion free,it has a finite dimensional !:<;■:> submodule. 
Since 3 =<A,x> is a 3plit extension of A by x , and 7, is locally finite 
it follov/3 that 7 has a finite dimensional 1:3 submodule, by arguments 
similar to those usea in proving leuma 2.6.
Hence V ha3 a finite dimensional irreducible 1:3 submodule 7^.
Let P = ar.n^Y^ / 0 since din. .7^  < oo . Hence by lemma 2.3» & P for
some s >, >.
Therefore 7-£ = 0, and 3ir.ee A ^ G, 7, ggs = 0 for all g € 0. since 
7 is an irreducible kG module, this shows 7^ = 0, contradicting our 
assumption that A A Cq (V) » 1.
Theorem j.4. If G is a polycyclic—by-finite group, 7 an irreducible 
kG module and A an eccentric plinth in G such that A A Cq (V) = 1. Then 
E^ j,(V) is not locally artinian.
Proof; Since 7,1s locally finite, it contains a finite dimensional 
irreducible kA 3Ubmodule U_ = u ,kA for some u, S U„.O -J o u
Now there exists x € Nq (a ) such that A is a plinth in ^A,x} = H. Me 
consider the kH submodule U = uQkH of V.
3y lemma 3.3, tho elements { u ^ 1 | i C z} are linearly independent.
Let u. * u x' and U. = u.kA = U x1.1 O 1 1 0
Suppose -.hat A Y j h  f 0. Then Ua+1 C Yjl^, since U^+1 is an
ire « '
irreducible kA nodule. Hence uoxn € f°r 51 i 0 and so these
t «•
elenents cannot all bo linearly independent. It follov/a that the sum
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) is direct and therefore U = U ft , .1H, and if v,, ... ,v. ia a 
«• It ■
basis for Uq , then J i =» 1, ... ,n # j 4 jJ ia a baaia for U.
’Tow, since (x-l) in a .«a aero divisor, ther.» -r.dsta x: element 
w «  S.J, (U) 3uch that v/(x-l) = v^. If " = ,.v.” it is easily seen that 7 
aa a px'Oper oaada.ia. oxtoasij>i o. TT. -a nav3 a', saaot sequence 
O — U —*-7 —  0 of If! modules and using Bergman'3 theorem as in chapt
4 we see that either -i:.v*7 <  •• ox- 7 is free as a kA nodule. The firs
alternative i3 impossible by theorem 3»2.
How w « IhT,(U)C 2. „(7) C  2..jj(7). Let 7, « ./kG, a finitely generated 
essential extension of 7. If .7. ia artir.ian, then it ha3 a composition 
series of finite length, and hence by proposition 2.7» the restriction 
of 7/^ to A is locally finite. Thi3 is patently not the case, since 
has a non-zero free kA module a3 a factor nonule of a subnodule.
Vie have shown that 3._(7) is not locally artinian.nu i . . I
Corollary 3*5» net G be aApolycyclic-by-fiuite ¿roup and suppose that 
k.G i3 a primitive ring with V a faithful irreducible nodule. Then E, ^ (7 
i3 not locally artinian.
Proof: Clearly 0^(7) = 1. Also since kG i3 primitive G) = 1 and
no plinth in G can be centralised by a subgroup of finite index. Hence 
any plinth in G i3 eccentric and the result follows.
4. Properties of the plinth socle.
Throughout this section, G will denote a polycyclic-by-finite group,
P = F(0) the finite radical of G, Il/F the Fitti.ig subgroup of O/F and 
Zal(G)/F the centre of H/F. Zal(G) is the Zalesskii subgroup of G.
As noted by Hoseblade (42) p.390, every non-trivial normal subgroup 
of G meets Zal(G) non-trivially. since any infinite normal subgroup of 
G contains a plinth ia 0» any infinite normal subgroup has non-trivial 
intersection with plsoc(G), and 30 any uon-trivial normal subgroup of G 
meets plsoc(G)F(0) non-trivially.
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Lemma 4«1. If G ia a finitely generated nilpotent group, then 
Zal(3; = plsoc(G)F(G).
Proof! Take b fc Zal(G;. If b baa finite order o €. 7(0). Otherwise 
3 = <b> is a plinth in 3. Conversely, auppose that 3 ia a plinth in 
G. Then BP/F ia a plintn in G/F, and so is centralize.* by a subgroup of 
finite index in G. However centralizers are isolated in a torsion free 
nilpotent ¿roup and so 2F/F &  Zal(G)/P. Therefore 3F £ Zai(G).
Lemma 4»2. If 3 is a plinth in a polycyciic-by-finite group G, and 
0o = 1Jq (3), then 3 i Zai(0o).
Frooft Since the Zaless.tii subgroup meets any run-trivial normal 
subgroup of Gq , we have |3:3 H  Zal(GQ)| < oo . Let P » F(Gq) H/F 
the Pitting subgroup of G^/F. If (3,H) / 1, then (3,h) / 1 for some 
h e H.
The map © : b —».(b,h) is an endomorphism of 3. Moreover 3E $ B O  Zal(Go), 
for 3ome n £  1, and if b a B O Zal(Go), h & H, then (b,h) a 3 0  7 =1.
Therefore 311 c ker S  and hence (3,h) has finite order.
Therefore (3,h) =1.
,'ie remark that if L is any subgroup of a polycyclic group 3 having 
the property of the plinth socle expressed in theorem 2.C, then L 
must be abelian-ty-finite. For any irreducible kL module V can be embedded 
in an irreducible kG module ’.V, and if VL is locally finite then V must 
be finite dimensional. If this is true for all fields k, then L must 
be abelian-by—finite.
Finally» we give two examples of polycyclic groups G such that 
Zal(G)/plsoc(G) is infinite.
Example 4*3« Let /O 1 0 0\
Let x «= I 1 1 0 0 j
l u O  1 1 I
\0 0 0 1/
Thu3 a.x = b, b.x a + b, c.x = c + d, d.x ■ d. ">’e form the split 
extension G ’ and regard A as a subgroup of G. Let A^ = <a,b^ ,
act on a free Z module 
A = <a,b,c,d> of rami 4*
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o íiS O Q
A.^  »  < ;c ,d >  and = 2 (G ) .
Sinoo A is an aballan normal subgroup of 0, wo have A c Fit(G). 
no power of x acts nilpotently on A^ (this can be checked by computing 
the eigenvalues of x), A = ?it(0) = Zal(O).
Now, if we regard A <&,4 a3 a ti<xn> module for r. % 1, we see that there¿J
are just two irreducible submodules <* 3k and A^ ®  Au-
Hence plsoc(G) = A, n A. • with A* an eccentric .and A, a centric plinth. a o a 3
’7e rom ari: th a t  in ¿his ona&iple it is possible to  c o n s t r u c t  snccr.-lo^ o f  
i r r e d u c i b l e  icG m odu les * oUcn "¿nat V I s  n o t  i.^ Ccilljr finite w heretx
A = ¿01(0,.
PbrAi.ipl .a met n oe a «res asexmn 0mup sx **..11<3 r ~.11w. ^ 1, u**u a
SHI module such that A. (£> _4 is an irreducible ijd module ..ltli uimensicn ^  2 
and auppose that G^A, ) =1.
T y  t h e o r  o¡n  1 . 5 . 7 > ■ c a n n o t  b e  i . » ¿ o C t i v 0  a s  a  \,h .m o  d u r o .  . ' 0./
b y  ( 1 0 ) 4.*wild I n  j e c  t i v ;• h u l l 2  „ ( *l l  ®  j 1* ' I s a r  u i i . i  d i i  ai».d  a l l  t h e  *i u l . ' p s s i  —
i i o n  f a o t o r s  a r o  i u o . . U w ú i  •
H a u c o v;e c a n  c h o o c ¿  a  ^ r _ ¿ - o r e s s e n t i a l L o n t e n s i o n  A g o f  A  s u e s t h a t
A ^ / a ,
d  -
a . a s  Q h  m o d u l e s * — c t n b e  t h e s p l i t  u x t u u o i u '•** U i  Uj H .
Now A.c!i a a o © l i a n  a . ad s o  A 9 F i t ( C ) . T h e c o n d i t i o n 1 i m p  l i e  s
t h a t  A j = Tit(G) = Z x l ( C - ) . O n t h e  o t n e r  h a r . d  c l e a r l y px3cc(G) = h p  h y
construction.
This method yields many explicit examples. Let II = be infinite
o
cyclic and let A^ be the nodule Q[x]/(x - x - 1).
Then A, ia an irreducible QC^mcdule for each n^ 1, and v/e can choose
X
a 2 basis |a,o| -uch that a.x = b, b.x = a + b.
2
There exists an element c 6 aUc^ that c(x - x - l) = a.
If d = c.x, then d.x = a + c + d. Lot A be the 2<x>raodule <a,b,c,d> 
and G - A 3 x . Then Zai(3) ■ A and plsoc(G) » A-^ .
Using the fact that any irreducible IcG module V ia finitely induced for 
this group, it is possible to show that is locally finito.
?3.
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